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Abstract

 

Abstract

 

This thesis addresses the question of content-based image retrieval (CBIR) in heterogeneous data-
bases. In an analysis of the existing CBIR tools that was done at the beginning of this work, we have 
shown that there was room for improvement in three key areas: query form, image and query repre-
sentation, and computation of similarity. This analysis led us to studying the usability of a method for 
computing dissimilarity between user-produced pictorial queries and database images according to 
features extracted from automatically segmented homogeneous areas.

The proposed approach differentiates itself from the analyzed ones by giving maximum freedom to 
the user by using user-produced pictorial queries (sketches) depicting the wanted image(s), extracts 
visual information from areas of the images automatically recognized as visually homogeneous and 
allows the comparison of database images with queries containing various levels of detail, thanks to a 
hierarchical representation of both database images and queries. Sketches can be incomplete (i.e., 
they do not need to cover all the available canvas), resulting in extra ßexibility. Furthermore, the 
method can be combined with classical CBIR methods, such as keyword indexing.

In order to support our proposal, a prototype CBIR system, SimEstIm, was built. In SimEstIm, the 
user produces a query image with a paint tool, then submits it to the system, which extracts a query 
representation. At database population time, database images undergo the same treatment, which con-
sists of two steps: region segmentation and region merging. In order to allow the comparison between 
database images and sketches containing various levels of detail, several segmentation results are 
stored for each image. Visual dissimilarity is computed as a combination of dissimilarities between 
the regions in the query and the regions in the database imageÕs segmentation results, resulting in dis-
similarity values for each segmentation result. These results are then used to compute a unique dis-
similarity score between query and image. The user can control the behavior of the dissimilarity 
measure by setting weights associated to each visual feature.

Experiments were performed by several users. The results obtained are extremely encouraging, and 
show that the proposed method can be successfully implemented in a CBIR system.
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R�sum�

 

Cette th�se traite la probl�matique de la recherche dÕimages par rapport au contenu (content-based 
image retrieval, abr�g� CBIR, en anglais) dans une base de donn�es h�t�rog�ne. Dans une analyse 
faite au d�but de ce travail, nous avons montr� que des am�liorations �taient possibles dans trois 
secteurs de cette branche: la forme de la requ�te, la repr�sentation des images et des requ�tes et le 
calcul de la similarit�. Cette analyse nous a pouss�s � �tudier lÕutilisabilit� dÕune m�thode pour 
calculer la dissimilarit� entre les requ�ter produites sous forme dÕesquisses par lÕutilisateur et les 
images de la base de donn�es, par rapport � des caract�ristiques extraites de r�gions visuellement 
homog�nes qui ont �t� segment�es automatiquement.

LÕapproche propos�e se diff�rencie de celles qui avaient �t� analys�es en donnant le maximum de 
libert� � lÕutilisateur, qui peut utiliser des esquisses repr�sentant la/les images d�sir�es, en extrayant 
les caract�ristiques visuelles des images de r�gions qui ont �t� identiÞ�es comme visuellement 
homog�nes de fa�on automatique, ainsi quÕen permettant la comparaison des images de la base de 
donn�es avec des esquisses plus ou moins d�tail�es, gr�ce a une repr�sentation hierarchique des 
images et des esquisses. Les esquisses peuvent �tre incompl�tes (c�d, peuvent ne pas remplir toute la 
surface disponible), ce qui resulte en une ßexibilit� accrue. Accessoirement, la m�thode peut �tre 
combin�e avec les m�thodes classique de CBIR, comme lÕindexation par mots-cl�.

AÞn de faire des exp�riences avec cette approche, un prototype nomm� SimEstIm a �t� construit. 
Dans SimEstIm, lÕutilisateur produit une esquisse avec un programme de dessin, puis la soumet au 
syst�me, qui calcule sa repr�sentation. LorsquÕelles sont introduites dans la base de donn�s, les 
images subissent le m�me traitement, qui consiste en deux �tapes: segmentation en r�gions et fusion 
de r�gions. Pour permettre la comapraison entre les images et des esquisses plus ou moins d�taill�es, 
chaque image est repr�sent�e par plusieurs r�sultats de s�gmentation. Les dissimilarit�s entre les 
r�gions de lÕesquisse et les r�gions contenues dans les r�sultats de segmentation de lÕimage sont 
calcul�e, ce qui permet de calculer une valeur de dissimilarit� pour chaque r�sultat de segmentation. 
Ces valeurs sont ensuite utilis�es pour obtenir une valeur de dissimilarit� unique. LÕutilisateur peut 
contr�ler le comportement de la mesure de dissimilarit� en modiÞant les poids li�s aux 
caract�ristiques.

Des tests ont �t� conduits avec plusieurs utilisateurs. Les r�sultats obtenus sont tr�s encourageants et 
montrent que lÕapproche propos�e peut �tre impl�ment�e avec succ�s � lÕint�rieur dÕun syst�me de 
CBIR.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

Over the last 15 years, electronic documents have changed from Òtext-onlyÓ documents to Òmultime-
diaÓ documents containing text, images, audio and video. A similar change had occurred to printed 
documents during the 20th century with the arrival of graphic elements and images. In the case of 
electronic documents, though, new challenges arise: since documents are in digital form, very large 
databases that can easily be accessed by a large amount of people can be built. In order to be useful, 
though, these databases must be well organized, and documents within them must be easily retriev-
able. Since the Information Retrieval techniques developed for textual documents do not sufÞce for 
these new kinds of documents, new methods for indexing and retrieval of images, audio and video 
according to their content must be developed.

1.1  Content-Based Image Retrieval

In this work, we limit ourselves to the study of content-based image retrieval (CBIR): the act of 
selecting a subset of an image database corresponding to a description given by the user (the query). 
A CBIR session can typically be summarized as follows (Figure 1). 

¥ a user produces a query representing the image(s) he/she wants to retrieve from the database and 
submits it to the CBIR system;

¥ the CBIR system computes the similarity between the query and the images stored in the database; 
this is done according to the internal description of query and database image;

¥ the CBIR system returns a list of images sorted according to their similarity to the query;

¥ the user modiÞes the query and/or uses part of the result to form a new query.

Fields that can beneÞt from CBIR applications are almost countless. Among them [55] we can list art 
galleries, architectural and engineering design, interior design, geographic information systems, sci-
entiÞc database management, weather forecasting, retail, fabric and fashion design, trademark and 
copyright database management, law enforcement and criminal investigation, picture archiving and 
communication systems, press agencies, medical analysis, training and education.

CBIR systems can be classiÞed according to their application, but also according to:

¥ Database content. The images contained in a database can be more or less heterogeneous: data-
bases range from very speciÞc databases, where all images are of the same kind and were taken 
under the same conditions (think of a database of MRI scans of the brain taken with the same 
machine), to speciÞc, if not all the parameters are constant throughout the database (like a data-
base containing pictures of stamps against a dark background, but where the pictures were taken 
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using different cameras and different lighting conditions), to monothematic (like the database used 
by Das et al. in [32], which contains only images of ßowers), to heterogeneous (images collected 
randomly from the Internet, for example). The different kinds of databases will be discussed in 
Section 2.2.

¥ Query form. Systems accept queries of very different kinds, depending on the kind of data 
extracted from the database images and the targeted application. Among the various possibilities 
we have keywords, natural language queries, feature values (color percentages, for example), 
example images and user-produced pictorial examples. All these kinds of queries will be discussed 
in detail in Section 2.3.

¥ Image Description. When an image is added to the database, some kind of image descriptor is 
built. During the retrieval phase, this descriptor is used to judge the similarity between the query 
and the database image. Hence, the kinds of queries that can be satisÞed by the system are tightly 
related to the kind of data contained in the descriptor. The data that can be associated to an image 
is of three kinds (Plate 1): semantic information (a description of the image content: subjects, 
depicted action, place, etc.), primitive information (colors, textures, shapes, edges, visually homo-
geneous regions, etc.) and factual information (information that cannot be extracted from the 
image, like name of the photographer, date of the shoot, belonging of the image to a particular 
series, conditions under which the image was taken, etc.). These different kinds of data will be dis-
cussed in detail in Section 2.4. 

¥ Interaction between user and CBIR system. Adding interaction between the user and the CBIR 
system can help achieving better retrieval results. Interaction ranges from simply allowing the user 
to submit a new query based on a previous one, to giving the user the possibility to select part of 
the result image as ÒrelevantÓ and/or Ònon relevantÓ (like in the work of Ciocca and Schettini 
[25]), to allowing the user to visually arrange a small set of the database images into clusters of 
similar images and letting the system rearrange the whole database according to these actions, as it 
is the case in the El Ni�o system [121].

FIGURE 1. The different steps in a CBIR session.

Obviously, the ideal CBIR system would be the one allowing a total freedom query-wise, and in 
which every image has a descriptor containing a full representation of its semantic, primitive and fac-
tual information. Unfortunately, this is not realistic in the general case, because of the following fac-
tors:

¥ extraction of semantic data from general images must be performed by human experts, because 
image processing techniques for object recognition work only within very strict conditions; the 
cost of manual processing is extremely high, making its use realistic only for a few selected appli-
cations for which precise semantic data is absolutely necessary (like medical applications);

¥ often, it is impossible to obtain some kinds of data from an image (for example, factual data is in 
general incomplete, if it is available at all);
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The Future of CBIR

¥ it is impossible to anticipate every query that will be submitted to the system; hence, development 
of an ÒuniversalÓ image descriptor is utopic;

¥ complete freedom at query time would make the generation of a query descriptor a very hard task;

¥ the more complex the image descriptor is, the more complex the techniques that compute the sim-
ilarity between an image and a query will be; in particular, if combination of different kinds of 
queries is possible, the production of a single ranking may be problematic.

1.2  The Future of CBIR

It is clear that the rate at which the number of images available to the public in digital form grows will 
increase in the coming years, because of new image compression techniques, cheaper storage, and 
faster Internet connections. Hence, the role of CBIR (certainly within the framework of content-based 
multimedia retrieval) in the future will become even more important.

Furthermore, while systems will certainly be developed for specialized applications (like Þnding 
trademarks [95], Þnding ßower patents [32] or Þnding similar faces [110]), the average user will cer-
tainly need CBIR systems able to retrieve images from heterogeneous databases like personal photo 
collections.

Because of the current lack of efÞcient and general object recognition techniques, we believe that 
general CBIR systems will, at least in the short term, focus on extracting only visual information from 
the images. In particular, techniques allowing indexing and retrieval of the database images according 
to different uniform areas of the image should prevail over techniques extracting information from the 
image as a whole. Of course, CBIR systems should make good use of any semantic information avail-
able from the images, if such data is already stored with them. An example is extracting semantic 
information about images contained in html documents by examining the textual information con-
tained in the page, as done in ImageRover [124][80].

In the long term, however, new data formats like MPEG-7 [58] will allow new techniques for index-
ing and retrieval because the additional data (including semantic information) needed for these opera-
tions will be included in the image Þles themselves. Today it is not clear, though, how this information 
will be embedded in the Þles at creation time. Despite this, CBIR systems based on MPEG-7 like the 
one developed by Paquet and Rioux [107] are already surfacing.

1.3  Goals of This Work

In 1995, when we started working on CBIR, a survey of some of the existing CBIR systems we made 
[6] showed us that there was room for improvement in several areas. In particular, we decided to focus 
our attention on three subjects:

¥ query form;

¥ image and query description;

¥ computation of similarity between image and query.

1.3.1  Query Form

In early CBIR systems, queries were either relatively simple (example images like in CANDID [75], 
feature values as in JACOB [79]) or their resolution relied heavily on data extracted with the help of a 
human expert (shape sketches in QBIC [43], keyword queries like those supported by Chabot [104]). 
We felt that some categories of users were being neglected, as no CBIR system suited their needs.
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In particular, we considered the following situation: a user wants to retrieve an image he/she knows 
from a database containing several thousands images. For cost reasons, the information associated to 
the images was not extracted with the help of human experts (hence, no semantic information is avail-
able). In this case, example images and feature values are quite ineffective, as the user may not have 
an image similar to the sought one readily available, and because it is quite complex for human beings 
to think of an image in terms of feature values.

We wondered if an approach in which the user draws a sketch of the sought image and the retrieval is 
based on automatically extracted features was possible. Such an approach allows the user to clearly 
specify the query and should, in our opinion, achieve better results than the aforementioned methods.

1.3.2  Image and Query Description

The majority of the existing CBIR systems in 1995 relied on global features (image features com-
puted over the whole image, like the color histogram [79]) or on semi-automatically extracted local 
features (like the color histogram or the contour of a region selected by the user as relevant used in 
QBIC [43]) or textual descriptions (as in Chabot [104]).

Global features have several shortcomings:

¥ their discriminative power is limited;

¥ the contribution of image regions depends on their size (small details are ÒdrownedÓ in the 
description);

¥ searching for a detail contained in a database image is not possible.

On the other hand, in the case of semi-automatically extracted local features, the necessity of human 
intervention during the database population phase leads to problems due to the cost of the approach 
(an human operator cannot process more than a handful images a minute) and to the subjectivity of 
the operator (two different individuals will seldom describe an image with the same words or select 
the same areas of the image as relevant). 

Despite this, extracting features from limited areas of the images is a superior approach. In fact, local 
features:

¥ allow the comparison between a subset of the image and the query;

¥ make querying according to size, position, color, texture, shape, and spatial relations between the 
extracted areas possible.

Since the size of image databases is constantly growing, human interaction during database popula-
tion should be as low as possible, so to keep costs at a minimum. We wondered if an approach in 
which images are represented by local features extracted from automatically selected regions of the 
image would outperform the CBIR techniques existing at the time. In particular, we focused our 
research on extraction of features from images segmented according to visual homogeneity. Further-
more, several segmentation results are stored for each database image, so to cope with the unpredict-
ability of the sketches that will be submitted to the system. The feature extraction process is explained 
in Chapter 6.

The query description is also an important element, as it must be compared to the image descriptors in 
order to compute a similarity value. We wondered if using the same description for the images and for 
the queries would simplify the computation of the similarity, all while producing meaningful similar-
ity values. As explained in Chapter 6, sketches undergo the same feature extraction process as data-
base images, but in this case only one segmentation result is stored in the descriptor.

1.3.3  Computation of Similarity

In early CBIR systems, images were often represented by a feature vector, leading to a mapping of the 
images in a space called Òfeature spaceÓ. Similarity between images was then simply computed with 
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Organization

a distance between the points in feature space. The quality of the results, then, depended on how well 
distances in feature space approximated the human perception of similarity.

Our interest went towards more complex ways of computing similarity. Since our image descriptor is 
based on local features extracted from regions obtained by segmentation, we experimented with com-
paring query and database images at three different levels:

¥ between regions;

¥ between segmentation results;

¥ between query and image.

The goal of such a method of comparison between query and image, which is the subject of Chapter 
7, was to allow partial matches, as well as allow a greater ßexibility than the methods available at the 
time. In fact, such an approach is adapted for both precise and general queries. For example, it is pos-
sible to produce a very detailed sketch of a particular image, but it is also possible to produce a sketch 
containing only some shapes and asking the system to retrieve all the images containing similar 
shapes, independently on their position and color. 

1.4  Organization

In Chapter 2, the multiple applications of CBIR will be presented, as well as the several techniques to 
perform it. 

Chapter 4 focuses on a particular CBIR technique: querying by sketch (i.e., retrieving images accord-
ing to their similarity to a sketch produced by the user and representing the target image or a group of 
images).

In Chapter 3 some of the currently existing CBIR systems are presented, classiÞed according to the 
kinds of queries they support.

The result of our research is a measure that estimates the dissimilarity between a sketch drawn by a 
user and an image. This measure, and the CBIR prototype we built around it, called SimEstIm (SIMi-
larity ESTimation for IMages) are introduced in Chapter 5.

The dissimilarity measure is computed from a description of the sketch and of the image which con-
tains local information obtained after a segmentation of the sketch and of the image is performed. The 
extraction of the descriptor is explained in Chapter 6.

The comparison between the image descriptor and the sketch descriptor is the subject of Chapter 7.

In Chapter 8 the results obtained with our dissimilarity measure are presented. The results are also 
compared with those obtained with other CBIR techniques.

Finally, in Chapter 9 we talk about future options open in CBIR and how our work Þts in this frame-
work.
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Color Plates

1.5  Color Plates

PLATE 1. The three kinds of data that can be associated to an image: semantic (in this case a 
natural language description and keywords), primitive (for example, contours and a 
segmentation) and factual (name of the photographer, date and place of the shoot, film and 
camera used).

"Landscape shot of
a desert road lead-
ing to a mountain in
the distance, under

a cluody sky"

"road",  "desert",
"mountain", "cloudy

sky", "day",
"bushes"

Shot taken on 12
dec 1986, at 16:30
by xxx in yyy, using

a Nikon camera
and a 400 ASA film

Semantic Primitive Factual
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CHAPTER 2 Content-Based Image 
Retrieval 

Content-Based image retrieval (henceforth CBIR) is the act of selecting a subset of an image database 
corresponding to a description given by the user (the query). The goal of this chapter is to give an 
insight on how this description can be formulated, how relevant images can be selected and how the 
data allowing this task can be extracted from the database images.

2.1  The Importance of Image Retrieval

Why is Þnding images in a database that satisfy a particular speciÞcation so important? LetÕs pretend 
for a moment that you are a stamp collector, that your collection is composed of several thousands 
stamps, and that you want to be able to make lists of your stamps according to the issuing nation, the 
date of issue, the nominal value, the current market value, the shape, the pictorial content, the condi-
tion (new, used, Þrst day of issue, damaged, ...), the series they belong to, or similarity to a particular 
stamp. In this case, storing all your stamps in a large box would surely prove to be the wrong solution, 
since for every search you would probably end up going through the whole collection. It is obvious 
that you will need to organize your stamps in such a way that the making of these lists will be a man-
ageable task.

Sooner or later, we will all be in this situation: as more and more information is produced as digital 
images, we will have to Þnd a way to perform efÞcient searches through the millions of images that 
will be available to us. EfÞcient CBIR systems will be needed. After all, Òwhat good is information in 
the Information Age if you canÕt Þnd it?Ó [4]

Being given an image database, what we would like from a CBIR system is the ability to select a sub-
set of the database according to a query submitted to the system. The size of the subset can range from 
the empty set to the whole database. Since image databases are based on similarity rather than on 
matching, as pointed out by Santini and Jain in [119], this subset will in general be sorted according 
to the similarity to the query. In some cases, like in the system developed by Martinez and Guillaume 
described in [96] , results do not need to be ranked.

In any case, in order to be viable a CBIR system must deliver good performance in the following three 
Þelds:

¥ indexing of the database, which is essential in order to compare the query only to a small subset of 
the database, the computation of similarity between the query and a database image being in gen-
eral a time-consuming operation;
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¥ comparison of query and database images, which must correspond as well as possible to the 
human perception of similarity, so that the retrieved sets will be considered satisfactory by the 
user;

¥ retrieval efÞciency, since the goal of a retrieval session is to return all the relevant images with a 
better ranking than the not relevant ones.

CBIR applications are almost countless. Extending the list given by Gudivada and Raghavan in [55] 
we can list:

¥ art galleries and museum management;

¥ architectural and engineering design;

¥ interior design;

¥ remote sensing and management of earth resources;

¥ geographic information systems;

¥ scientiÞc database management;

¥ weather forecasting;

¥ retail;

¥ fabric and fashion design;

¥ trademark and copyright database management;

¥ law enforcement and criminal investigation;

¥ picture archiving and communication systems;

¥ press agencies;

¥ medical analysis;

¥ training and education;

¥ industrial quality control.

When trying to classify CBIR systems, big differences can be noticed in:

¥ the content of the database;

¥ the form of the query;

¥ the type of data stored with the images;

¥ the amount of interaction between user and CBIR system.

In the following sections these four subjects will be discussed in depth. Finally, in Section 2.5 quality 
measures used for evaluating the results of a CBIR system will be presented.

2.2  Database Contents

Images contained in databases can be of disparate kinds, ranging from a 16x16 2-bit pattern to a 1200 
dpi, 32-bit color scan of an A4-size page. Databases containing a more uniform kind of images will in 
general be easier to handle [4] and will allow more precise searches than heterogeneous databases, 
since specialized algorithms or domain experts will be available to extract the wanted data. In this 
section, a classiÞcation of image databases according to the variability of the images they contain will 
be given.

Among the characteristics of an image we have:

¥ the size of the image (and the aspect ratio);

¥ the color depth (black and white, grayscale, 8-bit color, 16-bit color, 24-bit color, 32-bit color);
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¥ the conditions under which it was taken (illumination, distance between object and camera, kind 
of camera, ...), which can be known or not;

¥ the number of objects/subjects portrayed;

¥ the knowledge about what kind of object can be in the image (for example: we know that the 
image is a picture of a dog, a horse or a cat);

¥ its origin (natural or synthetic);

¥ the Þle format;

¥ whether the objects/subjects are in front of a known background or not;

The variance of these image characteristics within a database allows us to perform a classiÞcation of 
the databases. Henceforth, we will speak of:

¥ very speciÞc databases, when the image characteristics are all known; itÕs the case of a collection 
of MRI scans of the brain taken with the same machine under the same conditions (angle, cut, res-
olution, ...);

FIGURE 2. MRI scans from a medical database.

¥ speciÞc databases, if some of the image characteristics are not constant throughout the collection, 
for example in a database containing pictures of stamps, where illumination conditions and dis-
tance between the camera and the stamp are unknown, but where other parameters are known 
(dark background, only one stamp per image, subject placed in the centre of the image, same color 
depth, ...); another example of a database of this kind is a collection of face shots;

FIGURE 3. Images coming from a database containing face shots.

¥ monothematic databases, when all is known about the images is that every one of them portrays 
a particular kind of object or subject; a collection of picture of cats is a good example in this case 
(see Plate 2 for an example);

¥ general (heterogeneous) databases, when nothing is known about the conditions under which 
the pictures were taken, nor about the portrayed subject; the Internet is a general database (see 
Plate 3).

Obviously, many other kinds of image databases exist, ranging between the Òvery speciÞcÓ and the 
ÒgeneralÓ ones presented above. In this work, though, only these four types will be addressed.
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The more speciÞc a database is, the more in depth the analysis of the images it contains can be. Pre-
cise data about the images can be extracted, either with highly specialized algorithms or by human 
experts, since the fact that the images are contained in the database already says many things about 
their content. With images extracted from general databases this work must be done before the extrac-
tion of any precise data.

2.3  The Query 

CBIR systems retrieve images from a database according to a speciÞcation given by the user. This 
speciÞcation is extracted from the query, whose form depends on the criteria the user wants the 
images to satisfy, as well as on the kind of answer that the user expects. The form of the query inßu-
ences the type of data that must be extracted from the database images in order to solve it; this will be 
the subject of Section 2.4.

2.3.1  What we Expect from a Query

What do we want when we produce a query and submit it to an CBIR system? Are we interested in 
whole images or objects contained therein? Are we looking for a single image or a collection of 
images? If it is a collection of images we are looking for, what must they have in common? Do we 
have an example image available in electronic form or printed form? Are we going to query the data-
base starting from what we remember of an image? All these questions have a deep impact on how the 
query must be formed [44][4]. 

Depending on the type of query we intend to submit to the system, different kinds of data will be 
needed for its resolution: a similarity query based on visual features (i.e., submitting an example 
image and asking for images visually similar to it) and a conceptual query (composed, for example, 
uniquely of the word ÒsadnessÓ) need completely different data in order to be solved. Conceptual que-
ries will require higher level (semantic) data, whose extraction is extremely complex in the general 
case. For the moment, though, let us pretend that we can extract any kind of data from the database 
images.

2.3.2  The Multiple Faces of a Query

Querying a database can be done in a multitude of ways, from keywords to natural language, values 
of features, pictorial queries, example images and so on. In [44], Gupta and Jain suggest that querying 
in a CBIR system should be performed through a collection of tools including an image processing 
tool, a feature-space manipulation tool, an object speciÞcation tool, a measurement speciÞcation tool, 
a classiÞcation tool, a spatial arrangement tool, an annotation tool and a data deÞnition tool. While it 
is plain that the combination of all these different techniques would allow a large amount of ßexibil-
ity, the complexity of comparing images to queries formed in such a way would be way higher than 
that of methods commonly used today. Furthermore, the amount of data to be extracted from the 
images would be very large, and its organization extremely complex. This is probably the reason why 
currently most of the existing CBIR systems rely on very few techniques for querying the database, 
limiting themselves to visual information and keywords, as it is the case in IBMÕs QBIC [43], or color 
information and predeÞned concepts, like in CHABOT [104], which allows the user to deÞne simple 
concepts based on color information and keywords. The reader should keep in mind that, even though 
the techniques will be presented separately in this paragraph, the different methods can (and should) 
be combined in order to exploit the strengths of each one of them.

KEYWORDS

Querying by keywords is one of the most intuitive ways of querying an image database, since the user 
only needs to type the words corresponding to (part of ) the content of the wanted image(s). If every 
image could be described using a dictionary of 1000 words, indexing by keywords would even be the 
perfect method for the task. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Still, keywords prove useful in order to 
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differentiate visually similar images (in speciÞc or monothematic databases) or to allow a rough 
indexing of a general database according to the content.

In order to be able to query the database this way, keywords must have been associated to the images 
during the database population process. This data can be added:

¥ manually, by having an expert type the keywords that he/she Þnds relevant for the image; this 
approach has a high cost, as a human operator can only process a few images every minute;

¥ by performing object recognition on the image, generally possible only if the database is speciÞc 
or monothematic, since general object recognition is still an unsolved problem;

¥ by transforming visual features into concepts, like in Chabot [104], in which a concept is deÞned 
as presence of some colors and of some keywords in the image description, and FourEyes [112], 
which associates names to models based on texture features;

¥ by analyzing metadata associated with the image (captions, text, technical information about the 
picture) delivered with the image, as it is done in Piction, which analyzes captions in order to 
detect faces in the associated images [126].

Even though querying using keywords is semantically powerful, it has some shortcomings:

¥ information sought is inherently in the form of imagery that a textual language cannot express efÞ-
ciently, as underlined by Gupta and Jain in [44];

¥ experience with major archives shows that it is almost impossible to anticipate all likely queries 
[44];

¥ if the list of allowed keywords contains a limited number of term, the number of possible queries 
is also limited;

¥ if the list of keywords is not limited, synonyms and different languages used must be taken into 
account;

¥ if several operators contributed to putting the images in the database, there are chances that the 
descriptions vary according to the ÒstyleÓ of the operator;

¥ automatic keyword extraction from visual information can generate false positives and/or nega-
tives, depending on the model used to represent the concept bound to the keyword;

¥ automatic extraction from textual data can generate false positives if the text is not completely 
related to the image (for example, a picture of a bicycle rider receiving a prize on the podium after 
a race may be captioned Òdespite falling twice, the winner dominated its opponentsÓ, and the word 
ÒfallingÓ might be taken as relevant).

Keywords can be extremely useful in monothematic databases (for example allowing the separation 
between different races in a database containing pictures of dogs), when a domain expert can be used 
to add the data to the images and the dictionary to be used is rather limited (in the dogs database 
example, the different races of dogs). In the general case, though, problems with synonyms and infor-
mation stored using different languages arise, although they can be partially solved with automatic 
translators and thesauri. Automatic extraction of keywords from visual data depends on the model 
used to represent the various terms, and should be used only in small domains.

NATURAL LANGUAGE 

Solving natural language queries requires complex techniques, but this way of querying a database is 
extremely powerful, not to mention the fact that it is the most natural way of querying a database for a 
user. Unfortunately, lots of semantic data must be stored with every image, as complete annotation 
(including spatial relationships between objects) of an image containing  objects each with  

attributes would require  entries, as explained by Pentland et al. in [110]. Furthermore, 
query resolution must take into account the fact that two individuals looking for the same image will 
almost certainly use quite different queries, leading to a huge number of potential queries for each 
image in the database. The interested reader will Þnd more information on natural language queries in 
[117].

n m

O n2 m2×( )
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Seen from an image processing point of view, the weak chain link is the extraction of the semantic 
data. The amount of data needed is quite large and, unless the database is extremely speciÞc, auto-
matic extraction of such data is not possible (and even when it is possible, it is not a trivial problem). 
Hence, a human expert will be needed to perform this task, and the volume of data needed will lead to 
huge costs, since processing an image will take quite a long time. Furthermore, we will still have the 
subjectivity and language problems that were present with keywords. Data organization is also a com-
plex problem to be solved in this case.

So far, only researchers at the University of Victoria [137] have tried to implement such a system, 
which is still in itÕs early infancy, so it is difÞcult to say if this way of querying image databases is via-
ble or not. In any case, because of the high cost bound to the manual extraction of the large amount of 
data needed, such an approach should be used only if the beneÞts to be obtained from the system jus-
tify the huge costs connected with the data extraction.

FEATURE VALUES

Queries composed by specifying the values of certain image features (a certain amount of red, green, 
blue, mixture of sample textures, ...), like in QBIC [43] and JACOB [79] are easily interpreted by the 
system, but are extremely awkward to compose for the user, who is forced to do Òmental gyrationsÓ 
[44] because of the way she perceives the image isnÕt organized this way. Furthermore, this kind of 
query might require some knowledge about the inner workings of the system (to know how textures 
are mixed, for example). Finally, query results can be very difÞcult to understand. An example of such 
a query can be found in Plate 4.

Even though this method seems to have more shortcomings than advantages, it could be useful to 
select a large subset of the image database in order to speed up the query resolution process.

EXAMPLE IMAGE

Using an image as the query is a very natural way of looking for visually similar images in a database. 
Two situations are possible:

¥ the query image is in the database, like in Filter Image Browsing, developed by Vendrig et al. 
[141];

¥ the query image is not in the database, as in the work by Jacobs et al. [69].

In the Þrst case, all the data associated to the database image being used as the query is available 
(visual information, segmentation, keywords, ...). The ideal situation would have the user select 
among all this information the part relevant to the query, so to minimize the number of not relevant 
images retrieved. If semantic data is available, it is even possible to retrieve semantically similar 
images. The user must browse the database manually to Þnd an image to use as the query; depending 
on the database and on what the user is looking for, this can take a long time.

In the second case, data must be either extracted from the query image at runtime or supplied by the 
user, keeping in mind that this information must be compatible with the data stored in the database, so 
that comparison between the database images and the query image will be possible.

A variation on this technique consists in selecting some areas of the example image and performing 
the query according to the info contained therein. The user can be asked to draw the boundaries 
around the interesting areas like Ravela and Manmatha did in [114], or he/she can be asked to select 
one of the regions extracted by a segmentation algorithm like in Blobworld [17]. This method is par-
ticularly useful for Þnding images containing visually similar regions.

Another possibility is using multiple images as the query, so to stress which visual features are impor-
tant to the user.

Querying by example image is a technique used by several CBIR systems, some of which will be 
listed in Chapter 3. It can be used in isolation, or to reÞne query results obtained with another method. 
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The latter is what happens in the AltaVista image search engine [1], which uses keywords for the Þrst 
query of a search session and visual similarity for the following ones.

This technique has some weaknesses:

¥ changes in position, composition, conÞguration of the pictured objects will defeat most compari-
sons [44];

¥ if the user must browse the database in order to Þnd the images which will compose the query, a 
long time might be necessary;

¥ semantic queries wonÕt be successful if the images donÕt have enough relevant semantic informa-
tion associated.

USER-PRODUCED PICTORIAL EXAMPLE

Querying by user-produced pictorial example consists in producing a sketch depicting the sought 
image(s). This can be done in several ways:

¥ only sketch the most important edges of the image, or the edges of the sought objects, as possible 
in QBIC [43] and ETR [34], among others;

¥ place predeÞned elements which correspond to objects the image retrieval system is able to recog-
nize in the database images (people, trees, sky, sea, sun, Þelds, woods, ...), like in ImageSearch 
[62] and SCORE [4]; an example of an ImageSearch query can be found in Plate 5.

¥ sketch using a simple paint tool that allows only geometric shapes to be drawn, another way of 
querying in QBIC [43] (see Plate 6 for an example);

¥ sketch using a freehand tool, as in PICASSO [30].

Querying by user-produced pictorial example is especially useful when looking for a particular 
image, as it allows to capture the userÕs mental image of a speciÞc picture [44] or class of pictures. 
Depending on the kind of database being searched, a different amount of detail will be needed in 
order to retrieve a target image: very speciÞc databases (in the medical Þeld, for example) will cer-
tainly require more details than homogeneous databases, where painting large patches of colors repre-
senting homogeneous areas of the target image(s) will in general be sufÞcient to retrieve them.

User-produced pictorial examples do not require the extraction of semantic data from the database 
images, and are, as it will be explained in Chapter 4, a favorite for fully automated systems. Availabil-
ity of semantic data can, though, make better query results possible. For example, a query composed 
of a red blob on a larger green blob is not semantically explicit of the fact that the user wanted to 
retrieve images of red cars in a Þeld. If the keywords ÒcarÓ and ÒÞeldÓ can be added to the query, the 
number of relevant images retrieved will surely increase, as pictures of red tents in a Þeld will not be 
retrieved anymore. Furthermore, its visual nature makes it a natural choice for similarity searches, as 
visualization (the act of looking at an image) and imaging (the act of building a mental image) are 
extremely similar processes, as explained by Kosslyn in [78]. 

COMBINING DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES

Every technique we described above has its strengths and weaknesses: lack of semantic content for 
visual queries, amount of semantic data needed and problems bound to its extraction for keyword and 
natural language queries. It would be natural, then, that combining them could generate better results, 
going a step towards the Òquery languageÓ deÞned by Gupta and Jain [44].

Currently, the following combinations have been used:

¥ visual information and keywords (for example in QBIC [43] and JACOB [104]);

¥ visual information and semantic information extracted from captions (as in Piction [126]).
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2.4  The Image

Before we try to extract information from an image, we must ask ourselves what kind of information 
it can convey to a human being, and if this kind of data can be useful to process the kinds of query we 
want to submit to the system. A way to extract and represent this information must then be found, as 
well as techniques for comparing the database images and the query.

2.4.1  WhatÕs in an Image?

By looking at an image, a human being will recognize objects, people, places, maybe understand 
what was happening when the picture was taken. It is only natural, then, that when a user wants to 
retrieve an image from a collection he/she thinks of the image in these terms, and would like to query 
the database according to memories of his/her experience of the sought image. Human perception is 
not a mere interpretation of a retinal patch, but an active interaction between it and our knowledge 
about objects [34], which can be inßuenced by a multitude of factors, including past experiences and 
cultural background. It can be safely assumed, then, that two individuals will never see exactly the 
same things when looking at a particular image.

This means that these two individuals will probably query the database differently even if they want 
to retrieve the same image or the same set of images. Hence, an image retrieval system must be ßexi-
ble enough to take such situations into account.

Unfortunately, to a computer an image is nothing more than a matrix of n-tuples (the pixels). As of 
today, computers are not able to analyze an image like a human being would, extracting semantic con-
tent from it. Highly specialized algorithms, which require images taken under strict conditions to 
work properly, are an exception to this rule. All computers can do is try to guess what is in the image 
by extracting primitive (also called syntactic) information, like color histograms, textures, regions, 
shapes, edges, spatial positioning of objects, but they arenÕt able to detect the presence of your uncle 
laughing with a sunßower in his left hand during a barbecue party in your garden back in 1985.

So, if semantic content is needed manual extraction will be necessary (unless the database is very spe-
ciÞc), with all its shortcomings, as it will be explained shortly. Currently, most image retrieval sys-
tems (although there are some exceptions appearing) rely on primitive features to try to extract the 
imagesÕ content and to compute the relevance of the database images to the query. This approach can 
be seen as a Þrst step towards CBIR systems based on semantic features, since ÒthingsÓ are made of 
ÒstuffÓ (i.e., regions of near-constant color or texture), as explained by Forsyth in [44].

2.4.2  Primitive, Semantic and Factual Data

Data associated with an image can be classiÞed into three categories: primitive, semantic and factual. 
While the Þrst two are related to the content of the image, the latter cannot be deduced by looking at it 
(date of shoot, place, kind of camera, name of photographer, ...). 

Primitive features are low-level visual features, representing roughly the image as it is on the retina 
and the striate cortex (an example of CBIR system relying on visual features of this kind is Viper 
[129], in which an image is represented by a subset of 80Õ000 possible simple features), while seman-
tic features are related to the content of the image as perceived by humans. This paragraph is dedi-
cated to these three kinds of features, while the following one will discuss the extraction of data from 
the images.

PRIMITIVE FEATURES

Primitive features are those features that relate to the physical appearance of the image. Among them 
we can list:

¥ aspect ratio of the image;

¥ Þle format;
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¥ color depth: black and white, n-bit grayscale, n-bit color;

¥ color: average color, color histogram or color correlation for the image or a subset of its pixels;

¥ texture: physical features of a part (or all) of the image when considered as a single texture;

¥ edge information: orientation, position and length of edges detected in the image or a subset of it;

¥ shapes: contour, orientation, elongation, size, bounding rectangle of shapes in the image;

¥ regions: areas of the image corresponding to homogeneous areas of the image;

¥ ...

The simpler these features are, the more efÞcient the algorithms that compute them will be. This 
means that very simple features (like color, correlations, size, orientation, ...) can be extracted auto-
matically and very quickly. Unfortunately, these features do not convey any semantic meaning (or 
very little), so an image retrieval system that relies totally on this kind of features will not be able to 
process queries containing requests for a particular object or about a concept, unless these are deÞned 
as given combinations of primitive features (like in Chabot [104]). There are a few exceptions to this, 
though: if the image database is composed of very speciÞc images (like pictures of pears or apples 
taken under controlled conditions), some degree of semantic knowledge can be extracted from primi-
tive features through an object model (i.e., we could have an algorithm that classiÞes the pictured 
object as ÒappleÓ or ÒpearÓ). Other ways of extracting semantic data from images are face detection 
and recognition (see the bibliography compiled by Wahle [143] for more information on this topic) 
and detection of text in images [145].

Also, primitive features, because of their numerical nature, allow easier similarity computing than 
semantic features.

SEMANTIC FEATURES

Semantic features are abstract representations of images at different levels of detail, corresponding to 
human perception of the images [55]. This kind of features includes but is not limited to:

¥ objects present in the image and their attributes;

¥ people depicted and their attributes;

¥ interactions between objects and / or people;

¥ spatial relations between objects and / or people;

¥ general descriptions of what was happening at the moment the picture was taken.

Currently, computers are unable (except in extremely specialized applications) to extract semantic 
data automatically, as this kind of data often needs more information than that available in the image 
to be extracted [4]. 

By associating semantic data to database images, it is possible to solve queries about the content of 
the images, while primitive data only allows queries about the appearance of the images. This addi-
tional level of detail is available at a cost, though: semantic data is difÞcult to represent, and ambigu-
ities in the description of the imagesÕ content can hinder the retrieval process. 

For example, if the semantic data is stored as keywords chosen from a closed list, only queries con-
taining these keywords will return satisfactory results: if you are looking for pictures of daffodils, but 
the only related keyword in the list is ÒßowerÓ, there would be no way of solving your query, even if a 
thesaurus was used (the system would probably end up retrieving all the pictures containing ßowers). 
To circumvent this problem, a combination of keywords and primitive features might be useful: com-
bining the word ÒßowerÓ with the color ÒyellowÓ would probably return a subset of the database con-
taining several relevant images. On the other hand, if the list is open, synonyms come into play: two 
different operators might use different words to describe exactly the same object, and this would have 
to be taken into account in the query engine, by using a thesaurus like WordNet [100], for example.
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Even more complex representations can be extracted by descriptions of the image given in natural 
language. In order to be usable, these need to be converted into a data structure, like in Piction [126], 
a task that can be extremely complex. Queries to a system containing such data need to be trans-
formed in order to be comparable to this structure, which must take into account synonyms and ambi-
guities typical of natural languages. This structure should be independent on the chosen language 
(automatic translators being still in their infancy), lest the database not be usable by users that do not 
speak the language used to enter the image descriptions. Furthermore, methods for computing the 
similarity between two such representations should be developed, a task that may reveal itself to be 
non-trivial. 

FACTUAL DATA

Images sometimes come with some attached data, like the date of production, name of the photogra-
pher / computer artist / program that generated the image, kind of Þlm the picture was taken with, etc. 
This information (metadata) isnÕt semantic, but conveys some information about the image and can be 
used with primitive and / or semantic data for retrieval purposes [104]. Typically, publishing compa-
nies, art galleries and museums need this kind of data.

2.4.3  Extracting Information from the Image

Like features, which can be separated into primitive and semantic, techniques for extracting content 
from an image can also be classiÞed into categories, depending on the degree of interaction between 
human and computer needed: we talk of automatic, semi-automatic (or assisted) and manual tech-
niques. As it will be seen, extraction of some kinds of features isnÕt feasible without human interac-
tion, while in other cases, human interaction isnÕt necessary (or would even be counter-productive).

AUTOMATIC, SEMI-AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL FEATURE EXTRACTION

As we mentioned before, features can be extracted automatically, with human interaction (semi-auto-
matically), or manually.

Automatic extraction can be used only for the most primitive features, like color (computing the aver-
age color, the color histogram or color covariances of an area of the image) or size of a region of the 
image. In these cases, human interaction would even be a nuisance, as computer algorithms are per-
fectly adapted to the task.

Other primitive features, like edges and regions, might need some human interaction if exact results 
are needed. In fact, current edge-detection techniques still produce false positives, while region seg-
mentation algorithms for general images arenÕt 100% reliable. Characterization of texture can also 
need some interaction, as the operator is asked to select a part of the image containing the texture to 
be classiÞed. However, these features can be extracted automatically if the database is speciÞc, or if 
only ÒroughÓ results are needed (most evident edges, rough segmentation, ...).

Semantic features, on the other hand, must be extracted by hand, except in some particular cases (sim-
ple object recognition in speciÞc databases, for example). 

It must be remembered that human interaction is expensive [3]. Furthermore, subjectivity has a major 
role in the quality of the extracted features, as two individuals will have different perceptions of the 
same image, because of physical, cultural and psychological reasons. Finally, an appropriate repre-
sentation for this kind of features must be found. In the following paragraphs, the pros and cons of 
human interaction and automatic feature extraction will be listed.

HUMAN INTERVENTION: ADVANTAGES AND SHORTCOMINGS

Human interaction when extracting information about images prior to adding them to a database has 
both advantages and shortcomings. Let us begin by listing the advantages:

¥ possibility to have a domain expert extract the information, which will be more accurate, allowing 
more precise queries and thus better results;
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The Image

¥ possibility to perform tasks that are poorly (if at all) executed by computer algorithms in the gen-
eral case;

¥ possibility to correct information extracted by computer algorithms;

¥ possibility to extract semantic features, something in general impossible with computer algo-
rithms.

These advantages seem to justify this method. Unfortunately, human interaction also has several 
shortcomings:

¥ its cost is very high, as a human being will not be able to process more than a handful of images 
per minute; the more complex the data to be extracted is, the more time the operator will need to 
extract it;

¥ human beings grow tired (especially if the work is very demanding) or have a drop in attention (if 
the work is tedious), and thus tend to make errors;

¥ two human beings see the same image differently, giving different interpretations;

¥ if image descriptions provided by the experts are written in a natural language, ambiguities bound 
to the nature of natural languages arise. 

AUTOMATIC FEATURE EXTRACTION: ADVANTAGES AND SHORTCOMINGS

Being given an image, what kind of content information can be extracted automatically? Today, what 
can be extracted is probably enough to perform simple pictorial queries: color information, texture 
information, shapes, edges, even some semantic information if the image is part of a multimedia doc-
ument (like an html page, for example, which contains text that could be related to the image, or a 
caption).

The obvious advantages of a fully automatic method are:

¥ extremely low cost;

¥ processing will normally be faster if no human interaction is needed;

¥ results will not depend on subjectivity, tiredness or attention of the operator;

¥ extracted information will be numerical, hence universal.

Shortcomings are just as obvious:

¥ extracted features are extremely simple; there is no way to extract real semantic information from 
the images;

¥ except for very simple tasks, algorithms can make mistakes and will not learn to correct them by 
themselves (human feedback will be needed);

¥ some tasks (like segmentation into regions of a color image) are not fully mastered in the general 
case;

HUMAN VS. THE MACHINE: WHAT TO CHOOSE?

After listing the relative strengths and weaknesses of automatic and human-assisted feature extrac-
tion, it becomes obvious that the choice of which technique to use will depend on several factors, 
among which:

¥ the kind of images contained in the database: a database containing only texture samples (like 
Brodasz [15]) will certainly require less human interaction than a database containing pictures of 
opera singers, where identifying the pictured subjects will require the help of a domain expert; in 
general, for images containing little semantic information human interaction wonÕt be needed;

¥ the amount of images to be processed: the more images are contained in a database, the more 
information will be needed to discriminate between them. Primitive features might reach their 
limit (it has been proved that the discriminative power of color histograms [135] and texels [62], 
for example, is limited). Semantic data, for which human intervention is in general needed, may 
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be needed in order to increase the discriminative power of the image descriptions. It must be 
noticed, though, that for very large databases this might lead to high costs;

¥ the cost of the processing: automatic extraction of data from images has the advantage of being 
relatively cheap, since the only human intervention needed is at programming time, and that com-
puting time is nowadays extremely cheap. The cost of human interaction, on the other hand, 
depends on the quantity of data to be extracted from the images and on the number of images to be 
processed. Such cost may become prohibitive is the database is very large, or if large amounts of 
new images must be added at a regular basis;

¥ the amount of detail needed: human interaction may be required if very precise information is 
needed, like in the case of tumor detection in MRI scans.

Currently, one of the major challenges is the Internet, which can be seen as a huge collection of heter-
ogeneous and unannotated images, growing at a stellar rate. In this case, human interaction is impos-
sible, mainly for cost reasons. Other CBIR applications, on the other hand, would certainly make 
proÞt of the combination of manually, semi-automatically and automatically extracted data. This 
work aims at developing methods that can be used to perform retrieval in a general database like the 
Internet. This is the reason why the proposed method, presented in detail in Chapter 5, relies on auto-
matically extracted features.

2.5  Quality Measures

As it was explained in the previous sections, a multitude of ways for querying an image database 
exist. Currently, there is a large number of CBIR systems available (commercial or not), 40 of which 
were compared by Gudivada in [54]. In order to choose one system or one technique over another, 
users need quality measures allowing them to evaluate their usefulness. Surprisingly, this subject is 
somewhat neglected within the CBIR community [37].

A CBIR system (just like any other information retrieval system) should retrieve as many relevant 
images as possible, while rejecting a large quantity of the extraneous images, thus achieving good 
retrieval effectiveness. In order to compute quality measures, then, we have to deÞne what relevance 
means. We can list at least two deÞnitions (the Þrst one being the most used one):

¥ relevance is the correspondence in context between an information requirement statement (a 
query) and an article (a document), that is, the extent to which the article covers the material that is 
approptiate to the requirement statement [30];

¥ the relevant set of items is the subset of the stored items that is appropriate to the userÕs informa-
tion need at the time of retrieval [52][53]; thus a document may be relevant if it deals with the 
appropriate topic classes but it may not be pertinent if the user is already acquainted with its con-
tents, or if other documents retrieved earlier already cover the appropriate topics [118].

On the other hand, user effort time and cost needed for the retrieval should be minimized, obtaining 
high search efÞciency. In this section, only effectiveness measures will be discussed. The interested 
reader can Þnd more information about efÞciency of information retrieval systems in [118].

According to Swets [136], the ideal effectiveness measure should have at least the following proper-
ties:

¥ the measure should be able to reßect retrieval effectiveness alone, separately of the criteria such as 
cost;

¥ the measure should be independent of any particular retrieval cutoff, that is, of the number of doc-
uments retrieved in a particular search;

¥ the measure should be expressible as a single number, which can be put on a scale to give absolute 
and relative values.
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Quality Measures

Many effectiveness measures exist, the most famous of which are precision and recall. They will be 
explained in this section, along with two alternate measures: SwetsÕ E-measure and DimaiÕs RDTA.

The reader should be warned, though, that in order to use these quality measures a relevance judge-
ment for every query may be needed. In particular, this can mean knowing which images in the data-
base are relevant according to a particular query. This cannot always be done, because of the size of 
the database being searched, but also because relevance judgements can be extremely different 
depending on the person performing the task.

2.5.1  Precision and Recall

These two measures are by far the most used effectiveness measures used for information retrieval 
systems. Both of them depend on the amount of documents relevant to the query that were retrieved, 
thus they depend on a deÞnition of relevance. Here, the objective view of relevance given by Cuadra 
and Katter in [30] will be used: Òrelevance is the correspondence in context between an information 
requirement statement (a query) and an article (a document), that is, the extent to which the article 
covers the material that is appropriate to the requirement statementÓ.

Recall is deÞned as the proportion of relevant documents retrieved, while precision is the amount of 
retrieved documents that is relevant [118]. Both these measures depend on the number of retrieved 
documents, as well as on the availability of a relevance judgment for every document and the current 
query. Obtaining such a judgment can be problematic, especially for very large databases. Further-
more, it has been observed that human operators do not perform this task perfectly.

FIGURE 4. A typical precision/recall graph (from [118]).

FIGURE 5. It is sometimes hard to decide if a system performs better than another by looking 
at their precision/recall graphs (from [37]).

By varying the number of retrieved documents from 1 to the size of the database, a precision versus 
recall graph like the one in Figure 4 can be obtained . By overlaying the graphs generated by two sys-
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tems, a comparison between the two can be made, even though in some cases, like the one pictured in 
Figure 5, the comparison is not straightforward. 

Standard precision and recall have several shortcomings among which are their dependence on the 
number of documents retrieved and the fact that they do not take into account the actual ranking of the 
relevant documents. 

To overcome these weaknesses, normalized versions of these two measures were introduced in [118]. 
Let  be the size of the set of relevant images,  the size of the database and  the posi-

tion of the i-th relevant image in a particular query. Then, the normalized recall is computed as in 
Equation 1:

(EQ 1)

This measure says how close to the ideal result (in which the relevant images are retrieved in positions 
) the retrieval result is. In a similar way, normalized precision (Equation 2) shows how 

close to the ideal one the obtained precision curve is.

(EQ 2)

2.5.2  Other Quality Measures

There are a multitude of effectiveness measures available in the literature (see [81] [76] [77] for more 
information). Here, two of them will be shortly presented: the E-measure and the Rank-Difference 
Trend Analysis (RDTA).

E-MEASURE

Swets [136] associates two populations  to the relevant and nonrelevant documents 

according to a given query. A parameter  (the query-document similarity) is then used and two 

Òprobability density functionsÓ ,  indicate the probability that a document of 

one of the populations has of having score . By choosing increasing values of , computing the per-
centage of relevant and nonrelevant documents retrieved and plotting these percentages one against 
the other, an operating characteristic (OC) line is obtained. 

SwetsÕ E-measure is then proportional to the distance between this line and the line obtained when the 
two populations have exactly the same distribution. The slope of the OC is also associated to the E-
measure. 
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Conclusion

FIGURE 6. Operating characteristics (OC) on normal probability scales. SwetsÕ E-measure is 
 (from [118]).

RANK-DIFFERENCE TREND ANALYSIS

Dimai [37] presented a novel method for assessing the effectiveness of two CBIR systems A and B, 
based on the statistical comparison of the rankings of relevant data.

The evaluation is done in three steps:

¥ production of the rankings;

¥ determination of the rankings of the relevant images ;

¥ comparison of ; an assessment measure  representing the discrimination of 

one system with respect to the other is obtained.

 are compared by linear regression , and  is determined using a statistical 

analysis, with the low-ranked relevant data being weighted more than high-ranked relevant data. The 
comparison measure  is equal to zero if the rank of the relevant images is 
the same in both systems, is negative if the ranking in A is better than that in B and positive otherwise. 
During the computation of , a goodness of Þt measure is also computed, which allows to determine 

if the computed value  is signiÞcant or not.

2.6  Conclusion

In this chapter, some of the fundamental elements of a CBIR system have been discussed: the image 
database and its content, the form of the query, the kinds of data associated to the images and their 
extraction. The description of the various possible organizations of a database were voluntarily omit-
ted.

CBIR applications are almost countless, and almost as disparate: a system built with the intent of clas-
sifying textures has little in common with a system allowing natural language queries like ÒÞnd pic-
tures of people walking hand in handÓ or ÒÞnd pictures of dogs playingÓ. The ideal system, though, 
should combine all the possibilities and allow the user to choose how to query the database at any 
given time during the search process.

This work positions itself in the framework of user-produced pictorial queries in a large general data-
base. For this reason an approach based on automatic extraction of data from the images and querying 
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according to visual cues was chosen, a subject that will be discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 3, on the 
other hand, contains an overview of existing CBIR systems.
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Color Plates

2.7  Color Plates

PLATE 2. Images from a database containing only images of cats; the only thing these images 
have in common is the fact that cats are their main subject.

PLATE 3. Images extracted from a general database; there are no relationships between the 
images.

PLATE 4. In QBIC, the user can query the system by specifying the amount of colors that are 
to be found in the target images (image taken from http://wwwqbic.almaden.ibm.com/cgi-
bin/stamps-demo/drawpicker).

http://wwwqbic.almaden.ibm.com/cgi-bin/
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PLATE 5. A sample ImageSearch query (taken from http://ind134a.wi.leidenuniv.nl:2001/
test.html).

PLATE 6. A painted query in QBIC consists of rectangles of uniform color (taken from http:/
/wwwqbic.almaden.ibm.com/cgi-bin/stamps-demo/drawpicker).

http://ind134a.wi.leidenuniv.nl:2001/
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CHAPTER 3 Content-Based Image 
Retrieval Systems

In this chapter, a selection of Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) systems, both commercial and 
not, will be presented. For each one of them, the following subjects will be discussed:

¥ query form;

¥ database content;

¥ application;

¥ image representation;

¥ query representation;

¥ query resolution.

While being aware of the current state of research in the CBIR Þeld will certainly prove useful to the 
reader for the remainder of the reading, it is by no means necessary to fully master the inner workings 
of all the presented systems in order to be able to understand the content of the following chapters.

CBIR is a fast-moving research area: new systems and techniques appear every month, while ÒoldÓ 
systems are continuously updated. This is the reason why this chapter should be taken as a survey of 
some of the systems documented at the time of writing (october 1999), keeping in mind that, by the 
time these pages will reach the reader, many things will have changed and new, better systems, may 
have surfaced.

The systems will be classiÞed according to the form of the queries they accept, according to the tax-
onomy presented in Section 2.3: 

¥ keyword and natural language queries;

¥ feature values;

¥ example image;

¥ user-produced pictorial example.

Systems accepting queries of several kinds will be presented only in one of the corresponding sec-
tions, but will also be mentioned in the other sections they would also belong to.

The reader will notice that, in general, no mention of the systemsÕ performances is made. There are 
two main reasons behind this choice. First of all, in the journal and conference papers, as well as in 
the reports this survey is based upon, generally only a few results are presented. Furthermore, in many 
cases the size of the database or the number of performed tests was quite small. While these results 
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can give an indication of how well the system performs, they may also not be fully representative. 
Moreover, in most cases it is not clear how the system would perform in a real-life case (i.e., if the 
database was composed of several thousands images, for example). For these reasons, it is left to the 
reader to investigate further about the systems he/she Þnds interesting. For this purpose, bibliographi-
cal references are given for all the surveyed works.

3.1  Keyword and Natural Language Queries

3.1.1  Chabot

AUTHORS

V. Ogle, M. Stonebraker [104].

QUERY

Queries are composed of textual information, date information, numerical information and color 
information reßecting the target imageÕs data. An example of the Chabot interface can be seen in Plate 
7.

DATABASE

The database was composed of 15000 images coming from the State of California Department of 
Water Resources (DWR), which contains a growing collection of over 500000 images.

APPLICATION

Searches within the DWR database, according to image descriptions stored with the images in a Post-
gres [113] database, as well as automatically extracted color image content.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

A part of the DWR images is annotated with data of various kinds: textual (category, subject, organi-
zation requesting the shoot, keywords, name of photographer, Þlm format, orientation of the image, 
name of the indexer, comments, location), date (date of shoot, date of entry in the database) and 
numerical (CD disk number, CD image number, DWR id, job request number). A 20-color histogram 
is added to this information, giving the user the possibility to query the database according to color 
information. All the image descriptors are stored in a Postgres database.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

The user can specify values for any of the textual, date and/or numerical Þelds. In addition to this, 
queries about colors and concepts are also possible. Queries are transformed into Postquel queries 
(Postquel is a query language similar to SQL which was written for Postgres).

In color queries, the user can request that the images contain ÒsomeÓ or that it is ÒmostlyÓ of a given 
color. Containing Òsome yellowÓ means that at least two of the imageÕs histogram bins classify as yel-
low. On the other hand, more than 50% of the image pixels must be red for the image to meet the 
Òmostly redÓ criterion. A boolean function with a color criterion and a histogram as parameters is 
deÞned, and will be used by the Postgres query executor to solve queries containing color queries.

The user can also compose higher level queries containing conceptual info, such as ÒsunsetÓ or 
ÒsnowÓ. In order to do this, the concepts must be deÞned previously as a Postquel query. For example, 
the Òpurple ßowersÓ concept can be deÞned as Òthe image q contains some purple and the word 
ÔßowerÕ appears in its descriptionÓ, which translates into the following Postquel statement:

q.description~ÓßowerÓ and MeetsCriteria(ÒSomePurpleÓ,q.histogram)
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Keyword and Natural Language Queries

QUERY RESOLUTION

As it was said earlier, the user queries are converted into Postquel queries. These are then solved by 
the Postgres query executor, and the images satisfying the query are returned. Since Postgres is based 
on matching and not on similarity, all the retrieved images are considered equally relevant. A query 
result, where the user asked for images containing some orange and taken in the San Francisco Bay 
area since 1994 can be seen in Plate 8.

3.1.2  Piction

AUTHOR

R. Srihari [126].

QUERY

Piction support four kinds of query:

¥ text-based objective text search (exact match);

¥ text-based content term similarity (inexact match);

¥ image-based objective term similarity (exact match);

¥ image similarity (inexact match).

DATABASE

The database used in the experiments was composed of 50 grayscale images. A caption in English 
was associated to each image.

APPLICATION

Piction was developed as a CBIR system specialized for searches in databases of captioned images.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Piction extracts information from images based on the associated caption. In particular, it tries to 
detect faces and associates them to the people mentioned in the caption. Hence, an image is repre-
sented by its caption and three types of constraints: spatial (about the spatial relationships between the 
detected faces), characteristic (for example, the gender of the pictured subjects) and contextual (the 
fact that the a particular subject is in the picture).

QUERY REPRESENTATION

A query can be textual, visual (an example image) or both. Features extracted from the query image 
are the same as those extracted from the database images (i.e., faces are detected and their spatial rela-
tionships are computed).

QUERY RESOLUTION

Similarity based on text is computed by estimating how close the words used in the query are to those 
in the database imageÕs caption. Visual similarity is based on the position, size and orientation of the 
detected faces in the query image and in the database image. The global similarity is a weighted sum 
of exact text similarity, inexact text similarity, exact image similarity and inexact image similarity.

3.1.3  Other Systems

Of the systems mentioned elsewhere in this chapter, three in particular use keywords to retrieve 
images from a database, at least at some stage of a search session: WebSEEK (Section 3.3.17), Imag-
eRover (Section 3.3.18), Flower Patent Retrieval, presented in Section 3.3.19 and QBICAT (Section 
3.4.8).
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3.2  Query by Feature Values

3.2.1  JACOB

AUTHORS

M. La Cascia, E. Ardizzone [79].

QUERY

Feature values (color histogram, texture features) or example image. The feature values query inter-
face can be seen in Plate 9.

DATABASE

Color images extracted from video footage.

APPLICATION

Content-based video retrieval: the stored images are Òrelevant imagesÓ of video shots. By retrieving 
an image, the user can view the associated shot.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Images contain three features:

¥ a 512-bin RGB histogram;

¥ an 8-dimensional vector obtained by computing

where  is the probability that two pixels whose gray levels are at distance  and 

orientation . The authors used  and ;

¥ a 4-dimensional edge intensity vector obtained computing the ratio between the pixels whose 
intensity gradient is above a given threshold and the total number of pixels at 4 orientations 

.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

The features extracted from the query are identical to those extracted from the database images.

QUERY RESOLUTION

Computation of distance between the query and the database images is based on vector distance 
between the individual feature vectors. These distances are then combined according to weights given 
by the user. Examples of query by feature values and query by example results can be seen in Plate 10 
and Plate 11.

3.2.2  Colour Image Retrieval Fitted to ÒClassicalÓ Querying

AUTHORS

J. Martinez, S. Guillaume [96].

QUERY

Queries are OQL (Object Query Language) queries, which are submitted to an object-oriented data-
base management system (OODBMS). Queries specify the features of the regions contained in the 
target images.
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Query by Example Image

DATABASE

The database used in the experiments was composed of 147 color images.

APPLICATION

Image search according to features of regions in the database images.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

An image is represented as a set of regions, which are extracted by a region segmentation algorithm 
aiming at forming large uniform regions.The features of a region are its bounding box, its centroid, its 
size and its color (chosen from a list of nine colors covering the whole HSV color space). Spatial rela-
tionships between regions are also taken into account. Furthermore, the regionsÕ features are used to 
generate conceptual information, like ÒsmallÓ, ÒbigÓ, ÒbottomÓ, ÒtopÓ, and so on.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

In order to query the database, the user must compose an OQL query, like in the following example, 
where the user is looking for a picture of a sunset:

select p
from p in Pictures
where exists sun in p.Regions:

(sun.yellow and exists sky in p.Regions:
(sky.organge and sky.adjacent(sun)) and

exists ground in p.Regions:
(ground.dark and ground.bottom and not ground.small)

QUERY RESOLUTION

The query is solved by the OODBMS engine, which returns all the images matching the query. Since 
all retrieved images match the query, no ranking is needed.
 

3.2.3  Other Systems

Among the other systems presented in this chapter, the one developed by Cha and Chung (Section 
3.4.7), QBIC (Section 3.4.6) and WebSEEK (Section 3.3.17) allow querying by specifying feature 
values.

3.3  Query by Example Image

3.3.1  NETRA

AUTHORS

W. Ma and B. Manjunath [88].

QUERY

The query is composed of a region coming from a pre-segmented database image. The user selects the 
region and can query the database according to similarity in the color, texture, shape and / or position 
domains. It is also possible to directly select colors from a color codebook and to draw a rectangle to 
specify the position of the wanted region. The query interface can be seen in Plate 12.

DATABASE

The database is composed of 2500 pictures, divided into 25 categories of 100 images each. Images are 
extracted from the Corel database. The search is performed over the whole database. All the images 
are outdoor shots.
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APPLICATION

Search for images having a visually similar region.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Images are segmented into homogeneous regions using a robust segmentation algorithm based on 
edge-detection [89], which exploits color and texture information (Plate 13). Regions are character-
ized by the following features:

¥ color: a color codebook composed of 256 colors in the RGB color space is used, and the colors 
actually present in the region are stored;

¥ texture: the texture representation scheme is based on a Gabor decomposition [90]; for each 
region, a texture feature vector of size 48 is extracted;

¥ contour: each region contains chains representing its contour as curvature, distance from the cen-
troid and complex coordinates, as well as Fourier-based shape descriptors;

¥ spatial: the region centroid and the regionÕs bounding box are recorded.

QUERY RESOLUTION

In case the user submitted a query including more than one domain (texture, color, shape, position), 
separate queries are solved and an intersection of the results is made. A sample query result can be 
seen in Plate 14. Similarity between database images and the query is computed as follows:

¥ spatial: spatial similarity is based on the position of the region centroid, the overlapping of the 
regionÕs bounding boxes or the complete inclusion of the regionÕs bounding box in the rectangle 
drawn by the user;

¥ texture: texture similarity is computed as the normalized euclidean distance between the texture 
vectors;

¥ shape: an euclidean metric is used to compute the distance between two shape feature vectors;

¥ color: the authors developed a color difference measure between two regions A and B, which is a 
sum of the distances from every color in A to the closest color in B and vice-versa. The difference 
measure is not a distance, as the triangular inequality does not hold.

3.3.2  PICTOSEEK

AUTHOR

Theo Gevers [51].

QUERY

Example image, not necessarily contained in the database. The user can choose which color represen-
tation and which image similarity function to use, as it can be seen in Plate 16.

DATABASE

Images retrieved from the Internet and automatically classiÞed in two categories: graphic (computer-
generated) and photographic (generated by a camera). The size of the database is of about 100000 
images.

APPLICATION

Retrieval of visually similar images, and in particular of images containing the same object under dif-
ferent viewpoints and illumination conditions.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Images are represented by histograms based on color information. Since the goal of the system is to 
retrieve images containing the object pictured in the query image, color features should be invariant to 
change in the:
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¥ viewpoint;

¥ object orientation;

¥ intensity and direction of the illumination.

This is obtained by introducing the  color ratios, based on the RGB values computed at two loca-

tions . 

The color content of the images is represented as an histogram for , RGB, rgb, Hue, Saturation and 
Intensity.

QUERY RESOLUTION

Similarity between the query and a database image can be computed either with histogram cross cor-
relation, which works better when no object clutter is present, or with the quadratic similarity func-
tion (histogram intersection). Any of the abovementioned color histograms can be used. 

The user chooses both the similarity function and the color representation to use.

3.3.3  Leiden 19th Century Image Database

AUTHORS

M. Lew, D. Huijsmans, D. Denteneer [62][83].

QUERY

Example image.

DATABASE

Scans of grayscale portrait images taken during the 19th century. Since at the time several copies of 
each image were made, the database contains several examples of the same image, with different 
amount of noise due to the different kinds of abuse the images went through (scratches, bleeding, 
writing, cutting, etc.).

APPLICATION

Searches for copies of the query image, or of images very similar to it, in a database of 19th century 
grayscale pictures.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Several kinds of representations have been used in this work, namely:

¥ projection vectors [61]: row and column averages of the intensity values;

¥ local binary patterns (LBP) [105]: distribution of the 3x3 binary patterns obtained from the image 
by using the center pixel of the window as a threshold. The LBP representation of an image is an 
256-value histogram representing how many times each possible pattern occurs in the image;

¥ trigrams: distribution of the 3x3 binary patterns obtained by thresholding the gradient image with 
a noise level threshold. The trigram representation is a 512-value histogram;

¥ optimal keys: keys are deÞned as functions that map images onto one or more feature values, so 

that the difference between two images  can be computed as 
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Optimal keys maximize the probability that the key computed from a corrupted version of an image is 
closer to that obtained from its original than to that of any other image in the database. The authors 
supposed that keys are linear, i.e. that adding noise  to image  results in .

If noise can be modeled, optimal keys can be computed by maximizing , with , 

where  are the covariance matrices of  and . Otherwise, this condition becomes .

QUERY RESOLUTION

The similarity between query image and database image is computed by using only one of the above 
representations. For projection vectors, LBP and trigrams, the  norm is used, while for optimal 

keys Equation 3 is used. The database is then ranked using the computed dissimilarities, and the most 
similar images are returned (Plate 15).

3.3.4  Virage Similarity Engine

AUTHORS

R. Jain, B. Horowitz, C. Fuller, A. Gupta, J. Bach, C. Shu [72].

QUERY

More than a complete CBIR system, the Virage Engine is a library allowing developers to build CBIR 
systems. Its main features are the ability to perform image analysis (either with predeÞned methods or 
with methods provided by the developer) and to compare the feature vectors of two images. It must be 
said, though, that systems based on the Virage Engine are strongly geared towards query by example 
and query by sketch.

DATABASE

Being extensible, the Virage Engine can be adapted to any kind of database, as long as the appropriate 
image analysis and feature comparison functions are provided by the developer.

APPLICATION

General content-based image retrieval engine.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Right out of the box, the Virage Engine is able to extract four kinds of features from images:

¥ global color, representing the distribution of colors within the entire image;

¥ local color, representing the colors in the image, emphasizing where they are located;

¥ structure, representing the directions of edges detected in the image;

¥ texture, representing the periodicity, randomness and roughness of patters found in the image.

More features can be added by the developers. To do this, a feature extraction and a feature compari-
son function must be provided.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

Beside being able to extract feature descriptions from images, the Virage Engine is also able to com-
pute a dissimilarity score between two images, which is based on the imagesÕ feature vectors. The 
application using the Virage Engine can also feed the Engine a vector containing the importance 
weights for the single features.

QUERY RESOLUTION

When two feature vectors and a weights vector are passed to the Virage Engine comparison module, 
the feature vectors are split into vectors representing the values of the single features. Then, compari-
son is done independently for every feature, giving an array of dissimilarity scores, which are com-
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bined linearly according to the values in the weights vector. The result is a dissimilarity score between 
0 and 100. 

3.3.5  Photobook

AUTHORS

A. Pentland, R. Picard, S. Sclaroff [110].

QUERY

Queries are composed using example images (multiple examples are allowed).

DATABASE

The authors present three different versions of Photobook, called Appearance Photobook, Shape Pho-
tobook and Texture Photobook. These were tested using different databases. For Appearance Photo-
book, a database composed of 7562 color images of faces portraying about 3000 different subjects 
was used; Shape Photobook was tested using a database composed of 60 images of 12 hand tools and 
a database containing 74 pictures of tropical Þshes shot on a white background; for Texture Photo-
book a database composed of 1008 images extracted from the Brodatz album [15] was used.

APPLICATIONS

Here again, applications differ depending on which version of Photobook is used. Appearance Photo-
book, applied to face databases, can be used for customs, security, criminal investigation, dating ser-
vices, etc. Shape Photobook is useful for browsing catalogues of consumer goods, inventories of 
mechanical parts, botanical or biological catalogues. Texture Photobook is developed for Þnding tex-
ture patches in the design and decorating industries.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

In Appearance Photobook, Þrst images are normalized for position, scale, orientation and similar non-
linear effects; then eigenvectors of the normalized image covariance are computed for a set of training 
images and subregions of these, generating representations for both the whole object and its subfea-
tures (for faces: the eyes, the mouth, the nose). This way, a class model is built. The textual informa-
tion added (manually) in the image descriptors includes sex, race, apparent age, facial expression and 
other salient features.

In Shape Photobook, a symmetric matrix (the stiffness matrix) is computed from a physical model of 
a shape. This matrix describes how each point of the object is connected to each other point, and plays 
the same role of the covariance matrix in Appearance Photobook.

In Texture Photobook, textures are represented according to a model based on the Wold decomposi-
tion [45], which is a sum of 3 mutually orthogonal components: a harmonic Þeld, a generalized-eva-
nescent Þeld and a purely-indeterministic Þeld. The Wold decomposition produces compact texture 
descriptions that preserve most of a textureÕs perceptual attributes [131].

QUERY REPRESENTATION

A query is composed of an example image; in Appearance Photobook multiple examples are allowed. 
In this case, a mean image is computed. The features extracted from the query are the same as those 
extracted from the database images.

QUERY RESOLUTION

In Appearance Photobook, the similarity between two images  is computed by comparing their 

within-eigenimage-subspace distance ., where  describes the input image  in 

term of the orthogonal eigenfeature basis set. The Appearance Photobook query interface can be seen 
in Plate 17.
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In Shape Photobook, the stiffness matrix of the two objects is used to compute the amount of energy 
needed to align the two objects (strain energy). Images are ranked according to this energy.

In Texture Photobook (Plate 18), the similarity between the harmonic and evanescent features of two 
textures is computed using the euclidean distance, while Mahalanobis distance is used for the indeter-
ministic feature.

3.3.6  FourEyes

AUTHOR

R. Picard [112].

QUERY

Image example, along with keywords.

DATABASE

General databases.

APPLICATION

FourEyes is both a tool for the semi-automatic annotation of images and an image-retrieval system: it 
assists the user in annotating the database images, developing and combining models to represent the 
concepts introduced by the user (car, street, sky, sea, like in Plate 19), and allows content-based que-
ries based on the known concepts.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

The images are decomposed into blocks and a label is assigned to them, as long as the block Þts into 
one of the known models. FourEyes performs automatic labeling based on models deduced from 
interaction with the user, who labels manually a few images and can correct the automatic labeling. 
This action provokes a change in the models associated to the concepts, so that the error will not be 
repeated. A single label (or concept) can be associated to a multitude of different models (think of 
how many different models are needed to represent the concept of ÒbuildingÓ). Models are based on 
texture features, according to the Wold decomposition, like in Photobook [110].

QUERY REPRESENTATION

A query is constructed by selecting areas of the query image as positive or negative examples of the 
kind of information the user is looking for. Query images contain the same set of features as the data-
base images.

QUERY RESOLUTION

Similarity between images is based on the number of regions in the database image that have the same 
label as those marked as positive examples in the query image. The location of the labeled regions is 
not taken into account. The used structure is a histogram of models, and similarity is computed with a 
histogram distance.

3.3.7  Blobworld

AUTHORS

C. Carson, M. Thomas, S. Belongie, J. Hellerstein, J. Malik [17].

QUERY

Queries are composed of regions, selected from an example image contained in the database (Plate 
20). Regions (called blobs by the authors) must be chosen from a segmented version of the image, and 
a maximum of two regions can be selected, one being the main subject of the query, while the second 
represents the background. For each region, an overall importance level can be deÞned (very or some-
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what important). The importance of color, texture, position and shape of the selected blob can also be 
deÞned (not important, somewhat important, very important).

DATABASE

The used database is composed of 35000 color images extracted from the Corel collection.

APPLICATION

Image retrieval based on coherent image regions roughly corresponding to objects.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Images are split into homogeneous regions using a segmentation method based on the Expectation-
Maximization algorithm. This segmentation algorithm, described in [18], uses position, color in the 
L*a*b* color space and texture information (contrast, anisotropy and polarity) for each pixel.

Region features are color (a 218-bin histogram in the L*a*b* space), mean texture contrast and 
anisotropy. In a previous version of BlobWorld [19], geometric descriptors were also mentioned, and 
it is not clear whether these are still used or not. These descriptors were region centroid and approxi-
mations of area, eccentricity and orientation extracted from the regionÕs scatter matrix.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

Query images are processed like the database images, hence their regions contain exactly the same 
kinds of features. In a query, the user can select two regions, one of which is considered as the back-
ground. The user can select the importance weights of the selected regions, as well as weights for the 
color, texture, position and shape features.

QUERY RESOLUTION

Candidate images are selected thanks to indexing of the database over the blobs contained in the data-
base images using R*-trees. The authors do not say much about the comparison between regions: all 
the reader is told is that the comparison between the color of two regions is done using the quadratic 
distance between the histograms of the regions. In [19], the similarity between two regions was com-

puted as , where  is the Mahalanobis distance between the feature vectors of the two regions, 
composed of the color, texture and geometric features.

3.3.8  SurÞmage

AUTHORS

J. Malki, N. Boujemaa, C. Nastar, A. Winter [93].

QUERY

The user selects an image, along with the kinds of features and the similarity function that should be 
used to solve the query. Region queries are done by selecting predeÞned blocks in the image and indi-
cating the spatial constraints between them. Once the system answers, the user can further specify the 
query by selecting relevant and irrelevant images (Plate 21).

DATABASE

Several databases were used in the experiments, including a database composed of 3670 heteroge-
neous images.

APPLICATION

Image retrieval by global similarity of (parts of) images in an heterogeneous database of color 
images.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Several kinds of features are computed, among which the color histogram, the histogram of the edgesÕ 
directions, a wavelet decomposition, eigenimages (as in [35]) and Òßexible imagesÓ [60][120]. The 
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images are partitioned using a mutiresolution quadtree approach, and the obtained partitions are used 
to compose and solve region queries. Features are computed for every extracted subimage.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

A query is either a complete image or a collection of regions at a given resolution level, along with 
spatial constraints between them. Furthermore, the user selects which features are to be used, the sim-
ilarity function for each individual feature and the way the similarity results should be combined.

QUERY RESOLUTION

If the query is composed of a complete image, individual similarities are computed for the features 
the user indicated as relevant, using the similarity function chosen by the user. The combination of 
these values into a single value is performed as speciÞed by the user.

If the query is composed of subimages, the same process is applied to the single regions. Depending 
on the spatial constraints deÞned by the user, the results are combined to obtain a dissimilarity score.

Relevance feedback is based on the estimation of the distribution of the relevant imagesÕ features and 
tries to minimize the chances of retrieving images marked as non-relevant. This process is performed 
independently for every feature [23][16].

3.3.9  A Relevance Feedback Mechanism for Image Retrieval

AUTHORS

G. Ciocca, R. Schettini [25].

QUERY

Example image. The user can then reÞne the search results by selecting images among the retrieved 
set and labelling them as relevant or not relevant (Plate 22).

DATABASE

Experiments were made on a database composed of 5000 color and grayscale images, containing pho-
tographs of landscapes, antique textiles, paintings and ceramics.

APPLICATION

Search by global similarity between images in a heterogeneous image database.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

A large number of features is computed from the image, as well as from Þve subimages, whose posi-
tion and size are not explicitly listed by the authors:

¥ a Color Coherence Vector in the CIELAB color space quantized to 64 colors [108];

¥ a histogram of the transition between colors (CIELAB color space quantized to 11 colors) [47];

¥ moments of inertia of the distribution of colors in the unquantized CIELAB color space [134];

¥ a histogram of contour directions [71];

¥ the mean and variance of the absolute values of the coefÞcients of the subimages of the Þrst three 
levels of the multi-resolution wavelet transform of the luminance image [24];

¥ the neighborhood Gray-Tone Difference Matrix, i.e. coarseness, contrast, busyness, complexity 
and strength [2];

¥ the spatial composition of the color regions identiÞed by the process of quantization to 11 colors 
[24].
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QUERY RESOLUTION

Similarity between images is computed as a weighted sum of the distances between the single fea-
tures (using the  distance), using a Gaussian normalization to bound the single distances between 0 

and 1.

During the relevance feedback phase, the weights of the individual distances are modiÞed by a statis-
tical analysis of the distance feature values of the relevant set and of the non-relevant one. The rele-
vant set is also used to redeÞne the query, so that it better represents the images of interest to the user.

3.3.10  Circus

AUTHORS

M. Do, S. Ayer, M. Vetterli [38].

QUERY

The system is queried by presenting it with an example image, although the authors claim that it Òis 
also ready to be used in systems with hand-drawn sketch queryÓ.

DATABASE

Experiments reported in [38] were conducted on a database of 200 grayscale images, built to demon-
strate the invariance of the image features to translation, rotation and scaling. A prototype available on 
the web (http://lcavwww.epß.ch/~zpecenov/CIRCUS/Demo.html) uses another database, composed 
of 6100 color images extracted from the Corel database.

APPLICATION

Retrieval by global visual similarity in a heterogeneous image database.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

In order to represent the images, their wavelet maxima transform (WMF) [94] is computed (Plate 23). 
7 moments of the WMF at 4 different scales are used, giving 28 real coefÞcients that represent the 
image. This representation is, because of properties of the WMF, translation, rotation and scale invari-
ant.

QUERY RESOLUTION

Images are compared using the variance weighted Eucliedan distance [43], with the weighting factors 
being the inverse variances for each vector component, computed over all the database images. 
Results are then presented to the user like in Plate 24.

3.3.11  Viper

AUTHORS

D. Squire, W. M�ller, H. M�ller [129].

QUERY

Queries are composed of a set of relevant images and another set composed of non-relevant images. 
The user can reÞne a query by selecting images in the query output as relevant or not relevant.

DATABASE

Several databases were used by the authors, including:

¥ 500 color images provided by swiss television TSR;

¥ the VisTex database (1610 color images of texture);

¥ the database used in the Circus [38] system, composed of 6100 images extracted from the Corel 
collection;

L1
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¥ a database composed of 506 images extracted from the website www.Paris-Roller.com;

¥ the NASA Xchange database, containing both color and grayscale images.

APPLICATION

Retrieval by global similarity in a heterogeneous image database.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

The image representation is borrowed from text retrieval: each image is represented by a set of more 
than 80Õ000 binary features (terms), divided into color and texture features. These features simulate 
stimuli on the retina and early visual cortex. Color features are obtained by quantizing the HSV space 
to 18 hues, 3 saturations, 3 values and 4 gray levels. A histogram is computed for the whole image, as 
well as for recursively divided blocks (each block contains 4 subblocks). Texture features are com-
puted using Gabor Þlters at 3 scales and 4 orientations.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

A query is composed of a set of relevant images and a set of non-relevant images. The weight of the 
individual image features is automatically adjusted depending on the relevance of the query images, 
the term frequency of the single features in the query and the collection frequency of the features.

QUERY RESOLUTION

First of all, a subset of the database is selected according to the features contained in the query image, 
using an inverted index Þle. Then, based on the weights mentioned above, a score is computed for 
every image in the subset and the sorted subset is returned.

3.3.12  Synapse

AUTHORS

R. Manmatha, S. Ravela, Y. Chitti [95].

QUERY

Two querying methods were developed by the authors: global similarity, which takes an example 
image as the query, and local similarity, in which the query is formed by selecting regions of an exam-
ple image.

DATABASE

Two databases were used, both composed of grayscale images. The Þrst is composed of 1561 images 
retrieved from the Internet or from the Corel collection; the second consists of 2048 grayscale images 
computed from binary images obtained from the US Patent and Trademark OfÞce; the size of these 
images was reduced for the experiments.

APPLICATION

Search by local or global similarity between grayscale images, trademark protection. 

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

The image representation differs, according to the kind of search to be performed. If the search is a 
local one (i.e., the query is composed of regions of a selected image), images are represented by a set 
of vectors containing the Þrst Þve partial derivatives of the Gaussian at three different scales at uni-
formly sampled points (typically, every 3 or 5 pixels).

Global search uses a different image representation, based on the histogram of local curvature and 
phase.
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QUERY REPRESENTATION

For local search, the query image is processed like the database images, but only the vectors origi-
nated within the selected areas are computed and stored. In global search, the query image and the 
database images have the same representation.

QUERY RESOLUTION

Retrieval in local search is split in two phases. In the Þrst one, all images whose representation con-
tains vectors similar to those appearing in the query are selected. In the second phase, spatial con-
straints existing between the query regions are enforced, and the images which satisfy them are 
returned. All images are considered equally relevant, giving a retrieval result like the one in Figure 7.

FIGURE 7. Local search results in Synapse.

When retrieving images by global search, on the other hand, the image and query feature vectors are 
compared using normalized cross-covariance, and the database images are ranked according to the 
obtained score. An example of search by global similarity is to be seen in Figure 8.

FIGURE 8. Query by example results in Synapse.

3.3.13  PISARO

AUTHORS

M. Seaborn, L. Hepplewhite, J. Stonham [125].

QUERY

Queries can be composed of whole images or of parts (tiles) of different database images, arranged on 
a 3x3 grid. The tiles can be overlaid, and the user can specify which kind of similarity to use for each 
one of them. The authors call queries of this kind Òstackable mosaicsÓ.
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DATABASE

The databases used in the experiments are the SoftKeyÕs key photos, formed of 2098 color images, 
and a collection of 1008 grayscale images composed of samples from the Brodatz database.

APPLICATION

Search by (partial) image similarity in a heterogeneous database or in a database containing pictures 
of texture.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

PISARO was developed as a system designed for combining, evaluating and comparing CBIR tech-
niques. Hence, multiple features described in the literature are used. These can be classiÞed between 
color and texture features. Color features include RGB and HSV histograms, as well as Stricker and 
OrengoÕs moments of the HSV color space [133]. The authors also introduce the perceptual category 
histogram, composed of 11 bins, according to the color classiÞcation given by Berlin and Kay [11]. 
The result of a search performed using this feature can be seen in Plate 25. Ten texture feature extrac-
tion methods were implemented, including Gabor Þlter energy and Liu spectral features [87].

QUERY REPRESENTATION

The query can be composed of a single database image or of parts of images (called tiles), arranged 
on a 3x3 grid, like in Plate 26. Several tiles can be put on the same point of the grid. Since the images 
used to form the query are part of the database, their features are already known.

QUERY RESOLUTION

The user selects how similarity must be computed for each tile. Combination of the results is done by 
simple logical combinations (mathematical interpretations of the logical and, or, nor, nand functions). 
Tile signiÞcance and weighting, as well as position, rotation and scale invariance are also supported. 
The result is a similarity rating between 0 and 1.

3.3.14  RECI

AUTHORS

M. Bouet, C. Djeraba [13].

QUERY

In this system, querying relies on visual features, extracted from an example image, as well as on tex-
tual features. The degree of importance of these features can be chosen by the user.

DATABASE

A database containing pictures of art objects, all shot against a black background, was used. The size 
of the database is unknown.

APPLICATION

Retrieval by visual similarity and by concept in a database organized into categories.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

An image is represented as a set of regions, which are characterized by their shape, their texture, their 
color and the spatial constraints between them. These features are extracted semi-automatically. Sim-
ilar features are then clustered together under a same symbolic name (for example, color histograms 
are grouped into categories like ÒblueÓ, ÒbrownÓ, ÒyellowÓ and so on). Images also have textual con-
tent associated to them.

The database is organized into categories. The assignment of an image to a particular category is done 
manually. Furthermore, the system tries to deduce rules from the image features. Rules (as Òif the 
object is gold yellow, then the words Ôprimitive artÕ appear in the textual descriptionÓ) have a condi-
tional probability and an implication intensity score attached. Only strong rules (the ones with high 
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conditional probability and implication intensity) are kept. Using rules, new concepts can be deÞned. 
The user is also allowed to deÞne concepts, but he/she is not allowed to deÞne new rules, as those are 
automatically extracted by the system.

QUERY RESOLUTION

Visual queries are solved by comparing the example image to the images of the database that belong 
to concepts whose rules are respected by the query image. Comparison between regions is not 
explained.

If the query also contains textual information, it is used to select the concepts the returned images 
should belong to.

3.3.15  El Ni�o

AUTHORS

S. Santini, R. Jain [121].

QUERY

Initially, the user is presented a 2D view of some of the database images, placed so that similar images 
are close (Plate 27). The query is composed by selecting and moving images on the working surface 
to indicate to the system how similar the selected images are to be considered. The system reacts to 
this action by trying to satisfy the userÕs request, leading to a new distribution of the images in the 
database space (Plate 28). The process can be repeated iteratively.

DATABASE

Although it is not mentioned explicitly by the authors, it can be assumed that the database used for the 
experiments is composed of several thousands heterogeneous color images.

APPLICATION

General-purpose image search by example.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Database images have three representations, which are used by the three search engines that collabo-
rate within the system: the special features engine, the image decomposition engine and the textual 
engine.

The special features engine uses features such as color, structure and texture. The image decomposi-
tion engine is based on a feature vector, which is general enough to allow the expression of any simi-
larity criterion. To obtain this result, the feature space is derived from a multiresolution 
decomposition of the image generated by a discrete subgroup of a suitable transformation group. 
Finally, the text engine works with labels that have been associated to the images, either automatically 
or manually.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

In El Ni�o, a query is represented as a graph containing two kinds of nodes: operators and engines. 
Engine nodes specify queries (comparisons between two images) that must be answered by one of the 
image engines, while operators describe how the results of the queries must be combined. Engines 

return a similarity value between 0 and 1, while operators are functions .

QUERY RESOLUTION

El Ni�o allows two interrogation modalities:

¥ retrieving the  images closest to a point in feature space;

¥ computing the distance between two images.

0 1,[ ]n 0 1,[ ]®

k
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Computation of similarity depends on the chosen image engine. Results are combined using a similar-
ity algebra developed by the authors.

When conÞguration feedback (moving images on the feature space) is used, the system asks the 
search engines to modify their similarity measures so to match the conÞguration as it was modiÞed by 
the user. This is done with an optimization process. The newly found similarity measure is then used 
to recompute the distances in the database, and a new conÞguration is returned to the user, who can 
modify it and resubmit it to the system.

3.3.16  Filter Image Browsing

AUTHORS

J. Vendrig, M. Worring, A. Smeulders [141].

QUERY

Querying is organized in Filter Image Browsing (FIB) sessions. At the beginning of the session, the 
user is presented an overview of the whole database (Plate 29) and he/she selects the most similar 
image to what he/she is looking for. The system reacts by removing from the current set the images 
that are most dissimilar to the selected image, and presents a new selection of the current set. The user 
selects another image, thus zooming in towards the wanted image.

DATABASE

A collection of 10000 images retrieved from the Internet was used in the experiments. All images are 
GIF Þles.

APPLICATION

Image retrieval by similarity to an example image in a heterogeneous image database.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

An image is represented by a set of 9 features, all with value between 0 and 1. In order to compute 
these features, a 12-bin hue histogram and a 3-bin grayscale histogram are computed. The features 
are:

¥ grayness: share of gray pixels in the image;

¥ number of colors: hue bins containing more than a given amount of pixels;

¥ average hue;

¥ color variation;

¥ background: share of supposed background pixels;

¥ average saturation;

¥ average grey value;

¥ number of regions: number of 8-connected sets of pixels of the same color;

¥ number of holes: number of regions entirely surrounded by another region.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

Since query images are in the database, their features are the same as the ones of the database images. 
Images chosen during the previous steps have an impact on the computation of the similarity, 
although the chosen method is not clear. 

QUERY RESOLUTION

At each iteration, the set of relevant images is reduced by a factor . Only the images most similar to 
the ones selected by the user are kept

r
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Similarity is computed as follows: Þrst all similarities between database images are computed for 
every feature. Then, a histogram of the results is built. When two images are compared during the 
retrieval process, the position of the feature dissimilarity in the histogram is used instead of the actual 
dissimilarity, so that problems with different dissimilarity functions having different distributions are 
solved. The dissimilarity between two images is the weighted sum of the dissimilarities computed 
over the nine features. The authors do not tell how similarity between a set of query images and a 
database image is computed.

3.3.17  WebSEEK

AUTHORS

J. Smith, S. Chang [127].

QUERY

Different kinds of queries are possible. At the beginning of a search session, the user can look for Þles 
by:

¥ selecting a subject from a ÒYahoo-likeÓ taxonomy (Figure 9) deÞned by the authors;

¥ typing terms related to the sought Þles;

¥ specifying the kind of Þles sought (video, color image, color graphic, grayscale image, black/
white image);

¥ specifying from which national Internet domain the Þles were retrieved (Ò.comÓ, Ò.itÓ, Ò.jpÓ, etc.);

¥ specifying text to be found in the ÞlesÕ URL.

FIGURE 9. Part of the subject taxonomy deÞned by the authors.

When WebSEEK returns the list of images that match the query, the user can:

¥ mark some images as relevant, some as non-relevant, and perform a new search (on the whole 
database or only on the retrieved images), which will be based on visual similarity (Plate 30);

¥ combine the query results with the results of a new query, using set operations (union, intersec-
tion, subtraction);

¥ produce a color histogram, or modify a color histogram extracted from an image or a set of images 
(Figure 10), and perform a new query based on color similarity.
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FIGURE 10. The interface with which the users of WebSEEK can create or modify color 
histograms.

DATABASE

Images and videos retrieved from the World-Wide Web. The database contains 513323 Þles, of which 
1.05% are videos.

APPLICATION

Image search engine for the World-Wide Web.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Each Þle in the database is represented by the following information tables:

IMAGES, containing the Þelds

¥ IMID: a unique identiÞer for the Þle;

¥ URL: the URL of the page from which the image was retrieved;

¥ NAME: the name of the Þle;

¥ FORMAT: the Þle format;

¥ WIDTH;

¥ HEIGHT;

¥ FRAME: the number of video frames;

¥ DATE;

¥ TEXT: text extracted form the URL, or from HREF or ALT tags related to the Þle.

TYPE, containing the Þelds:

¥ IMID: a unique identiÞer for the Þle;

¥ TYPE: a value among {Color photo, Color graphic, Video, B/w image, Gray image}.

SUBJECTS, containing the Þelds:

¥ IMID: a unique identiÞer for the Þle;

¥ SUBJECT: a subject class from a taxonomy deÞned by the authors. Membership of an image to a 
subject class is determined automatically using a key-term dictionary, containing the set of key 
terms and their mapping to the subject classes. The key-term dictionary is obtained semi-automat-
ically.

TEXT, containing the Þelds:

¥ IMID: a unique identiÞer for the Þle;
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¥ TERM: terms are extracted from the ÞleÕs URL, as well as from HREF or ALT tags by chopping 
the text at non-alpha characters.

FV, containing the Þelds:

¥ IMID: a unique identiÞer for the Þle;

¥ COLOR-HISTOGRAM: a 166-bin color histogram in the HSV color space, obtained by reducing 
the color space to 18 hues, 3 saturation values, 3 luminosity values and adding 4 levels of gray.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

The query is represented using the same information tables used to represent the images.

QUERY RESOLUTION

Queries on the database tables IMAGES, TYPES, SUBJECTS and TEXT are performed using stan-
dard relational algebra. For example, Þnding all videos belonging to the ÒnewsÓ subject and whose 
description contains the ÒbasketballÓ term is performed as follows:

SELECT IMID
FROM TYPES, SUBJECTS, TEXT
WHERE TYPE=ÓvideoÓ AND SUBJECT=ÓnewsÓ AND TERM=ÓbasketballÓ

Queries deÞned by selecting a set of relevant images  and a set of non-relevant images  are 

based on color histograms (called Òvisual informationÓ by the authors). By selecting  and , the 

user implicitly produces a color histogram :

where  is the histogram of the previous visual query (if any), and  means normalization.

Queries based on color histograms are solved by computing the distance between the query histogram 
and the histograms of the database images. The used distance is an approximation of the quadratic 
distance, applied on thresholded query histograms (bins containing less than  elements are ignored).

3.3.18  ImageRover

AUTHORS

S. Sclaroff, L. Taycher, M. La Cascia, S. Sethi [124][80].

QUERY

At the beginning of a search session, the user types a set of keywords connected to the images he/she 
is looking for. In the further stages, the user adds/removes images from a relevant images set (Plate 
32).

DATABASE

Experiments were conducted on a database containing 100000 images retrieved by robots from the 
World Wide Web. All images are larger than 64x64 pixels.

APPLICATION

Image search engine for the World Wide Web based on textual and visual statistics.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Each image is represented by a vector, which composed of two subvectors: a Latent Semantic Index-
ing (LSI) vector, and a visual features vector. The visual feature vector is, in turn, composed of 
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dimensionally reduced color histogram and orientation direction vectors, computed for 6 overlapping 
regions (whole image, central region, upper left, lower left, upper right, lower right).

The LSI vector of an image is obtained by scanning the HTML document that contains it: a weighted 
word frequency histogram is computed; words close to the image, as well as words appearing within 
some HTML tags are given special importance. An unweighted term frequency is also computed over 
each document in the database. Using this data and the log-entropy scheme, a term  

matrix  is created, where  is expressed in terms of the local weight  of term  for 

image  and of the global weight  of term . Then, a singular value decomposition is performed, 

, decomposing the original term-image relationships into a set of linearly independent 

vectors. The dimension of the problem can be reduced by choosing  most signiÞcant dimensions 
from the factor space which are then used for estimating the original index vectors.

Color histograms are computed in the L*u*v* color space, and contain 64 bins (4 for each axis). Ori-
entation descriptors are obtained by using 4-level steerable pyramids, which generate dominant orien-
tation and orientation strength values for each pixel and each level of the pyramid. Orientation are 
then stored in 4 (one for each pyramid level) 16-bin orientation histogram. Only pixels in which the 
orientation strength is above a given threshold contribute to the generation of the histogram.

If it was stored Òas isÓ, the visual feature vector would have dimension 768. In order to reduce its 
dimension, for each subvector space a principal component analysis is performed, resulting in a 
dimension reduction of over 85%. 

QUERY REPRESENTATION

A query is composed of a set of images, and is represented by the set of the image vectors it contains.

QUERY RESOLUTION

In the Þrst phase, the set of keywords entered by the user is considered as a text document. An LSI 
index is computed and used to match nearest neighbors in the subspace of all LSI vectors in the data-
base (Plate 31).

ImageRover uses an algorithm which, being given the set of relevant images , computes on the ßy 

the appropriate normalized  Minkosky distances to be used for each subvector in the image 

descriptors.Once the  distances have been determined, a k-nearest neighbor of the image index is 

performed. Let  be two images, and let  be their i-th subvectors; the distance between  

is computed using the following distance metric:

where:

¥ ;

¥ ;

¥ the  are the relevance weights (  is an approximation factor that can be set by 

the user).
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3.3.19  Flower Patent Retrieval

AUTHORS

M. Das, R. Manmatha, E. Riseman [32].

QUERY

The user can query the system in two ways:

¥ by selecting color names;

¥ by choosing an example image (Plate 33).

DATABASE

The database consists of 300 pictures of ßowers. Of these, 100 were actual ßower patents from the US 
Patent and Trademarks OfÞce, 100 were taken from CD-ROM collections because of the complexity 
of their backgrounds, while the rest was scanned from catalogs of ßowering plants and photographs, 
including a few images of colored fruits.

APPLICATION

Image retrieval based on color in a database containing only ßower patent images.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

An image is represented by the names of the colors of the pictured ßower, along with the number of 
pixels of the contained colors. Image colors are extracted after a segmentation process that eliminates 
the background pixels, leaving only the ones belonging to the ßowers (Plate 34). This segmentation 
process uses knowledge about the color of ßowers and about the spatial placement of the ßowers in 
the database images. 

The possible color names were obtained by quantizing the HSV color space to 64x10x16 bins, then 
associating the average colors of the bins to their X Windows and ISCC-NBS names. Since in the 
ISCC-NBS system , color names are speciÞed by color classes and hue modiÞers (Òpale blueÓ being 
composed of color class name ÒblueÓ and hue modiÞer ÒpaleÓ), the ISCC-NBS names are used in 
order to obtain a color hierarchy.

The segmentation process proceeds as follows:

¥ all pixels belonging to ISCC-NBS color classes ÒblackÓ, ÒbrownÓ, ÒgrayÓ and ÒgreenÓ are 
removed from the image;

¥ connected components formed by the surviving pixels are detected, independently on changes in 
color, and their validity is checked (a connected component is valid if its size is above a given 
threshold and if its position is towards the center of the image);

¥ the largest connected component is chosen;

¥ the colors on the borders of the connected component are analyzed to detect background colors, 
which are removed from the whole image;

¥ another scan for valid connected components is performed, and the largest is kept;

¥ if no valid connected components are found, the eliminated colors are reinstated one by one, and 
the search for valid connected components is repeated;

If the whole segmentation process does not result in valid connected components (for example if the 
ßower is a different shade of the background color), the segmentation is repeated by using color 
names instead of whole color classes.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

The query is represented by the names of the chosen colors (if the user is querying the system by 
selecting a color from the palette), or by the names of the colors contained in the ßower pictured in 
the example image.
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QUERY RESOLUTION

If the user types some color names, a search for these color names is performed in the X Windows and 
ISCC-NBS color names lists. Images containing all the speciÞed colors are returned, with the ones 
containing more pixels of the desired colors Þrst.

In the query by example case, the aforementioned technique leads to bad retrieval results, because dif-
ferent shades of the same color class are not considered similar. In order to avoid these problems, the 
retrieval system ranks each image on the basis of the city-block distance of its average color in each 
color class from the corresponding query color averages. The average color of a color class is 
obtained by computing a weighted average of the HSV values of all the colors belonging to the color 
class. The weights are proportional to the relative proportion of the color in the image.

3.3.20  Other Systems

Among the CBIR systems mentioned elsewhere in this chapter, there are some that are able to solve 
queries composed of example images: PICTION (Section 3.1.2), JACOB (Section 3.2.1), QBIC (Sec-
tion 3.4.6), Fast Multiresolution Image Querying (Section 3.4.5) and the system developed by Cha 
and Chung (Section 3.4.7).

3.4  Query by User-Produced Pictorial Example

3.4.1  Leiden ImageSearch

AUTHORS

M. Lew, K. Lempinen, N. Huijsmans [84].

QUERY

Two choices are possible: drawing a line-art sketch and placing icons corresponding to objects 
(human faces, sand, trees, water and sky, as seen in Plate 5).

DATABASE

Images retrieved from the Internet. The database contains about 100000 images.

APPLICATION

Search according to visual concepts, or to image edges, in a heterogeneous image database.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

The location of objects (corresponding to the icons the user can place in the query image) is detected 
with a method described in [63] using color, gradient, Laplacian and texture info for every pixel in the 
image at multiple scales. Edges are detected using the Sobel operator [14] in conjunction with a 
Gaussian blurring Þlter. Trigrams [62] are then used to store the distribution of edges in the database 
image.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

If the query was an icon-based one, the location and type of the icons is stored. For line-art sketches, 
on the other hand, trigrams representing the edges are computed and stored.

QUERY RESOLUTION

For line-art sketches, in addition to the comparison of the trigram representation used in [62], weight-
ing by spatial placement of the objects by resorting using Kulback templates [82] is performed.

Computation of similarity for queries containing icons is not explained.
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3.4.2  SCORE

AUTHORS

Y. Aslandogan, C. Thier, C. Yu, J. Zou, N. Rishe [4].

QUERY

Queries are composed by placing icons on a canvas. Each icon denotes an object and has a set of 
attributes whose values (exact or fuzzy) can be deÞned by the user. Two kinds of relationships 
between objects are possible: action and spatial. The user can also ask for a given object not to appear 
in the returned images (negation).

DATABASE

A collection of 250 color images coming from a variety of domains was used.

APPLICATION

Visual search in content-annotated databases.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Images are represented as UNISQL/X statements. The metadata describing the images is obtained by 
using the same interface used for querying, i.e., by placing icons corresponding to objects on a canvas 
and deÞning their attributes and the relationships between them. 

QUERY REPRESENTATION

Queries are represented exactly like the database images.

QUERY RESOLUTION

Solving a query in SCORE consists in matching the query description against the database images 
descriptions. The similarity of a query term  (entity name, relationship name, attribute value) to a 

database term is given by: 

where  is the inverse document frequency of  and  is 0 if the terms are equal, 1 if 

they are synonyms, and is a larger integer value if they are more loosely related (like the terms Òsky-
scraperÓ and ÒhouseÓ, for example). How two terms are related is computed using WordNet, an elec-
tronic lexical system [100]. The individual term similarities are combined using a normalization 
approach, resulting in a similarity value between 0 and 1.

3.4.3  ETM (Elastic Template Matching)

AUTHORS

A. Del Bimbo, P. Pala [34].

QUERY

The query is a line-art sketch containing one or more closed shapes (Figure 11).

DATABASE

The experiments described in [34] were conducted on a database composed of 100 images of paint-
ings. Other examples provided show, though, that the method could be used with any kind of images.

APPLICATION

Retrieval of images containing given shapes in a given spatial conÞguration. Applicable to any data-
base containing easily recognizable shapes (paintings, medical images, etc.).

tq
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IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Images are processed with the Canny edge detector and interest areas in the image are detected 
(although the authors do not explicitly explain how), and edge images of those are stored, along with 
their aspect ratio and the spatial relationships between them.

FIGURE 11. A query in ETM and the 6 images containing the most similar shapes.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

The shapes in the sketch are represented as a polygonal and instantiated as a linear combination of B-
splines functions. The aspect ratio of their minimum enclosing rectangles, as well as the spatial rela-
tionships between the drawn contours, are also stored.

QUERY RESOLUTION

First of all, a selection of the database images takes place: to be matched against a sketch contour, an 
interest area must have an aspect ratio similar to the one of the sketch contour. Furthermore, if more 
than one shape is present in the sketch, the spatial relationships must be preserved. This way, a large 
part of the database images can be removed before computing the similarities between the contours 
and the interest areas.

The shapes in the sketch are strained and bent to match the edges in the interest areas, and an elastic 
deformation energy E (sum of the strain energy S and of the bend energy B) is computed. The match-
ing score M depends on how close the deformed contour points are to the edges of the interest area. 
The goal of the method is to maximize M while minimizing E. This is obtained with a gradient 
descent technique.

The similarity between the contour and the edges in the interest area also depends on the complexity 
N of the contour (the number of zeros of its curvature function), as well as on the correlation C 
between the curvature function of the original template and the curvature function of the deformed 
one. The Þve parameters (M, S, B, N, C) are classiÞed by a back-propagation neural network subject 
to appropriate training, and a similarity value between 0 and 1 is returned. If the sketch contains more 
than one contour, the total similarity is the sum of the similarities for the individual shapes. 

3.4.4  PICASSO

AUTHORS

J.M. Corridoni, A. Del Bimbo, P. Pala [28].
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QUERY

Freehand color sketch produced with a paint tool. The user draws region contours that can be Þlled 
with color (Plate 35). Inter-region properties, like harmony or contrast, can be deÞned.

DATABASE

1000 color images of paintings.

APPLICATION

Search for regions with particular colors or perceptual properties induced by color in paintings.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Database images are segmented using an improved version of the standard K-means algorithm [70] in 
the L*u*v* color space. The obtained cluster centers are then back-projected onto the image and 
regions are formed.

Region properties are color, hue, luminance, saturation, warmth, size and position. The PICASSO 
system follows IttenÕs codiÞcation of expressive chromatic usage [66]: hue is represented by 12 refer-
ence values, while 5 reference values are introduced for luminance, 3 for saturation and 3 for warmth 
(warm, cold, neutral). A fuzzy representation value is used to describe the actual value of a property, 
and is also used for region position (9 values, indicating the percentage of the area of the region fall-
ing into one of the 9 identical rectangular areas the image is partitioned into) and region size (with 3 
reference values: large, medium, small). 

Inter-region properties are also stored, as contrast measures are introduced for hue, saturation, lumi-
nosity and warmth.

QUERY RESOLUTION

The matching between the query image and a database image is done by deÞning picture formulae. 
These are boolean combinations of region formulae, which characterize chromatic and arrangement 
properties of color patches. Region formulae are extracted from the query regions and are then 
matched against the region descriptions stored in the database. The matching is done according to sat-
isfaction rules which return a score representing the degree of truth by which the region is represented 
by the formula (hence the similarity between the region in the database image and the region in the 
query).

3.4.5  Fast Multiresolution Image Querying

AUTHORS

C. Jacobs, A. Finkelstein, D. Salesin [69].

QUERY

A freehand color sketch or a low-resolution image (Plate 36).

DATABASE

The system was tested on two databases, the largest of which was composed of 20558 images, mostly 
GIF Þles retrieved from the Internet.

APPLICATION

Search by sketch or low-resolution image in a general image database.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Database images are scaled to 128x128 pixels, and a 2-D Haar wavelet decomposition is performed 
for each color channel (in the YIQ color space [64]), generating wavelet coefÞcients . Only the T i j[ , ]
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coefÞcients with the largest magnitude are kept (truncation) and are then quantized to two levels: +1 

and -1, giving the truncated and quantized representation . 

QUERY REPRESENTATION

A query is processed exactly like a database image, giving the decomposition  and the trun-

cated and quantized decomposition .

QUERY RESOLUTION

The metric used to compute the similarity between the query and a database image is 

The weights  must be determined by training. In the experiments, for sketch queries 60 

wavelet coefÞcients were kept, while for low-resolution images only 40 coefÞcients were needed.

This approach allows for a query without much detail to match a detailed image rather well. The 
opposite, however, is not true. A sample query result can be seen in Plate 37.

3.4.6  QBIC

AUTHORS

R. Barber, B. Beitel, W. Equitz, C. Niblack, D. Petkovic, T. Work, P. Yanker [9].

QUERY

In this commercial system developed by IBM, querying can be done by:

¥ using predeÞned elements (called icons or thumbnails), which represent color values, textures, 
shapes, sizes as well as textual content;

¥ placing colors in a predeÞned grid;

¥ drawing a freehand sketch (Plate 6);

¥ selecting an example image and choosing polygonal relevant areas in it;

¥ specifying color percentages (Plate 4).

Within the QBIC system, techniques for video retrieval have also been developed, although they 
wonÕt be discussed here. See [43] for a description of QBICÕs capabilities in this domain.

APPLICATION

Image retrieval by local or global visual similarity in a general database.

DATABASE

QBIC being a commercial product, it is built to work with any kind of image database. An example 
can be found on the website of the St. Petersburg Hermitage Museum (www.hermitagemuseum.org).

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

For every image in the database, a set of regions of interest (masks) is identiÞed, either manually or 
semi-automatically. For each mask, characteristics describing visual properties for the mask are com-
puted and stored in the data representation. These characteristic are the color histogram, texture 
coarseness, contrast and directionality, and shape descriptors (area, circularity, eccentricity, major 
axis orientation and a set of moment invariants). Keywords are also associated to the database images.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

If the query is composed using thumbnails, the feature values associated to the used thumbnails repre-
sent the query. The spatial arrangement of the thumbnails is also taken into account. Queries produced 
by freehand drawing undergo the same process as the image databases, and the features described 
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above are extracted; the queries generated by placing colors on a predeÞned grid only have color and 
spatial features. The queries composed by selecting areas of an image contain only the features of the 
selected regions.

QUERY RESOLUTION

The distance between the query and an image is a weighted sum of the similarities computed between 
the masks contained in the query and those in the image. These distances are in turn a weighted sum 
of the distances between the masksÕ features (color, textual information, shape and size). The data-
base is sorted according to the computed distance.

3.4.7  Object-Oriented Retrieval Mechanism for Semistructured Image Collections

AUTHORS

G. Cha, C. Chung [21].

QUERY

4 kinds of query are possible:

¥ simple: attribute values must be explicitly speciÞed, and exact match is required;

¥ range: ranges for attribute values are speciÞed;

¥ similarity: a set of example images and/or user drawings is used;

¥ complex similarity: a combination of the former three techniques.

DATABASE

A collection of 1064 heterogeneous 256-color images was used in the experiments.

APPLICATION

General-purpose search engine.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

The concept of image is split into a body (the raster image itself) and a header (the features). The 
header is organized into visual, semantic and keyword features. 

Visual features (colors, textures, shapes and positions) are extracted automatically. The color descrip-
tor is formed by 2 moments of a 32-bin histogram for each color channel and for each quarter of the 
image, resulting in a color feature vector of size 24. Semantic features (title, subject, type, perspec-
tive, orientation, date) are extracted manually. They are organized hierarchically and are indexed 
using a chi-tree. Keywords are also added manually. Visual features and keywords are indexed using a 
HG-tree.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

Queries are represented as boolean conjunctions of conditions over features, as in the following 
example

in which the user queries the system for an image containing a region with color histogram , 

another region with color histogram  and the word ÒcarÓ in the subject descriptor.

QUERY RESOLUTION

Queries over semantic data or keywords are solved by exact matching and return sets of equally rele-
vant images. Queries on visual features, on the other hand, return lists of images sorted according to 
visual similarity to the query. If the query is a Òcomplex similarityÓ one, semantic queries are solved 
Þrst in order to restrain the search space. Visual queries with more than one example image are trans-
formed into queries with one image which is mutually similar to all the submitted query images. If 

Q Cv1
colhist( ) I1=( ) Cv2

colhist( ) I2=( ) Cs1
subject( ) car=( )Ù Ù=

I1

I2
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different visual features are used for different example images, a complex nearest neighbor algorithm 
is used to combine the results into a single ranking.

3.4.8  QBICAT

AUTHORS

J. Favela, V. Meza [41].

QUERY

A query in QBICAT (Query By Image Content and Associated Text) is composed of an user-produced 
pictorial example (query image) and a list of keywords (query terms). The user also speciÞes impor-
tance weights for the visual and the textual aspects of the query.

DATABASE

The database used in the experiments was composed by extracting images from the digital library of a 
collection of plants and animals from the Baja California. The digital library was composed of 200 
HTML pages, each for a speciÞc species. The HTML pages contained one or more images.

APPLICATION

Querying by image content and text in an heterogeneous database of images retrieved from the web.

IMAGE REPRESENTATION

An image is represented by a list of 10 keywords extracted from the HTML page it is contained in and 
by a wavelet-based representation of its visual contents.

The visual representation is the one presented by Jacobs et al. in [69] (also see Section 3.4.5). 

The keyword-extraction process is the following: Þrst, candidate words are selected. These are words 
that appear in the imageÕs CAPTION tag, in paragraphs containing links to the image, in text appear-
ing around the image and in the title of the HTML page (in case no other information is available on 
the page). Stop words are then removed and a weight is computed for each remaining word, using the 
Tf*IDf (term frequency - inverse document frequency) algorithm. The words with the highest weights 
are stored in the image representation, along with their weights.

QUERY REPRESENTATION

The query is represented by its query terms and by the wavelet representation of the query image. The 
used wavelet representation is the same one used for the database images.

QUERY RESOLUTION

The visual similarity  between a database image  and the query image  is computed as in 
the work by Jacobs et al. [69].

The textual similarity  between the query terms  and the database image terms , on the 
other hand, are computed as the sum of the weights of the database image terms that are found in the 
document.

The relevance  of a database image according to a given query is computed as 

, where  are the weights given by the user to specify the importance 
of the visual, respectively the textual aspect of the query.

Q W, W Q

q w,á ñ q w

R

R a Q W,× b q w,á ñ×+= a b,
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Summary

3.5  Summary

In Table 1 we summarize the kinds of queries that are supported by the systems we presented in this 
chapter.

3.6  Conclusion

In this chapter, a large number of CBIR systems has been presented, and their main features have 
been highlighted. As the reader will have noticed, the number of different applications of CBIR 
retrieval is extremely large, just like the amount of available techniques.

When choosing (or starting to develop) a CBIR system, several factors should be taken into account, 
among which we can list the following:

System name
keywords, 
nat. lang.

feature 
values

example 
image

user-prod. 
ex. image

Chabot [104] x x

Piction [130] x x

JACOB [79] x x

Colour Image... [96] x

NETRA [88] x

PICTOSEEK [51] x

Leiden 19th... [83] x

Virage [72] x x

Photobook [110] x

FourEyes [112] x x

Blobworld [17] x

SurÞmage [93] x

A Relevance... [25] x

Circus [38] x x

Viper [129] x

Synapse [95] x

PISARO [125] x

RECI [13] x x

El Ni�o [121] x

Filter Image... [141] x

WebSEEK [127] x x x

ImageRover [124] x x

Flower Patent... [32] x x

Imagesearch [84] x

SCORE [4] x

ETM [34] x

PICASSO [28] x

Fast Multi... [69] x x

QBIC [9] x x x x

O-O Retrieval... [21] x x x

QBICAT [41] x x

TABLE 1. A summary of the kinds of queries supported by the CBIR systems 
presented in this chapter.
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¥ CBIR systems targeted at general, heterogeneous databases cannot discriminate between very 
similar images (like MRI scans of the same body part of a person taken at different moments). In 
order to discriminate between these, a specialized CBIR system will be needed;

¥ querying techniques should be combined: for example, users should be allowed to paint a sketch 
and enter a textual description of the target images;

¥ users should be allowed to switch between querying techniques: after querying by sketch, the user 
could continue his/her search by using one of the retrieved images to query by example;

¥ relevance feedback is an extremely powerful tool, but only as long as the users do not start to give 
feedback about the semantic content of the image if this kind of information is not deductible from 
the imagesÕ representation;

¥ if non-visual (i.e., textual) information about the images is available, it should be used;

¥ when the size of the database increases, the internal organization of the database becomes even 
more important than an effective distance measure between query and database images;

¥ the query methods should be adapted to the usersÕ proÞle.

In this work, retrieval by user-produced pictorial example (also called querying by sketch) is the cho-
sen technique. In Chapter 4, several ways of querying an image database by sketch will be presented.
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Color Plates

3.7  Color Plates

PLATE 7. The Chabot query interface.

PLATE 8. Result obtained with Chabot when asking for images containing some orange taken 
in the S. Francisco bay area after 1994.

PLATE 9. JACOBÕs query by feature values interface.
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PLATE 10. Query by example results in JACOB when using only color information (a), only 
texture information (b), a combination of the two (c). The image on the left is the query 
image.

PLATE 11. Query by feature value results in JACOB. The user asked for: (a) mainly brown 
images; (b) coarse-textured mainly brown images; (c) fine-textured mainly brown images.

PLATE 12. The NETRA query interface.
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Color Plates

PLATE 13. Segmentation results in NETRA.

PLATE 14. A NETRA query result based on the shape of the highlighted region in the query 
image.

PLATE 15. A query result in the Leiden 19th Century Image Database.

PLATE 16. A query example in PicToSeek.
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PLATE 17. The Appearance Photobook query interface.

PLATE 18. A query result in Texture Photobook. The query image is the one in the upper left 
corner and is followed by the most similar images found in the database, placed in raster 
scan order. 

PLATE 19. Automatic labeling in FourEyes: the user labeled some areas in the images on the 
right as ÒskyÓ, and FourEyes automatically labeled all the hashed regions as ÒskyÓ.
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Color Plates

PLATE 20. Query result in Blobworld. For each retrieved image, its Blobworld representation 
is shown, with the region corresponding to the sought region highlighted.

PLATE 21. Query results in SurfImage. The user can select retrieved images as relevant and 
non-relevant (a), allowing the system to return images closer to the desired ones (b).

(a)

(b)
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PLATE 22. Relevance feedback in the work by Ciocca and Schettini [25]: initial retrieval 
results (a) can be improved by selecting some of the retrieved images as relevant (b).

PLATE 23. Wavelet maxima decomposition in Circus.

PLATE 24. A query by example result in Circus.

PLATE 25. Retrieval using the perceptual category histogram in PISARO.

(a)

(b)
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PLATE 26. A search for landscape scenes (blue at the top and green grass-like texture at the 
bottom) in PISARO.

PLATE 27. The El Ni�o interface at the beginning of a search process.

PLATE 28. The El Ni�o interface during the search process.
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PLATE 29. An example of initial selection of images in Filter Image Browsing.

PLATE 30. In WebSEEK images can be labeled as relevant or non-relevant.

PLATE 31. Query results in ImageRover. In this case, the user queried the system using the 
words ÒsnowÓ and ÒskiÓ.
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PLATE 32. In ImageRover query results can be improved by selecting relevant images among 
the retrieved ones.

PLATE 33. Querying by example image in Flower Patent Retrieval.

PLATE 34. Background elimination in Flower Patent Retrieval. From left to right: the 
original image, image after deleting nonflower and background colors, the largest valid 
connected component found.
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PLATE 35. A query in PICASSO and the retrieved images.

PLATE 36. In Fast Multiresolution Image Querying, a query can be composed of a sketch 
(left) or of a low-resolution scan (center) of the target image (right).

PLATE 37. A query result in Fast Multiresolution Image Querying.
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CHAPTER 4 Querying by Sketch

When querying by sketch the user builds an image containing elements which will be used to retrieve 
the sought image(s). This image (the sketch) can contain edge information, color information, texture 
information, region information, spatial constraints or predeÞned elements with simple semantic 
meaning.

Queries produced this way are entirely visual, and are well-adapted to databases in which only primi-
tive features are associated to the images. It also allows to specify clearly the position of the sought 
objects, as well as spatial constraints between the elements in the sketch. Many current systems use a 
sketch as query image. Among them we can list QBIC [43], PICASSO [28] and SCORE [4].

In this chapter, the different ways of querying by sketch, as well as extracting information from digital 
images so that it can be compared to that coming from the sketch will be explored.

4.1  Producing a Sketch

As it was said in Chapter 2, there are many different ways to query a database by sketch, ranging from 
drawing only the most important edges to trying to paint an image that looks like the sought one.

In the following paragraphs, all the different ways of querying an image database by sketch will be 
listed, along with their strengths and weaknesses.

4.1.1  Drawing Edges

This techniques consists in drawing the contour of one (or more) of the objects pictured in the image. 
The retrieval is then performed by trying to Þnd edges in the database images that match the ones in 
the sketch. This matching can be done in a multitude of ways: using classic pattern matching tech-
niques, comparing the direction of the edges in the image to that of those in the sketch or, like in the 
ETM system [34], by bending the contour produced by the user to make it match those found in the 
images and then computing the energy that was necessary to perform the deformation.

Advantages of such a technique:

¥ extraction of data from the sketch is rather easy;

¥ production of the sketch is fast and straightforward, even though some kinds of images may be 
problematic, like the one in Plate 38;
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¥ perfectly adapted if the image contains only one main object, or if objects in the image are clearly 
separated and thereÕs no occlusion, like in Plate 39;

¥ allows ÒsemanticÓ queries by using only primitive features: the shape drawn by the user will have 
a semantic meaning, while the system will work only on the primitive features of it, completely 
oblivious of what the shape means to the user. Retrieved images, though, will probably be seman-
tically connected because they will contain similar shapes.

Weaknesses:

¥ no color information available; such information would be useful to perform queries like ÒÞnd 
brown horsesÓ;

¥ edge detection can be problematic if the image does not contain a main subject clearly distinct 
from the rest of the image, as it is the case for the image in Plate 40, or if the image contains lots 
of edges (as very textured images, like the one in Plate 38, do); 

¥ occlusion can be a problem: a contour meant to represent a butterßy might (depending on how 
shape is represented and on how similarity between shapes is computed) not match pictures of 
butterßies partially hidden by leaves, for example. This way, the semantic limits of this method 
can be seen;

¥ completely different objects may have the same contour when seen from a particular angle, lead-
ing to retrieval of non-relevant images.

4.1.2  PredeÞned Elements

Querying using predeÞned elements consists in placing icons representing entities (objects or con-
cepts) on a canvas. Systems supporting this kind of query are QBIC [43], ImageSearch [84] (Plate 5) 
and SCORE [4]. Every icon corresponds to an entity that was recognized during database population 
(for example: sky, sun, grass, face, water, human face, bear, car, etc.), and informations about the 
presence and the position of these entities is stored with every database image. Database images are 
then ranked according to the presence of the entities appearing in the sketch and of their spatial rela-
tionships.

Advantages:

¥ no painting is needed (user skills not necessary to obtain a good result);

¥ no feature extraction from the sketch (thus avoiding the problem of having to compare features 
extracted from the sketch and features extracted from a digital image).

Weaknesses:

¥ the attributes of the entities associated to the icons cannot be modiÞed: a ÒseaÓ icon will match any 
kind of sea, which may not correspond to what the user is looking for; this is not true in SCORE, 
in which the user can adjust the iconsÕ attributes to better specify his/her query;

¥ limited number of concepts available, thus limited number of possible queries;

¥ relies quite heavily on object recognition (unless the available objects are extremely simple ones), 
or on manually extracted features.

4.1.3  Geometric Shapes

Pictorial queries containing only geometric shapes are produced using a simple paint tool (much like 
QBICÕs one [43], see Plate 6), and can be used to specify the color of different regions of the target 
image, in a rather imprecise way. 

Advantages:

¥ simple to draw;

¥ precise spatial placement of shapes possible, spatial constraints possible;
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How Much Information do We Need?

¥ use of color;

¥ possibility to produce incomplete sketches;

Weaknesses:

¥ lack of detail (looking for a particular image is not possible this way);

¥ comparing the shapes with what is extracted from the databaseÕs images is hard (not much in com-
mon, one can only say Òthere is a lot of blue in the upper area of the image);

¥ quality of result depends on quality of the sketch, which will not be high because of the paint tool 
used.

4.1.4  Freehand Drawing

Freehand drawing is the technique that allows the maximum precision in specifying the query, but is 
also the more complex technique to master (both for the user and for the image retrieval system). 
Freehand drawing can be limited (only a few available tools, like ÒpencilÓ, ÒlineÓ and ÒbucketÓ) or 
not, and colors can be chosen from a palette ranging from a few colors to millions of colors. The 
drawn sketch can be complete or incomplete (i.e., some areas are left empty). Some examples of 
incomplete sketches can be found in Plate 41.

Advantages:

¥ total freedom, hence maximum precision for the objectÕs shapes;

¥ color;

¥ incomplete sketches;

¥ very powerful if the user is looking for a particular image, but also useful to retrieve large catego-
ries of images (like ÒÞelds under a blue skyÓ).

Weaknesses

¥ production of sketch is complex (users might require training);

¥ comparing features extracted from the sketch with features extracted from the digital images can 
be difÞcult;

¥ quality of the sketch is crucial.

4.2  How Much Information do We Need?

When developing a CBIR system allowing querying by sketch, one of the questions that needs to be 
answered is Òhow much information is needed in order to Þnd the target images?Ó. In short, we need 
to know if the set of features extracted from the query should be almost identical to that extracted 
from the database images, or if it can be a subset of it. In the Þrst case, we will say the sketch is Òcom-
pleteÓ, while in the second case, we will call it ÒincompleteÓ. 

It is clear that if the user is looking for groups of images the constraints will have to be looser, so the 
second solution should be chosen. When looking for a particular target image, on the other hand, both 
choices are possible.

If edge sketches and sketches built with predeÞned elements are by deÞnition incomplete sketches 
(i.e., not every element present in the image descriptor must be in the sketch in order to consider the 
sketch and the database image as similar) the same cannot be said of geometric shape and freehand 
sketches. The choice between complete and incomplete sketches in these cases will depend on:

¥ the kind of query;
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¥ ease of use of the system.

As it will be seen in this section, incomplete sketches appear to be a more ßexible and easy to produce 
way to visually query an image database.

4.2.1  Complete Sketches

A complete sketch generates a description which corresponds closely to the one of its target images. 
In particular, if the sketch is composed of edges, this means that the user is asked to draw every Òrele-
vantÓ edge, and not only those of some of the objects in the image. Intuitively, we can say that such a 
way of querying the database will be useful only when looking for a particular image. The production 
of a sketch of this kind is bound to a series of problems:

¥ time: drawing a complete sketch can take a large amount of time;

¥ precision: especially if the user is sketching from memory, certain areas of the image will be 
drawn less accurately than others because considered Òless relevantÓ.

If some areas of the sketch are not faithful to the target image, chances are that the latter will not 
achieve a good similarity score. Furthermore, previous experiences [7] showed that the areas consid-
ered as relevant are in general smaller than those considered as not relevant, and that the latter often 
correspond to the background. A sketch with large areas not corresponding to the target image has 
few chances of resulting in a good set of retrieved images (Plate 42). 

To avoid this problem, a saliency detection technique (like the one described by Itti et al. in [67] 
would be needed, and only parts of the sketch corresponding to salient parts of the database images 
should be used to assess the similarity between sketch and database images. This way, though, part of 
the userÕs work would become useless.

4.2.2  Incomplete sketches

If the user is allowed to produce a sketch which generates a subset of the features used to represent the 
target images, he/she can obviously concentrate on the parts of the image that are most relevant to 
him/her (see Plate 43 for an example). This way, all the areas painted by the user can be considered 
relevant (assuming that, if they were not the user would not have painted them).

The images in the database will be ranked according to the similarity between the painted regions in 
the sketch and visual information contained in the images. This comparison can be done on a local 
basis (like in PICASSO [28], in which the comparison is done on a region by region basis) or in a 
more global way (in their system, Jacobs et al. [69] compute a description for the whole image which 
is based on a wavelet decomposition). Comparison on a local basis will in general require extraction 
of region information from the database images (for example with a segmentation of the database 
images into regions); the comparison between regions will then be based on:

¥ color: histograms, distribution, average, etc.;

¥ spatial position;

¥ shape;

¥ size;

¥ texture information;

¥ etc.

Spatial relationships between the regions can also be part of the similarity computation.

While incomplete sketches can be used to retrieve a particular target image, they are a more powerful 
retrieval method, as they can be used to cluster images sharing given visual features. By sketching 
only a few regions, the user can retrieve all the images containing the same visual information (like 
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Extracting Comparable Information from Sketches and Database Images

Òall images with the sun in the top left corner and a textured green patch in the bottom right oneÓ). By 
carefully choosing the image-to-sketch similarity function, it is possible to look for images containing 
the depicted areas exactly as pictured, in any part of the image, in any spatial arrangement, with dif-
ferent sizes, and so on. It is easy to see, then, that querying by sketch is a very ßexible solution.

Incomplete sketches also have problematic issues associated to the Þdelity of color, size and shape of 
the depicted areas, compared to the corresponding areas of the target image(s), as perception of color 
in the human is a complex process, involving physical and psychological elements. Notably, the per-
ceived color of an object depends on its albedo, the illumination, the surface of the object and 
reßected light coming from other objects, just to mention some of the physical elements. When the 
user paints an object in isolation, he/she will try to match the color she perceives in the target image 
with the one he/she sees in the sketch. The different environment of the regions, though (white back-
ground in the sketch, other objects in the target image) will inßuence the perception of the color, so 
that the color used in the sketch will almost surely be different than the color in the target image. Fur-
thermore, the knowledge that a certain object is of a given color (for example, Ògrass is greenÓ) can 
also lead to incorrect colors in the sketch.

Selection of the areas that are relevant can also be a delicate issue, especially if the computation of 
similarity is done on a local basis, with region information being extracted from the database images. 
Partition of the target image by the user may differ signiÞcantly compared to the one stored in the 
CBIR system, whether the latter was obtained automatically, semi-automatically or manually. In par-
ticular, regions obtained automatically may differ to those painted by the user because of the knowl-
edge the user has about the content of the image. Hence, the user will tend to partition the image 
according to the objects depicted, while the system probably will not (except in specialized applica-
tion, where models for the depicted objects are available).

Despite these shortcomings, querying by incomplete sketch seems to be the most powerful way to 
query an image database in a visual way, allowing searches for both particular images and categories 
of images. The method is intuitive, and production of the query image can be extremely fast.

4.3  Extracting Comparable Information from Sketches and 
Database Images

Sketches and digital images have different characteristics, yet a human being will in general be able to 
say that a sketch represents a particular image, or at least that an object contained in a sketch corre-
sponds to an area of the image. This means that some features are conserved when a user paints a 
sketch of a particular image or of a part of it. The goal of a CBIR system is to manage to extract this 
information from both the sketch and the image, in order to be able to make a comparison of their 
contents.

This problem does not apply to contour sketches and to sketches built using predeÞned elements, 
since in the former the information extracted from the sketch already is of the same kind of that 
extracted from the database images, while in the latter there is no need to extract new information 
from the sketch, since the different icons correspond to entities which are represented by feature val-
ues. Hence, the only kinds of queries concerned are the ones where painting is needed.

4.3.1  Extracting the Information from Geometric and Freehand Sketches

In the early stages of this work, we observed that, even when given a powerful image production tool 
like Adobe PhotoShop, the users tend to paint sketches composed of patches of uniform color to rep-
resent homogeneous areas depicted in the images. Sketches produced this way bear a strong similarity 
to digital images having undergone a coarse region segmentation, or being reconstructed starting from 
the most important elements of a wavelet decomposition, as Jacobs et al. point out in [69]. Hence, 
information comparable to that found in this kind of sketches can be extracted from the database 
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images using one of these two techniques. Coarse segmentation, though, seems to have a slight 
advantage over wavelet decomposition, since region information can be made invariant to translation, 
rotation and scaling, while information coming from wavelet decompositions cannot.

Color segmentation appears to be an adequate method for extracting region information from images 
in databases that will be queried using incomplete sketches. It is the method that was chosen in this 
work. Issues connected to this image processing technique will be discussed in Chapter 6.

4.4  Conclusion

In this chapter, four techniques for querying an image database using a sketch were presented: con-
tours, predeÞned elements, geometric shapes and freehand drawing. Furthermore, the utility of having 
the sketches covering the whole available surface was investigated and the problem of the extraction 
of comparable information from sketches and database images was examined.

As a conclusion, it can be said that querying by incomplete sketch by using freehand drawing appears 
to be the most intuitive and ßexible way of visually querying a database. For this reason, it was the 
method chosen in this work, which will be described in detail in Chapter 5. 

Our CBIR prototype, SimEstIm, which will be presented in the following chapters, represents only a 
small part (the query-image distance measure) of what needs to be contained in a complete CBIR sys-
tem. Its main goal is the computation of the dissimilarity between a hand-drawn sketch and a digital 
image taken from a heterogeneous database.
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Color Plates

4.5  Color Plates

PLATE 38. Some images, as this one, may prove difficult to sketch if the sketch is to be 
composed of the most evident edges.

PLATE 39. Edge detection is easier if the image portrays a single object clearly distinct from 
the background.

PLATE 40. Edge detection on an image which does not contain a clearly distinguishable main 
subject can be problematic.
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PLATE 41. Some examples of incomplete sketches (white areas are ÒdonÕt careÓ areas) 
(images extracted from [69]).

PLATE 42. When painting complete sketches, users will in general draw the regions they 
considered as less relevant with less detail than the areas that in their opinion are 
characteristic of the image. Since not relevant regions are in general quite large (the 
background, for example, is often considered as not relevant by the users), the resulting 
sketch has large areas which bear only a slight resemblance to the corresponding areas of 
the target image.

PLATE 43. When producing an incomplete sketch, the user can concentrate on the areas of 
the target image he/she considers relevant.
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CHAPTER 5 Introducing SimEstIm

5.1  Goals and Characteristics of SimEstIm

The main contribution of this work is a measure that can be used to estimate the dissimilarity between 
a user-drawn incomplete sketch and a digital image belonging to an large (several thousands images) 
unrestricted database in which no additional data is associated to the images [8]. This estimation is 
done using features extracted from limited areas (regions) of both the sketch and the image.

In order to prove the measureÕs usability, a CBIR prototype called SimEstIm (SIMilarity ESTimation 
for IMages), was built around the measure. SimEstIm allows retrieval of images from a database by 
visual similarity with an incomplete user-drawn sketch (examples of which can be seen in Plate 45), 
positioning itself in the Òquery by user-produced example imageÓ category presented in Chapter 3. 
Figure 12 summarizes how SimEstIm works. The existing systems most similar to it are QBIC [9], 
PICASSO [28], and the works by Jacobs et al. [69] and Cha et al. [21].

5.1.1  Retrieving Known Images from Large Databases

The framework in which this work positions itself is that of image retrieval by user-produced pictorial 
example. In particular, our experiments were centered on a situation in which a user wants to retrieve 
a particular image (or a set of visually extremely similar images) from a database, while having a 
vivid memory of at least a part of the image. We believe that for this task, querying by sketch can be a 
good method, especially if no additional information is associated to the images. As we mentioned in 
Chapter 2, though, if other kinds of information are available (keywords, textual annotations, etc.), 
querying by sketch should be combined with them. Querying by sketch has also been chosen by 
Jacobs et al. [69] (examples of sketches for their system can be seen in Plate 44). Both JacobsÕ work 
and ours rank database images according to their visual similarity to the sketch.

5.1.2  The Query

Different kinds of sketches are possible in a CBIR system using them as queries. As it was explained 
in Chapter 4, sketches range from line art drawings to full-color freehand sketches. In this work, we 
decided to use incomplete color freehand sketches built with a simple paint tool containing only the 
ÒpencilÓ (with variable pen sizes) and ÒbucketÓ tools, but allowing the user to select colors from the 
complete 24-bit RGB color space. Some examples of sketches can be seen in Plate 45.

In early experiments in which the users were asked to work with a limited color palette we realized 
that most of the time they could not Þnd the color they were looking for and were not satisÞed with 
their sketch. These experiences led us to letting the users select the wanted color with a 24-bit RGB 
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color selector, so that they can produce an image that is as close as possible to the image they have in 
mind. 

FIGURE 12. CBIR using SimEstIm.

Not limiting the user to geometric shapes (rectangles, lines, ellipses) also goes towards letting the user 
produce an image similar to his/her memory of the target image. In fact, shapes found in images are in 
general more easily reproduced by freehand sketching than by composing geometric shapes (which is 
a long and tiresome process, going against our goal of having the user produce the sketch rather 
quickly). For this reason, the drawing tool used to produce the sketches allows freehand painting.

All while wanting to allow the user to produce a sketch that is similar in complexity to the sought 
image, it is clear that limits must be set on how complex the sketch should be. Allowing users to pro-
duce sketches using all the features of a program like Adobe Photoshop, for example, would lead to 
very dissimilar sketches of a same target image because of the different skills of the users. In order to 
extract information from the sketches, then, a multitude of feature extraction methods (depending on 
the complexity of the sketch) may be needed. The selection of the correct method, which would have 
to be performed at run time, after the sketch is submitted, may also lead to a longer waiting time for 
the user. In order to Òlevel the ÞeldÓ, we decided to ask the users to paint their sketches using only the 
ÒpencilÓ (with different pencil sizes) and ÒbucketÓ tools. These restrictions limit the complexity of the 
produced sketches, and result in more uniform sketches (the difference between images produced by 
skilled and unskilled users is smaller). Furthermore, such limitations mean that the sketches will be 
produced more quickly. Sketches with a simpler structure are also more easily processed, which 
results in less waiting time for the user during the feature extraction phase. It must be said, though, 
that it is possible that some kinds of images are too difÞcult to sketch using this method, like the one 
pictured in Plate 46.

5.1.3  Applications 

The dissimilarity measure (and the underlying feature extraction and region matching processes) we 
propose can be used in any application where the user is looking for a speciÞc image and remembers 
at least some parts of it, and is especially helpful for collections in which the images do not have extra 
data associated. With some restrictions, it can also be used to retrieve broad categories of images, like 
Òhead shots with dark backgroundÓ or Òsea under a grey skyÓ. Examples of Þelds that could beneÞt 
from our work are publishing, advertisement, design and retail. An additional application would be 
performing searches in personal photo collections stored in digital form.
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Important Concepts Behind SimEstIm

5.2  Important Concepts Behind SimEstIm

How do SimEstIm and the dissimilarity measure SimEstIm is built around work? In this section we 
introduce the main concepts that lie behind our prototype and that allow the production of a ranking 
according to the dissimilarity between the database images and the sketch.

5.2.1  Locally Computed Image Features

One of the most important characteristics of the dissimilarity measure around which SimEstIm is 
built is that it relies entirely on features computed from limited areas of the images (henceforth local 
features) and not from the whole image (global features).

Local features have several advantages over global features. The most notable are:

¥ small details are not drowned by data coming from other parts of the image: for example, if an 
image contains a small yellow object in the bottom right corner, and some large yellow objects in 
other parts of the image, a color histogram (a typical global feature) would not be able to tell that 
there is a small yellow object in the image; all we would be able to deduce is that there is some 
yellow;

¥ it is possible to localize objects: extracting features from limited areas of the image, it becomes 
possible to know in which area of the image a desired feature is located. As an example, if we are 
looking for a particular contour in an image, and all we have is a histogram of the edge directions, 
we will be able to say that the sought contour is in the image but we wonÕt know where it is 
located. If on the other hand, each contour in the image is represented separately, along with infor-
mation about its position in the image, we will be able to locate it in the image. 

¥ it is possible to compare the wanted features only with a subset of the image, or look for a subset 
of the target image: when looking for green objects in the lower part of the image, only features 
coming from accordingly placed regions need to be compared.

5.2.2  Regions

Since the dissimilarity measure we developed is based on local information, it is necessary to deÞne 
how the areas from which the information is extracted are deÞned and delimited. 

Other CBIR systems split the image in several rectangular regions, regardless of the imageÕs contents, 
as does FourEyes [112] (Plate 47), or use segmentation algorithms in order to form connected regions 
from which information is extracted, as it is the case with BlobWorld [17] (Plate 48).

Our work differentiates itself from other approaches by allowing non-connected regions (examples of 
non-connected regions can be found in Plate 49). These regions are obtained by:

¥ segmenting the image into connected regions;

¥ iteratively merging pairs of regions according to a compatibility criterion which allows the merg-
ing of regions that are visually similar, even if they do not form a connected region when merged. 
The merging process is stopped when there are no more pairs of similar regions.

As a result, objects and entities (like ßowers in a Þeld or faces in a crowd) that are visually uniform 
tend to be represented by a single region, despite the fact that no object recognition is performed on 
the images.

In order to compute the dissimilarity between a sketch and a database image, regions must be com-
pared. Since there is no guarantee that one region in the sketch corresponds exactly to one region in 
the database image and vice versa, we may be forced to compare groups of regions in the sketch with 
groups of regions in the database image. Region merging, though, produces comparable results, thus 
allowing the comparison of regions on a one-on-one basis. This way, the number of comparisons 
needed to compute the dissimilarity between a sketch and a database image is signiÞcantly reduced.
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5.2.3  Feature Extraction Through Region Segmentation and Region Merging

As we said in the previous paragraph, regions are obtained as product of a segmentation process. Var-
ious approaches are possible here, and some of them are listed in Section 6.1. 

Sketches and digital images are very different kinds of images (even if a good sketch will be visually 
similar to its target image), but the extracted features need to be comparable. In order to achieve this, 
we decided to reprocess the segmentation result of the database images, which is in general very com-
plex and contains over 100 regions, in order to obtain a segmentation that is as similar as possible to 
the sketches the users may produce. This is done by iteratively merging pairs of regions (Plate 50), 
using a criterion based on the shape, position, size and color of the regions, and results in non-con-
nected regions that tend to represent entities in the image (as seen in Plate 49). The region merging 
process will be explained in detail in Section 6.3.4. As we said before, region merging allows us to 
compare regions on a one-on-one basis, signiÞcantly lowering the number of operations needed to 
compare a sketch and an image.

Each region in the image description contains information about its position, size, color and shape. 
These descriptors will be introduced in Section 6.3.2.

5.2.4  Multiple Segmentation Results

Users produce extremely different sketches even when they are looking for the same target image, as 
shown in Plate 51. In particular, some of the reasons behind these differences are:

¥ differences in the drawing skills of the users, resulting in more detailed sketches for the more 
skilled ones;

¥ previous experiences with SimEstIm, which may inßuence the users (for example, knowing the 
fact that very small details are lost in the segmentation process, and are thus useless);

¥ cultural differences, leading to considering different parts of the target image as signiÞcant and 
drawing those instead of others.

All these reasons lead to sketches that contain different levels of detail. Since we want our dissimilar-
ity measure to be ßexible, we decided to store several segmentation results for each database image, 
hoping that at least one of them will contain regions similar to those painted in the sketch which, on 
the other hand, will be represented by a single segmentation result. The segmentation results of the 
database images are organized hierarchically and contain a decreasing number of regions, allowing an 
accurate computation of the dissimilarity with sketches containing different degrees of detail, as we 
will explain in Section 6.3.5

5.2.5  Computation of Dissimilarity

In order to rank the images according to their similarity to the sketch, their respective descriptions 
must be compared. Our dissimilarity measure does this by computing the dissimilarities between the 
regions contained in the segmentation result of the sketch and those contained in the multiple segmen-
tation results of the database images. Region dissimilarities depend on their color, shape, position and 
size, as it will be explained in Section 7.2.

The region dissimilarities are then used to compute the dissimilarity between segmentation results. 
The used algorithm, introduced in Section 7.3, tries to form pairs of similar regions, and assigns pen-
alties to the regions of the sketch that are not similar to any region of the current database image seg-
mentation result.

Finally, the dissimilarity between a sketch and a database image is computed as the lowest dissimilar-
ity between the segmentation result of the sketch and the segmentation results of the database image. 
The reasons behind this choice will be explained in Section 7.4.
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Color Plates

5.3  Color Plates

PLATE 44. Sketches used in Jacobs et al. [69] are remarkably similar to the ones used in 
SimEstIm, but the internal description of the images is completely different.

PLATE 45. Some sketches painted by SimEstIm users, along with the target images. 

PLATE 46. Some images seem to be more difficult than others to sketch. In this particular 
case, the users had huge problems in finding a way to sketch the reflections and the soft 
changing colors of the ceiling. 
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PLATE 47. FourEyes [112] splits an image regardless of its contents, and tries to associate a 
label to each region. 

PLATE 48. In Blobworld [17] the images are segmented in a rough way, and the regions are 
connected. 

PLATE 49. In our description, regions can be non-connected: in this example, the yellow 
flowers form one single region; the same goes for the purple flowers. 
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Color Plates

PLATE 50. After an initial segmentation result is obtained using a standard color image 
segmentation algorithm, regions are iteratively merged until the minimum similarity 
between two regions of the image exceeds a given threshold. 

PLATE 51. Sometimes, sketches of the same image made by different users can be 
dramatically different (white areas are unspecified). A good CBIR system should be able to 
consider the target image as similar to both sketches (this is the case with SimEstIm). 

14 regions 13 regions 12 regions

11 regions 10 regions 9 regions 8 regions

original
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CHAPTER 6 Feature Extraction in 
SimEstIm

The goal of feature extraction is to compute reliable descriptions of the database images and the 
sketches. In this chapter, we will explain what kind of image description is extracted. In Section 6.1 
we will talk about color segmentation algorithms, listing some of the possible approaches. The seg-
mentation algorithms that were used in this work will be explained in Section 6.2. Then, in Section 
6.3 we will introduce the region features that characterize the regions extracted from database images 
and sketches and we will explain how, by a region merging process, we manage to obtain similar 
descriptions for the database images and the sketches.

GOALS OF FEATURE EXTRACTION

As we said, the goal of feature extraction is to extract descriptions of the database images and for the 
sketch which are representative of their contents and that allow the computation of a signiÞcant dis-
similarity value between them. This task is made complex by the different origin of the sketches and 
of the database images. Notably, in database images:

¥ objects will not be composed of a single color, because of illumination, reßections between 
objects, geometry of the objects, noise, camera characteristics, color sensor limitations and noise;

¥ borders between the objects may not be clear, because of shading or clutter; objects may not be 
clearly detectable.

On the other hand, in sketches like the ones we are dealing with (Plate 45):

¥ the image contains patches of color;

¥ each patch is composed of a single color;

¥ borders between patches are clear, because patches were painted using the ÒpencilÓ tool.

In our case, we assumed that the users would paint patches of color roughly corresponding to visually 
uniform areas in the image. These patches contain very little information, compared to the regions of 
the digital images they are meant to represent. For this reason, it was necessary to develop a feature 
extraction algorithm that would return a description of the database images similar to the one 
extracted from the sketches. In order to achieve this, we decided to use a region segmentation algo-
rithm followed by a region merging process.

REGION SEGMENTATION

It is only natural that, when sketching an image, the user will paint blobs representing the objects pic-
tured. It would be a shame, then, not to use this information to retrieve the image. Of all the image 
processing techniques available, color region segmentation seems to be the most appropriate for 
extracting the corresponding areas from the database images.
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It must be said, though, that the number of different color image segmentation techniques is very 
large. The following section gives an insight on the various kinds of algorithms currently available. In 
Section 6.2 the various techniques we used in our work will be presented

6.1  Color Image Segmentation Techniques

As it was suggested in Chapter 4, one of the ways to extract information from digital images for 
indexing purposes is to segment them into regions and compute some well-chosen features of the 
extracted regions. This method is especially useful for comparing digital images between them and 
for comparing a digital image with a user-produced sketch.

While image segmentation for grayscale images has received a lot of attention by the research com-
munity over the last 30 years, color image segmentation had been somewhat neglected until the mid-
Eighties. In the recent years, though, a lot of effort has gone into trying to Þnd solutions for this prob-
lem, which consists in extracting from the image one or more connected regions satisfying a unifor-
mity criterion which is based on features derived from spectral components, as it is deÞned by 
Skarbek and Koschan in [126]. Similar deÞnitions can be found in [106].

In this chapter no particular color image segmentation method will be presented, and only the various 
options open to someone wanting to segment a color image will be discussed. These options belong to 
the following domains:

¥ region deÞnition;

¥ color space;

¥ additional features;

¥ method used to build the regions;

¥ type of segmentation result.

6.1.1  DeÞning the region

Prior to developing an image segmentation method, the concept of region must be deÞned, as it will 
inßuence deeply several other choices to be made later. Basically, a region can be deÞned as [126]:

¥ a connected component of a pixel set speciÞed by a class membership function deÞned in a color 
space (pixel-based deÞnition);

¥ a (maximal) connected set of pixels for which a uniformity condition is satisÞed (area-based deÞ-
nition);

¥ a connected set of pixels bounded by edge pixels creating a color contour (edge-based deÞnition);

¥ a set of pixels corresponding to a surface or an object of homogeneous material (physics-based 
deÞnition).

By changing Òcolor spaceÓ to Òfeature spaceÓ in the Þrst deÞnition and removing the word ÒcolorÓ in 
the third one, we can include regions produced by texture segmentation in the deÞnitions. In fact, tex-
ture segmentation is often the result of a clustering process over texture features (structural or statisti-
cal) computed over the image pixels.

Choosing one of these deÞnitions will result in a different behavior of the segmentation algorithm. 
For example, if the edge-based deÞnition is chosen, Þnding regions must be preceded by edge detec-
tion, while in all the other situations the contours of the extracted regions are determined only at the 
end of the segmentation process. Similarly, choosing a region deÞnition over another may determine 
how the regions will be formed: while features computed over single pixels sufÞce to form pixel-
based regions (as in histogram-based methods), area-based methods rely on properties computed over 
sets of pixels (in general homogeneity of the region).
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Color Image Segmentation Techniques

6.1.2  Choosing the Color Space

A multitude of different color spaces have been documented in the literature [64]. The most wide-
spread of them, because of its tight relation with digital cameras and CRT devices, is the RGB model 
which, as it will be seen, is not the best choice for image segmentation because of its peculiar proper-
ties. Other color spaces, such as the HSV one, try to simulate the way human beings think about color, 
while perceptual color spaces, like the CIELUV one, aim at creating a relation between the perceived 
difference between two colors and the euclidean distance between the position of the two colors in the 
color space. In any case, the choice of the color space in which the image processing will be done will 
depend on the Þxed goals. For example, if the algorithm aims at segmenting the image into regions 
corresponding to the various objects depicted, then a color space with the following properties, 
pointed out by Gevers and Smeulders in [49], will be needed:

¥ robustness to change in the viewing direction;

¥ robustness to change in object geometry;

¥ robustness to change in the direction of the illumination;

¥ robustness to change in the intensity of the illumination;

¥ robustness to change in the spectral power distribution of the illumination;

On the other hand, if the wanted result is the list of the most prominent color changes in the image, 
and that invariance to shading is not required, these properties will not be needed. Finally, if what is 
required is a segmentation into perceptually homogeneous color regions, or if the chosen segmenta-
tion method requires an isotropic color space (as it is the case for the Comaniciu-Meer algorithm 
[26]), the best choice will be a perceptually uniform color space.

THE RGB COLOR SPACE

The RGB (Red, Green, Blue) color space [64] is one of the most popular color spaces for digital 
images, as it is tightly linked to the way CRT displays work. Colors are represented according to the 
additive color scheme (i.e., white is obtained by mixing the three base colors at full intensity, as it can 
be seen in Plate 52). This scheme is not natural for human beings, who tend to think in terms of hue 
and luminosity and are more familiar with the subtractive color mixture scheme (Plate 53).

The advantages of RGB come from its simplicity: the RGB space is a unit cube, hence distances are 
easily computed. Furthermore, color reduction and the computation of color histograms are extremely 
easy. On the other hand, distances within the cube have little to do with the differences perceived by 
human beings, and no kind of invariance is possible using this color space.

FIGURE 13. The shape of the RGB color space is the unit cube (image taken from [68]).
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The normalized version of the RGB coordinates, rgb [64], is invariant to change in viewing direction, 
surface orientation, illumination direction and illumination intensity [49], but the shape of the rgb 
domain no longer is the unit cube.

THE HSV COLOR SPACE

The HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value a.k.a. Luminosity) [64] coordinates can be computed directly from 
the RGB ones and are easier to understand than their CRT-related counterparts. The resulting color 

space is cone-shaped (Figure 14).

FIGURE 14. The HSV color space.

Hue, saturation and luminosity are, in fact, much closer to the human understanding of color than the 
additive scheme of the RGB space. This advantage places HSV closer to the border between percep-
tual and non-perceptual color spaces than RGB. HSV remains, though, a non-perceptual space as 
Ònone of the axes is perceptually uniform, meaning that a given change in any coordinate will result in 
a variable apparent change, according to the location in color spaceÓ [64]. Furthermore, the peculiar 
shape of this color space (a cone) makes it difÞcult to perform color reductions and compute color 
histograms, as the colors are not distributed evenly with respect to the coordinates (there are more col-
ors where the luminosity is larger). Computing distances is also awkward, because of the circular 
nature of the hue component and the perceptual discontinuities that can be noticed around the value 
axis [7] and for low luminosity values [126].

Finally, as it was shown in [49], only the H and S components have some invariance properties: hue 
and saturation are invariant to change in viewing direction, object geometry, illumination direction 
and intensity; hue is also invariant to highlights.

PERCEPTUALLY UNIFORM COLOR SPACES

In the ideal perceptually uniform color space, numerical distances between colors correspond to the 
difference perceived by a human observer. Such a color space has been sought for years by computer 
scientists, psychologists and artists [99].

Several attempts at deÞning a color space with this property have been made. These include the Mun-
sell color system [101][92] and the Optical Society of America Uniform Color Scale [91]. In 1976, 
the Commission Internationale de lÕEclairage (CIE) introduced the L*u*v* and L*a*b* color spaces 
[27], also known as CIELUV and CIELAB. L*u*v* was developed for additive color media such as 
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CRT displays, while L*a*b* is for subtractive media. In both spaces, L* is the psychometric light-
ness, while the remaining two dimensions are coordinates on a uniform chromaticity diagram. 

In order to obtain numerical distances that correspond to perceived differences between colors, it is 
necessary to keep in mind that these color spaces were built under strictly controlled environmental 
conditions. Hence, Òto maintain the perceptual uniformity of the space, the settings of these parame-
ters in the Þnal application must match the conditions existing when the data were originally 
recordedÓ [99]. Among these we have Ò(a) the size of the color samples, (b) the spacing between color 
samples, (c) the luminance and chromaticity of the background on which the color samples were 
compared, and (d) the luminance and chromaticity of ambient light in the test environmentÓ [99]. 
Obviously, in a CBIR application these conditions are not reproduced: the conditions under which the 
images were taken, then digitized, are in general not known, and the environment in which the user 
performs the search isnÕt controlled either; this lack of controlled conditions sometimes leads to dif-
ferences between the obtained color distances and the expected results. 

The use of such a color space becomes quite complex, as some kind of calibration (like the ones 
explained in [132] and [29]) must be done, which is possible only if the system generating the images 
is known. Furthermore, the L*u*v* and L*a*b* spaces are not perfectly uniform: there remains a 
ratio of about 6:1 in the maximum to minimum distances corresponding to a given perceptual differ-
ence [64]. Despite all these restrictions, the L*u*v* space Òprobably represents the best that can be 
done with a space having an associated uniform chromaticity diagramÓ [64] and proves extremely 
useful each time the human reaction to color must be taken into account.

OTHER COLOR SPACES

A large number of color spaces other than those mentioned above have been used to perform segmen-
tation, like the ,  and  ones introduced by Gevers and Smeulders in [49], which 

were designed in order to have the properties presented at the beginning of this section, and the IJK 
space presented by Verikas et al. in [142], chosen because the three components are almost uncorre-
lated and have zero covariance.

6.1.3  Additional Features

Extraction of features from the pixels is not limited to color characteristics. In fact, spatial and texture 
features that are useful for color image segmentation can also be computed.

In general, the only spatial feature associated to a pixel is its position in the image. Texture features, 
on the other hand, are in general computed on a window surrounding the pixel. A large number of tex-
ture features have been described in the literature: in [144], Wang et al. characterize textures by mean, 
variance, correlation, entropy, contrast and homogeneity; in the BlobWorld system [18] polarity, 
anisotropy and contrast are used, while in [122] Santini and Jain use luminosity, scale, verticality and 
horizontality to estimate the similarity between texture samples. For a review on other ways to repre-
sent texture, see [109].

Various algorithms are then used to form regions according to these features, which can be used in 
combination with color features (like in BlobWorld [18]).

6.1.4  Forming Regions

Several methods have been used in the literature to group pixels into regions. In general, these are 
divided into:

¥ region-based techniques;

¥ edge detection techniques.

In edge detection techniques, regions are built once their contours are known. These are detected 
using different methods: elementary gradients [103], Laplacian [5], difference of offset gaussians 

c1c2c3 l1l2l3 m1m2m3
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[146], Markov Random Fields [111][31]. Contours need then to be reprocessed in order to form 
closed contours, which deÞne the regions.

In this section, we will limit ourselves to describing some region-based techniques: histogram-based 
methods, clustering methods, region growing and split and merge techniques. The reader should keep 
in mind that these methods can be used in isolation or combined, taking advantage of their respective 
strengths.

HISTOGRAM-BASED METHODS

This kind of method consists in computing some features (typically the color) for each pixel in the 
image, and then building an histogram representing the distribution of the features over the image. 
Histogram peaks are then selected and regions are formed around them. These methods are especially 
used for object versus background segmentation, like the ones presented in [12] and [86].

CLUSTERING IN FEATURE SPACE

There are several methods for grouping the pixels into regions according to the features computed for 
every single pixel in the image. These groups (the clusters) are in general characterized by a represen-
tative point (an element of the cluster, the average of all points in the cluster or a predeÞned point in 
feature space). Among the clustering methods used in color image segmentation we have Nearest 
Neighbor (used in [42]), K-means ([28]), fuzzy C-means ([65][85]), ISODATA ([14]), median split-
ting ([140]), Minimum Volume Ellipsoid (deÞned in [116] and used in [73]), mean shift [26] and neu-
ral networks [144][142].

The interested reader can Þnd descriptions of these and other clustering algorithms in [128].

REGION GROWING

In region growing techniques, the algorithm starts from (automatically or manually selected) seeds, 
which are pixels or small groups of pixels. The selection of the seeds is in general nontrivial, but heu-
ristics for this task are available (like the ones used by Deng et al. in [36]). Regions are then con-
structed by iteratively adding neighboring pixels to the regions according to different strategies, that 
can be local (similarity between a pixel in the region and the pixel to be added) or global (satisfaction 
of a uniformity criterion for the region). The watershed algorithm (used in [98]) belongs to this cate-
gory. 

A particular variation on region growing (although it was used on grayscale images only) was intro-
duced in by Revol and Jourlin [115]: while in the ÒclassicÓ approach, pixels are assigned in a deÞni-
tive way to a region, in this version the pixel assignments are reconsidered on each step to minimize 
variance in the region.

SPLIT AND MERGE

This technique consists in starting the process with an initial segmentation result (for example, the 
whole image considered as a single region), and then splitting the regions that do not match a given 
uniformity condition. The splitting phase is followed by the merging one, where similar neighboring 
regions are merged [123][137]. Splitting and merging can be repeated iteratively until a global unifor-
mity condition is satisÞed.

6.1.5  Segmentation Result

Another important factor when developing or selecting a segmentation method is the kind of result. In 
general, we can distinguish two situations: 

¥ regions correspond to objects in the image;

¥ regions correspond to uniform areas in the image.
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REGIONS CORRESPONDING TO OBJECTS IN THE IMAGE

This kind of result could be extremely useful for query by example CBIR systems, as it would allow 
queries like ÒÞnd all images that contain this objectÓ. Queries of this kind, though, would require 
region features invariant to the viewing angle and to the illumination. Furthermore, it must be said 
that this kind of segmentation performs well only under controlled environment, typically in a Òobject 
versus backgroundÓ situation, in which object contours are easily detected. In QBIC [43], for exam-
ple, the objects are detected using an assisted segmentation method, while in [50] the user is 
requested to draw a imprecise contour around the objects. For this reason, some query by example 
systems, like Blobworld [17] and NETRA [88], use segmentation results corresponding to uniform 
areas in the image rather than whole objects.

REGIONS CORRESPONDING TO UNIFORM AREAS IN THE IMAGE

Regions corresponding to uniform areas in the image can be extremely useful if the query is a user-
produced pictorial example. In fact, in this kind of query only few details are present, and the image is 
composed of fairly large blobs of uniform color and/or texture. CBIR systems with queries of this 
kind are PICASSO [30] and QBIC [43]. Regions of this kind are also used in query by example sys-
tems, like Blobworld [17] and NETRA [88].

The kind of region obtained depends deeply on the uniformity criterion chosen in the segmentation: 
regions that are uniform color-wise and regions that are uniform texture-wise will be signiÞcantly dif-
ferent.

Another important factor is the detail of the segmentation. An image can be oversegmented, with 
every object being split into its component parts that are visually different, or undersegmented, with 
several objects being merged into one single region (Plate 54). While oversegmentation may seem 
better because the quantity of information is larger, the number of pairs of regions to be compared 
during the retrieval phase will be very large, and the number of comparisons will explode if  regions 

in the query can be compared with  regions in the database image. On the other hand, if the image 
is undersegmented, there is no way of performing a search for a small detail if it was lost during the 
segmentation process. Selecting the ÒrightÓ number of regions, so to avoid oversegmentation and 
undersegmentation, becomes an important task; unfortunately, it is also a very complex one (the clus-
ter validation problem [39]). To avoid this problem, in this work several segmentation results are 
stored, and the query is compared to each one of them. This approach is similar to the one taken in the 
PICASSO system [30].

6.1.6  Conclusion

In this section, several possibilities for color image segmentation were presented. While the list is by 
no means exhaustive, it should give the reader an idea of the multitude of possible combinations. 

The choice of a color image segmentation method for a CBIR system depends essentially on the kind 
of queries that will be submitted to the system, as information extracted from the image will have to 
reßect the kind of information that the query will convey.

Query by example systems would probably take best proÞt from segmentation methods able to seg-
ment the individual objects, but these methods tend to work poorly if the database is not restricted in 
some way (typically by having only one or a few objects in the image, pictured against a uniform 
background). If regions correspond to objects, then visual ÒsemanticÓ queries are possible. On the 
other hand, if the query is a drawing produced by the user, segmentation of the database images into 
uniform regions would allow the extraction of similar information from queries composed of color 
patches and from database images. This is the approach that was chosen in our case.

n

m
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6.2  Segmentation Algorithms Used in SimEstIm

In this work, the goal of segmentation is to partition the image into regions roughly corresponding to 
uniform areas, producing regions that can be considered similar to those the user will produce when 
painting a sketch. A multitude of approaches to color segmentation have been presented in the litera-
ture, as seen in Section 6.1.

Among the approaches tested in this work there are:

¥ clustering in color space according to the peaks of the color histogram and then projecting the 
clusters back to the image;

¥ clustering in color space according to the colors of the pixels of the image, then projecting the 
clusters back to the image;

¥ the Batchelor-Wilkins algorithm [14];

¥ the ISODATA algorithm [14];

¥ the Comaniciu-Meer algorithm [26].

Results obtained with these approaches will now be presented.

6.2.1  Segmentation According to Histogram Peaks

This technique is very similar to the work presented by Kanakanhalli et al in [74], and consists in:

¥ computing a color histogram of the image;

¥ selecting the histogram peaks (a histogram bin is considered a peak if it contains more elements 
than any bin surrounding it);

¥ assigning points in the image to the peak whose color is the closest.

By working this way, regions in the image are formed according to color information only, meaning 
that two objects approximately of the same color lying in the opposite corners of the image will 
belong to the same region (i.e., the algorithm segments the image into non-connected regions). If we 
want to produce connected regions, we have to split these non-connected regions into their connected 
components, ending up with a large number of small regions, because of noise and quantization 
effects, as shown in Plate 55. Thus, in order to obtain regions comparable to those the users will draw 
in the sketches, we would need to reprocess the extracted regions, a process that would be both com-
plex (requiring a complex method to decide which regions should be merged and how) and long 
(because of the very large number of regions extracted).

On the other hand, taking non-connected regions produced with this technique into account during the 
computation of dissimilarity between the sketch and the digital image would greatly increase the 
complexity of the computation. In fact, if a target image contains two separate areas of the same color 
(which end up in the same region because of their color) and the user produces a sketch containing a 
color patch corresponding to only one of them, the dissimilarity function has to try to verify if the 
region coming from the sketch can be considered a subregion of the region extracted from the digital 
image. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that histogram peaks correspond to large uniform areas in 
the image.

To summarize, the advantages of this technique are:

¥ it only requires two passes through the image to segment it;

¥ the number of clusters does not need to be known in advance;

¥ there are no parameters to be tuned.

On the other hand, the disadvantages are:
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¥ regions are based only on the color information;

¥ histogram peaks do not necessarily correspond to prominent uniform areas in the image;

¥ building an histogram in which bins have a clear neighboring relationship is difÞcult with some 
color spaces (like HSV, in which colors are not distributed evenly).

6.2.2  Segmentation After Parsing of the Image Colors

This technique consists in parsing the image and creating a new cluster center every time the color of 
the current pixel is far enough from the color of all the already created clusters. The image is parsed a 
second time to assign the pixels to the cluster center whose color is the closest.

Like the previous one, this technique generates regions which are based on the color information only. 
Furthermore, the visiting order of the pixels deeply inßuences the Þnal result, as in the example 
shown in Plate 56.

The advantages of this segmentation technique are:

¥ it requires only two passes through the image;

¥ only one parameter has to be set (the minimum distance between cluster centers);

¥ the number of clusters is not known a priori, although it must be said that it is strongly inßuenced 
by the aforementioned threshold.

On the other hand, disadvantages are:

¥ the visiting order of the pixels inßuences the Þnal result;

¥ it is extremely sensitive to noise;

¥ regions are based on color information only.

6.2.3  Batchelor-Wilkins Algorithm

The Batchelor-Wilkins algorithm is a general-purpose clustering algorithm, and it was not developed 
with image segmentation as its main goal. A few experiments were made to see if it was a viable solu-
tion for SimEstIm.

The algorithm iteratively creates clusters by scanning the points in the dataset and works as follows:

1. select one point of the dataset as the Þrst cluster center ;

2. select the point farthest from  and select it as the second cluster center, .

3. compute the distance to the already selected cluster centers for every remaining point 

 in the dataset and save the minimum  for each point;

4. take the maximum  of the computed distances; if it is below a threshold , 

select the corresponding data point  as new cluster center ;

5. return to point 3 until ;

6. assign the points in the dataset to the closest cluster center.

In order to use this algorithm and avoid the problems connected with forming clusters according to 
the color information only, a distance measure between points in the image which takes into account 
both the position of the pixel and its color must be developed. This task turns out to be more complex 
that it could be expected. In fact, using the euclidean distance after merging the three color coordi-
nates and the two spatial coordinates to form a 5-dimensional space does not yield good results, even 
after normalization of the components, because this 5-dimensional space is not isotropic. 
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For this reason, we decided to separate the color contribution from the spatial one. Let  be two 
points in the image, containing each three color coordinates and two spatial coordinates. In the exper-
iments, the following distance was used:

where  is the color distance between the points, while  is the distance between their 

locations in the image. Finding the right , though, can be cumbersome, since regions tend to be 
dominated by one of the two distances, like in the example shown in Plate 57.

Furthermore, the result is deeply inßuenced by the choice of the Þrst cluster center. In order to mini-
mize problems connected with this choice, it could be decided to set the Þrst cluster center as a point 
of the most represented color, which would require one scan through the image to generate a color 
histogram. The choice of the position of this point would still be problematic, though. In the experi-
ments, the Þrst cluster center was set to pure black at position (0,0) and was removed from the list of 
cluster centers as soon as two other cluster centers had been found.

Advantages of the Batchelor-Wilkins algorithm are:

¥ the number of clusters does not need to be known in advance;

¥ only the threshold  must be set.

Weaknesses of the technique:

¥ one pass through the image is required for every cluster;

¥ the result depends on the choice of the Þrst cluster center;

¥ Þnding a good distance is cumbersome.

6.2.4  ISODATA

Like the Batchelor-Wilkins algorithm, ISODATA is a general-purpose clustering algorithm. It was 
tested in this context because it tends to form homogeneous clusters, splitting clusters whose standard 
deviation is larger than a given threshold. Hence, it looked like a good candidate for producing the 
homogeneous regions that were needed in the image descriptions.

The algorithm produces a partition of the dataset by iteratively splitting and merging regions. Param-
eters to be set are:

¥ the number of desired clusters ;

¥ the minimum number of points in a cluster ;

¥ the maximum standard deviation allowed ;

¥ the minimum distance required between clusters ;

¥ the maximum number of pairs of clusters that can be merged during a single iteration ;

¥ the number of allowed iterations .

The partition is produced as follows:

1. choose some initial cluster centers;

2. assign points to their nearest cluster center;

3. recompute the cluster centers (average of the points assigned to the cluster);

4. discard clusters containing too few elements;

5. compute standard deviation for each cluster; split clusters whose standard deviation is larger than 
; if the partition already contains more than half of the desired clusters, the cluster is split only 

if it contains at least  points;
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6. compute the distance between the cluster centers; clusters whose centers are closer than  should 
merge;

7. repeat until desired number of iterations  is reached. 

In order to work the best, ISODATA requires an isotropic feature space (i.e., the distances between 
points measured with the euclidean distance correspond to the perception of the dissimilarity between 
the points). Unfortunately, this is not the case if the feature space is built by merging the three color 
components and the two spatial components associated with every pixel in the image. For this reason, 
segmentation results obtained with the ISODATA algorithm may appear surprising.

Advantages of ISODATA:

¥ homogeneity of clusters is guaranteed because of the way clusters are built.

Disadvantages of ISODATA

¥ the number of clusters must be known in advance (although there are modiÞcations of the algo-
rithm that allow to bypass this restriction);

¥ several parameters to be set, some of which are not intuitive;

¥ requires an isotropic feature space to return good results;

¥ one pass through the image is needed for every iteration;

6.2.5  Comaniciu-Meer Algorithm

The Comaniciu-Meer algorithm [26] is a color image segmentation technique based on the mean-shift 
algorithm [22][46]. It avoids the problems associated with merging spatial and color information by 
working in both spaces alternatively. Henceforth, we will talk of Òimage domainÓ for the spatial infor-
mation and of Òfeature domainÓ for the color information, which is represented in the L*u*v* color 
space, because the mean-shift algorithm needs an isotropic space in order to be effective.

The algorithm was designed to perform three kinds of segmentations:

¥ undersegmentation, for which regions are extracted using a large tolerance margin in the homoge-
neity; the boundaries of the regions are the most prominent edges in the image;

¥ oversegmentation, which results in a large number of regions, recommended when the segmenta-
tion result must be used for object recognition purposes;

¥ quantization, in which the image is quantized using all the important colors in the image.

According to the kind of segmentation chosen, three parameters are automatically set:

¥ the radius of the search window used in the mean-shift algorithm (which is proportional to the 
square root of the trace of the covariance matrix);

¥ the minimum number of pixels required to form a region in the L*u*v* space ( );

¥ the minimum number of pixels required to form a region in the image domain ( ).

The algorithm proceeds as follows:

1.  points are randomly chosen in the image. Their colors are chosen as candidates to be the center 
of a search window, and the colors of their 3x3 neighbors are also mapped into the feature space. 
The search window containing the highest density is chosen.

2. The mean-shift algorithm is used to make the window converge to a mode of the color distribu-
tion.
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3. The center of the search window is chosen as cluster center in the feature space. All the points 
within the search window are deleted from both the image space and the feature space, as well as 
their 8-connected neighbors in image space (this eliminating aliasing effects).

4. Steps 1 to 3 are repeated until the search window contains less than  points.

5. All cluster centers that do not generate at least a connected component of size  in the image 

domain are deleted.

6. Points associated to the remaining cluster centers are assigned to their color, regardless of their 

position in the image. Then, the radius of the search window is multiplied by , and the points 
newly included in the window are associated to the centerÕs color if one of their 8-neighbors 
already is.

7. Connected components smaller than  are deleted. Their pixels are associated to the color the 

most represented in their 3x3 neighborhood. If thereÕs a tie between colors, the most similar is 
chosen.

The regions extracted by undersegmentation are those that are very similar to what we could expect 
from a user painting a sketch with a simple paint tool, as it can be seen in Plate 58. 

Advantages of this algorithm:

¥ the number of regions is unknown a priori;

¥ only one parameter needs to be set (kind of segmentation);

¥ combines spatial and color information;

¥ borders of regions correspond to most prominent edges in the image;

¥ regions are built according to an homogeneity criterion;

¥ fast processing.

Disadvantages:

¥ unable to detect small changes in color (as in the example shown in Plate 59);

¥ the selection of the search windows is a partially random process, which may mean that process-
ing an image twice would give two different results. In the implementation of the algorithm that 
we used, though, the random number generator is reset every time an image is submitted for seg-
mentation; thus, the segmentation result of an image is always the same.

6.2.6  Summary

As we mentioned at the beginning of this section, our goal was to Þnd a segmentation method that 
produces regions which are roughly similar to those the user will produce when painting a sketch. 
Furthermore, such method must be rather fast, since it is also used to process the sketches at querying 
time.

Of the tested methods, we decided to use the Comaniciu-Meer algorithm, because:

¥ it was developed with image segmentation as a goal (as opposed to standard clustering techniques 
like ISODATA and the Batchelor-Wilkins algorithms) and generates regions corresponding to a 
homogeneity criterion;

¥ the produced regions depend on color and spatial information (unlike those produced bythe Þrst 
two methods presented in this section, which only depend on color);

¥ it does not require to know how many regions must be extracted;

¥ processing time is low (compared to ISODATA, for example).
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6.3  Image Description

The Comaniciu-Meer segmentation algorithm, which we chose to perform an initial segmentation of 
the images, produces a partition of the original image into a set of regions, which must be represented 
by a set of features. In our case, we were guided in our decisions by the information provided in the 
userÕs sketches, as it would be useless to represent regions extracted from database images using fea-
tures that are not present in the usersÕ sketches. For this reason, we represent regions according to 
size, position, color and shape information.

The reader should also remember that, as we mentioned in Section 5.2, regions are in general non-
connected.

6.3.1  Notation

Henceforth, we will speak of a sketch  and of a database image . The sketch  contains a single 

segmentation result , while the database image  contains  segmentation results 

. In turn, a segmentation result contains a set of regions. For example, 

, .

6.3.2  Region Features

POSITION

Three main techniques can be used: contours, bounding boxes and centroids. 

Contours allow to know exactly where the region ends, but comparison is cumbersome: in order to 
compare the position (and not the shape) of two regions using their contours, the contour lengths will 
need to be normalized, then the position of the contour points will have to be compared. The results of 
these comparisons will then need to be combined in a meaningful way, returning a value that 
describes their spatial relationship, which is a non-trivial task.

FIGURE 15. It is not possible to deduce the spatial relationship between two regions by just 
looking at the position of their center of gravity.

The bounding box  of a region  is a rectangular region delimited by 
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Bounding boxes (Plate 60) describe the position of the region less precisely than contours (especially 
if the main axe of the region is diagonal), but are useful for limiting the space within which the region 
is located. They show some weaknesses, though, if the regions are not compact.

The spatial center of gravity  of region  (also called centroid), 

allows a more precise deÞnition of the position of the region, but does not say anything about the dis-
tribution of the region points: regions with very different shapes, like the rectangles in Figure 15, can 
have the same center of gravity.

Despite this, we decided to represent position with the regionÕs center of gravity. In fact, this descrip-
tion is simple, and guarantees that corresponding regions will be considered similar. It will, though, 
also produce false positives. These should be eliminated by the other features participating in the 
computation of region dissimilarity, though. 

Points in the image are assigned a normalized position within the [0,1]x[0,1] square. In general, 
images are not perfectly square, meaning that we have two possibilities to Þt an image in the 
[0,1]x[0,1] square: scaling the image so that it Þlls the square, or placing it somewhere within the 
square. 

Scaling the image has the following shortcomings: shapes are distorted, and all information about the 
height/width ratio of the image is lost. Since shapes are a factor in the way we compute the dissimilar-
ity between regions in the image, we decided not to scale the image. Thus, we have to Þnd a way to 
place the image within the [0,1]x[0,1] square, which is done by centering the image in the square. To 
do this, we assume that the largest dimension will span the whole [0,1] interval, and that the other 
dimension will span the  interval, where  is the difference between the two dimen-

sions, divided by 2. For example, if width  is larger than height , the image points will cover the 

 rectangle, thus respecting the width/height ratio of the 
image. An example can be found in Plate 61.

COLOR

The Þrst choice to be made is the color space. Color spaces were brießy introduced in Section 6.1. 
The color space must be chosen according to what must be done with color information. In our case, 
what we want is to compare colors between the sketch and the image, so that the computed dissimilar-
ity corresponds approximately to the difference perceived by the user. For this reason, we decided to 
use a perceptual color space like L*u*v*.

Another factor to be taken into account is how the color of a region should be represented. While 
color of regions in the sketch will in general be uniform, this is not the case for almost all of the 
images in the database. Essentially, we have two possibilities: representing the regionsÕ color with 
their average color, or using color histograms.

Using the average color has the obvious advantage that comparison consists in computing the differ-
ence between two colors, which is computationally fast. On the other hand, if a region is composed of 
pixels of different colors, computing the average will generate a color which is less saturated than 
what the user sees (Plate 62). This effect can be limited by not taking into account the pixels on/near 
the border of the region, where most color transitions occur.

When using color histograms, it is possible to preserve the color distribution of the region. On the 
other hand, comparing color histogram is computationally more expensive, and results can suffer 
from a bad quantization of the color space. In our work, both average colors and color histograms are 
used. 

The color histogram consists of 125 bins, whose bin centers (also called representative colors, Plate 
63) were selected as follows:
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¥ 125 equally-spaced RGB colors were selected and transformed into L*u*v values;

¥ additional 32768 equally spaced RGB colors were then selected and converted to the L*u*v color 
space;

¥ the k-means algorithm was then used with the Þrst 125 points as initial bin centers, and the addi-
tional 32768 points as data points; the algorithm was stopped when the bins were stable (total 
movement of bin centers not above a given threshold).

The color histogram of a region is formed by assigning each pixel of the region to the bin whose rep-
resentative color is the closest in the L*u*v* space. An example of color histogram can be seen in 
Plate 64.

SIZE

In our work, the size of a region is the percentage of image pixels it contains. In sketches, the ratio is 
computed according to the number of pixels the sketch could contain if its canvas was completely 
used. This way, the size feature of sketch regions and database image regions are directly comparable.

SHAPE

There are several approaches presented in the literature to describe the shape of a two-dimensional 
object. These go from approximating the contour with a function (splines, polygons, ...), to computing 
a histogram of the contour directions, and using spatial moments. 

While choosing a description for shape, we had to keep in mind that, as we mentioned in Section 5.2, 
our regions are not connected. This means, for example, that it is not possible to approximate their 
contour with a single spline or polygon. If we were to represent the shape as the splines of the differ-
ent connected parts composing the region, computing the dissimilarity between two regions would 
mean comparing all the combinations of splines, which would defeat the purpose of having non-con-
nected regions. The same applies to any other method that approximates the regionÕs contour. 

Using the histogram of the regionÕs contour directions, on the other hand, may seem a better choice. 
We observed, though, that regions painted by users have contours that are extremely ÒßatÓ compared 
to those extracted from database images (they lack of detail). Furthermore, if a good visual correspon-
dence can be found between painted regions and regions extracted from database images, it is not 
because of the contour, but because of ÒmassÓ and general appearance of the regions.

For this reason we decided to use moments to represent the regionsÕ shapes (Plate 65). A regions is 
represented by an ellipse of unit surface, whose main axes have the same direction of the eigenvectors 
of the regionÕs covariance matrix and whose axes respect the ratio between the corresponding eigen-
values. Such a description gives an idea of the main direction and of the elongation of the region, but 
fails to convey any other characteristic (particular shape of the contour, for example) (Plate 66). Fur-
thermore, very scattered regions generate a shape description that does not really correspond to the 
visual experience of the region (Plate 67). 

OTHER FEATURES

Among the features that were not implemented in the Þnal prototype we have texture descriptors, spa-
tial relationships between regions, a uniÞed shape, position and size feature and a compactness fea-
ture. These will now be brießy discussed.

Texture features were not implemented because producing sketches with texture makes the sketching 
process signiÞcantly more complex, slowing it down drastically. Furthermore, experience showed us 
that the users would not use textures even if they were told they could. Furthermore, it is not always 
easy to reproduce natural textures with artiÞcial patterns, and there is no guarantee that their descrip-
tions will actually be similar. In order to avoid problems connected with synthetic textures, we would 
have to provide the user with a palette of natural textures, allowing him/her to combine them to obtain 
the wanted texture. Composition of such a palette is without a doubt a very hard task, especially if its 
size must be contained within manageable proportions. Furthermore, composition of textures is not a 
natural task for a human being.
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Spatial relationships between regions are quite useful to Þlter out not relevant images just by looking 
at the regionsÕ position. Such relationships, though, become difÞcult to express with non-convex 
regions, and become even more complex when regions are non-connected (as in our case). The partic-
ular nature of non-connected regions requires a whole new set of spatial relationships, some of which 
are extremely difÞcult to deÞne. For this reason, spatial relationships between regions were left out of 
the image description.

The spatial scatter matrix was also taken into account. Let  be the spatial posi-

tion of the points of a region , and let  be the center of gravity of . The geometric scatter 

matrix , where

 (EQ 4)

can be used to summarize information about the shape, the size and the position of the region. Hence, 
 could be used as a region feature. This region feature is already used during the region merging 

phase of the feature extraction process (which will be explained in detail in Section 6.3.4), where 
regions are compared using MahalanobisÕ generalized distance. It would appear natural, then, to use 
this distance also to compute the distances between a region of the sketch and a region of a database 
image. It must be noted, though, that MahalanobisÕ generalized distance does not measure how simi-
lar two distributions are, but how close to a normal distribution the distribution obtained by merging 
the two data sets is. For this reason, regions whose shapes are completely different may be very close 
according to this distance. An example of this is shown in Plate 68, where the ÒskyÓ region of a sketch 
is considered to be very similar to the ÒcloudsÓ region of the target image, because by merging the 
two regions (if they were part of the same image) a compact region would be obtained. Since the 
regions we compare are issued from separate images, this kind of distance should not be used.

Knowing how compact a region is can also help in differentiating regions that are similar according to 
other features. For this reason, we made some experiments with a region compactness feature that 
was computed as follows:

¥ for each point  of a region , the number of 4-neighbors belonging to the same region of the 

current point  is computed, as well as the number of 4-neighbors of  that do actu-

ally exist  (this value can be lower than 4 if  is located on the border of the image);

¥ the compactness of the region , , is:

 (EQ 5)

The value obtained with Equation 5 summarizes how compact the region is. In particular, a value of 0 
will be obtained if no point of region  has another point of region  as a neighbor. On the other 
hand, the only region for which compactness will reach 1 is a region containing every single point in 
the image.

We decided not to put this feature in the Þnal set of region features for the following reasons:
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¥ color patches painted by users tend to be signiÞcantly more compact (both visually and according 
to our compactness measure) than the regions they are supposed to represent; thus, a comparison 
between regions extracted from the sketch and regions extracted from database images is not as 
useful as it could be thought;

¥ the compactness value of a small region is lower than that of a larger region of the same shape, 
because of the different growing rate of perimeter and surface; as an example, in Figure 16 the 
compactness values of squares of growing side are shown. As it can be seen, smaller squares are 
considered as Òless compactÓ than large ones;

¥ comparing compactness values is not always meaningful, partially because of the above remark.

FIGURE 16. The compactness values for squares of growing size.

6.3.3  Obtaining Comparable Descriptions

Segmentation results for sketches and database images are in general extremely different (except if 
images in the database were produced in a similar way as the sketches). In general, the number of 
regions in the database imagesÕ segmentation results will be 10-20 times higher than the number of 
regions extracted from the corresponding sketch. Since comparison between regions must be per-
formed on a one-to-one basis, lest having the number of operations to be performed grow exponen-
tially, it is necessary to reduce the number of regions in the database imagesÕ description to a more 
manageable amount. 

In our work, regions are merged iteratively by pairs, according to the technique presented in the fol-
lowing section.

6.3.4  Region Merging Techniques

The initial segmentation result of a digital image contains in general a large number of regions 
(between 80 and 400, see Plate 70). These regions are in general smaller than the ones extracted from 
sketches (Plate 71). In order to be able to compare sketch regions and digital image regions on a one-
on-one basis (as it is done by our dissimilarity measure), the description of digital images must con-
tain regions comparable to those that are found in the sketches. In order to obtain this, regions must be 
merged until a partition of the image that is similar to what can be expected from a sketch is obtained. 
The fact that two users have different drawing abilities, as well as different interests, when sketching 
the same image should also be taken into account.

The technique we use consists in iteratively merging the two most similar regions, until there are no 
regions similar enough to be merged. Regions that are not merged are not modiÞed. A similar tech-
nique is used in PICASSO [30], in which new segmentation results are formed by simultaneously 
merging all similar regions.

Let  be the initial segmentation result, and  a distance between regions 

. The new segmentation result, , is produced by merging  such that 

.
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The result is , where 

The choice of the region distance function  is essential for obtaining a good solution, and will be 

the subject of the following paragraph.

CHOOSING A REGION DISTANCE

In order to merge regions in the image, a distance between regions must be deÞned. This region 
should allow the following:

¥ the distance between visually similar and spatially close regions should be low;

¥ the distance between regions of similar color should be low;

¥ the spatial distance between the regions must be taken into account;

¥ merging should, as far as possible, result in compact regions.

Speaking of the last requirement, it can be argued whether regions should be connected (like in Blob-
world [17], for example) or if merging should be allowed to form non-connected regions. Non-con-
nected regions can be a good choice for representing some kinds of entities (like a cluster of ßowers 
in a Þeld, such as the one that can be seen in Plate 67) that would be impractical to be considered as 
separate objects. In fact, comparing all the ßowers in the database image to all the dots painted by the 
user in the sketch would lead to a huge number of possibilities. For this reason, it was decided to 
allow the creation of non-connected regions, all by trying to keep regions as compact as possible dur-
ing the region merging phase.

Using non-connected regions can lead to lack of precision in the description of the regions for the 
position and shape descriptors. In fact, the centroid of a non-connected region can lie outside the 
region (although this is also true for connected but non-convex regions, as the example in Plate 69 
clearly shows), furthermore, the shape descriptor described previously no longer does represent accu-
rately the distribution of region points in the image, especially if the region, like the one in Plate 67, is 
not compact.

In the following paragraphs, some solutions that were tested will be discussed.

MERGING ACCORDING TO AVERAGE COLOR AND CENTROID POSITION

This technique is based on the following deÞnition of the region distance : 

where  is the euclidean distance between the regionsÕ average colors in the L*u*v* space (normal-

ized between 0 and 1),  is the euclidean distance between the regionsÕ centroids and  is a value 

between 0 and 1.

While this method may appear appropriate, it presents a number of disadvantages, the most important 
of which is the fact that the distance between the regionsÕ centroids does not accurately represent the 
perceived distance between the regions, as it can be seen in Figure 17. As a result, the merging order 
may not always correspond to the one that would be obtained by asking a human operator to itera-
tively merge the regions which are the closest.
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FIGURE 17. The distance between the regionsÕ centroids is the same, but the regions in the 
image on the right appear closer than the ones in the image on the left.

MERGING USING MAHALANOBISÕ GENERALIZED DISTANCE

Another possible choice for selecting the pair of regions to be merged is statistical analysis. Let  
be two regions, whose points are deÞned in a Þve-dimensional space composed by the three color 
coordinates and the two geometric coordinates:

  

We can deÞne  as MahalanobisÕ generalized distance between the two regions, and select the 

two regions in the image for which  is minimum, since MahalanobisÕ generalized distance reaches 

its minimum if a perfect normal distribution can be obtained by merging the two.

MahalanobisÕ generalized distance  is computed as follows:

(EQ 6)

where

(EQ 7)

and  are the scatter matrices of , , and of the region obtained by merging  and , 
respectively.

We could expect to obtain very good results from this distance, but unfortunately this is not the case, 
as MahalanobisÕ generalized distance works only if the space in which the points are deÞned is isotro-
pic (i.e., if the euclidean distance between points in the space corresponds to the perceived distance 
between the points). This is not true in this case, as color and spatial information are combined. 

MERGING ACCORDING TO COLOR DISTANCE AND MAHALANOBISÕ GENERALIZED DISTANCE IN THE 
SPATIAL DOMAIN

In order to avoid the aforementioned problems with MahalanobisÕ generalized distance, we decided 
to separate color dissimilarity from shape-position-size dissimilarity, computing two separate values 
and combining them in order to obtain one single region dissimilarity score.

The color distance  between two regions  and  is the euclidean distance between their average 

colors in the L*u*v* color space. Computing the distance between the color histograms of the two 
regions would also have been possible, but experiences showed that the merging order remains essen-
tially the same, at the expense of a large increase in computing time.
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Difference in size, position and shape between the two regions, on the other hand, is computed using 
MahalanobisÕ generalized distance  on the geometric scatter matrices of  and . In this case, 

since the geometric space is isotropic, using this kind of distance does not provoke unexpected 
effects: small values correspond to regions that, if merged, would form a compact region (one of our 
goals in the region merging phase).

Combining the values computed with  and  is not straightforward, since  is bound within 0 

and 1, while  is not bound upwards. 

One solution to this problem would be of replacing  with , where  is 

the probability that . Since  is bound between 0 and 1, we could then easily com-

bine it with . In order to compute , we computed the distribution of the values of  over 

the regions of some of the images of our database:

¥ 50 images were randomly selected from a database composed of approximately 4000 images;

¥ the selected images were segmented using the Comaniciu-Meer algorithm described in Section 
6.2;

¥ For each image, MahalanobisÕ generalized distance between the segmented regions was com-

puted, giving  values: .

 can then be computed as follows:

(EQ 8)

The computation of  with this deÞnition would certainly take a long time (  in the worst 

case). An approximation can be made by carefully selecting a lower number of values (for example 
) and deÞning  with a formula similar to Equation 8, such that 

.

Another alternative is to approximate  with a function. We found that it is possible to approxi-

mate  with 

(EQ 9)

and that the best approximation is obtained when . Graphs of  and  can be 

seen in Figure 18.

FIGURE 18. Graphs of  (left) and  with  (right).
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 being faster to compute than , we decided to use it in :

(EQ 10)

By setting the  weight the importance of the similarity in the color domain and in the spatial domain 
can be modiÞed. Experimentally, it was found that values around 0.1 give satisfying results. Higher 
values of  tend to provoke the merging of regions of different color but compatible shape.

Since  and  are distances, and tanh is a strictly growing function,  is also a distance. Let  

and  be any two regions in an image . To demonstrate that  is a distance we have to prove that: 

The Þrst two properties being obvious, we will only demonstrate the triangular inequality. Let us pre-
tend that there exist three regions  such that 

by expanding and moving some terms, we obtain that 

Since  is a distance, we know that , which means that we can 

remove the terms on the left hand side, leaving us with 

Knowing that tanh is a strictly growing function, the inequality reduces itself to 

which is not possible, since  is a distance.

This solution has the advantage of taking into account color and spatial information separately, all 
while being more precise than the Þrst method presented in this section. This is the reason why we 
chose it.

STOPPING THE MERGING PROCESS

Ideally, the merging process should be stopped before unrelated regions merge. In general, this will 
mean that the process must end before regions belonging to different entities in the image merge.

We do this by setting a threshold  for the minimum distance between two regions. The merging 

phase is stopped when .  was empirically set to 0.1 for digital images (Plate 72) 

and to 0.02 for sketches. Other systems, like PICASSO [30], continue the merging process until there 
is only one region left. This may lead to false matches because excessive merging can result in regions 
that are similar despite the fact that the regions that formed them are not.

6.3.5  Multiple Segmentation Results

As we mentioned in Section 5.2, users will produce extremely different sketches even when they are 
looking for the same target image, as shown in Plate 51. Since we want our dissimilarity measure to 
be able to return low dissimilarity scores for sketches that, despite being similar to the target image, 
are quite different, we store several segmentation results for each database image, hoping that at least 
one of them will contain regions similar to those painted in the sketch.
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In the current implementation of the feature extraction process, for each database image the last 10 
segmentation results obtained before the threshold  is met are kept. Sketches, on the other hand, are 
represented by a single segmentation result.

When a sketch is compared to a database image, each segmentation result of the database image is 
compared to the one of the sketch. Despite this fact, storing multiple segmentation results does not 
mean a huge increase in the number of comparisons between regions needed in order to compute the 
dissimilarity between sketch and image, since when going from segmentation result  to the follow-

ing one  two regions disappear and generate a new one. Hence, most of the region dissimilarities 

computed for in  can be reused. 

Another way of choosing which segmentation results to store (like, for example, keeping every Þfth 
segmentation result) would have a large impact on the number of region dissimilarity measures to be 
computed. It could, however, also be beneÞcial for the computation of the dissimilarity between 
sketch and database image, since it would probably allow for a greater ßexibility.

6.4  Conclusion

In this chapter, the image description that allows us to compute the dissimilarity between a sketch  

and a database image  was introduced. The image description is based on segmentation results 
obtained by Þrst segmenting the image with the Comaniciu-Meer algorithm, then iteratively merging 
pairs of regions until the minimum distance between two regions of the image exceeds a threshold. In 
order to allow comparison between database images and sketches containing various levels of detail, 
multiple segmentation results are stored.

Segmentation results contain regions, which are characterized by 4 features: color histogram, size, 
position of the center of gravity and shape.

In the following chapter, we will explain how this image description is used in order to compute the 
dissimilarity between a sketch  and a database image . 
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6.5  Color Plates

PLATE 52. In the additive color scheme, white is obtained by mixing the three basic colors 
(red, green and blue) at full intensity.

PLATE 53. In the subtractive color scheme, darker colors are obtained by mixing colors

PLATE 54. From left to right, the original image, an oversegmented version with its contour 
image and an undersegmented version with its contour image.
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PLATE 55. When segmenting the above image, 19 histogram peaks were found, giving the 
segmentation result shown. Because of noise and quantization effects, if we were to form 
connected regions according to the assignment of points to the histogram bins we would 
obtain an extremely large number of regions.

PLATE 56. An image segmented to exactly 9 clusters with two different visiting orders, along 
with the difference between the two results (lighter pixels mean bigger differences).

PLATE 57. Results obtained with the Batchelor-Wilkins algorithm by computing color 
distances with the Euclidean distance within the HSV color space and setting threshold 

original image a = 1/3 a = 1/2

a = 2/3 a = 3/4 a = 4/5
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. As it can be seen, low values of  result in regions that do not respect the changes 
in color, while high values of  generate very scattered regions.

PLATE 58. The Comaniciu-Meer algorithm produces regions that look strikingly similar to 
the ones we expect to see in the sketches.

PLATE 59. The Comaniciu-Meer algorithm shows some weaknesses when dealing with small 
changes in color. In this case, the white part of the motorbike was merged with the 
background.

PLATE 60. Despite the fact that the majority of the pixels belonging to the blue region are 
located in the upper right area of the image, the regionÕs bounding box covers the whole 
image.

PLATE 61. Images that are not square are centered in a square, whose largest dimension 
spans the whole [0,1] interval, while the other dimension spans a smaller interval centered 
around 0.5. In this case, the image (whose dimensions are 200x160) spans the [0,1] interval 
horizontally and the [0.1,0.9] one vertically.

t 0.4= a
a

(0,0)

(1,1)

(0,0.1)
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PLATE 62. Although the average color of a region can in general give a very good idea of the 
overall color of the region, all information about other colors present in the region will be 
lost.

PLATE 63. The 125 bin centers in the L*u*v* color space 

PLATE 64. On the left, from top to bottom: the original image, a segmentation result and a 
single region of the segmentation result. On the right: a representation of the L*u*v* 
histogram of this region.

PLATE 65. In our work, the shape of a region is represented by an ellipse.
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PLATE 66. The representation of the shape as an ellipse fails to represent the particularity of 
the regionÕs contour (as it is the case for the background in this image), all while being able 
to convey information about the general shape of the region (as in the case of the region 
representing the dog).

PLATE 67. The ellipse associated to very scattered regions does not convey any information 
about how scattered the region is.

PLATE 68. Mahalanobis distance is not adapted to computing the dissimilarity between 
shapes: in this example, the distance between the blue region in the sketch and the light blue 
region in the segmentation result of the database image is very low, because merging the two 
regions would result in a compact region.

PLATE 69. The center of gravity of a region can lie outside the region even if, like in the above 
image, the region is connected.
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PLATE 70. The initial segmentation result of the database images consists in general of a large 
number of regions, as in this case (98 regions).

PLATE 71. The initial segmentation of database images returns in general a larger number of 
regions than the segmentation of the sketches meant to represent them.

PLATE 72. By stopping the merging process when the minimum distance between two regions 
exceeds a threshold , we can avoid creating regions composed of unrelated objects.
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CHAPTER 7 Comparing Sketches and 
Images

7.1  Goal of the Comparison

The obvious goal of a dissimilarity measure between a sketch  and a digital image  is to produce a 

value  that signiÞcantly represents the dissimilarity between  and  as perceived by the user. 

Reaching such a goal is utopic, though, since a correct judgement of similarity requires a complete 
codiÞcation of the context in which the user sees the pictures and that Òcontext is a set of social and 
cultural conventions that depend critically on our role as the participants in a network of interactionsÓ, 
as pointed out by Santini and Jain in [121]. As a consequence of this observation, the computation of 
dissimilarity between a sketch and a database image is, in our work, limited to the visual aspect, put-
ting aside any semantic information (Plate 73) .

Another important topic is how dissimilarity is to be computed. As images are represented by numer-
ical features, and humans tend to associate Òamounts of similarityÒ to pairs of images, we could start 
thinking that similarity may be approximated by a distance deÞned on a multidimensional space in 
which images are points. However, it is not clear whether this would be a good way of simulating 
human judgement of similarity, as some works (among which we can list TverskyÕs [139], which 
inspired Santini and JainÕs works on CBIR [122]) tend to show that the human estimation of similar-
ity does not behave like a distance, but is more closely related to set operations in which set elements 
are very simple image features.

In short, we are aiming at deÞning a dissimilarity measure  that, being given the feature 

descriptions of the sketch  and of the image  presented in Chapter 6, returns a numerical value 
effectively representing their visual dissimilarity, as it would be perceived by the user. The deÞnition 
of such a measure must take into account the following factors:

¥ Sketches produced by different users differ under many aspects, as we mentioned in Section 6.3.5; 
for this reason, several segmentation results for each database image are stored in the correspond-
ing descriptor (in the hope that at least one of them will be similar to the submitted sketch) and 

 corresponds to the minimum dissimilarity between the segmentation result of , , and 

those of , .

¥ The sketch contains color patches, which may not all be equally important to the user. In order to 

propagate this to the dissimilarity measure  between segmentation results , weights 

should be attached to the regions in the sketch, either manually or automatically.
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¥ The dissimilarity  between regions should tell us how visually similar a sketch region 

 and an image region  are. Hence, such a measure should be based on the elements that visu-

ally characterize a region: its color and its geometric appearance (i.e., characterized by position, 
size and shape).

In the following sections we will talk in detail about how dissimilarity between sketches and database 
images can be computed. In Section 7.2 some approaches that combine dissimilarities between seg-
mentation results and / or regions into a single dissimilarity result are presented. In Section 7.3 the 
comparison between segmentation results is discussed, while Section 7.4 is dedicated to the study of 
dissimilarity between regions.

7.2  Producing a Dissimilarity Score

As we said in the previous section, we want to compute a dissimilarity score  between a sketch 

 and a database image  representing the visual dissimilarity between the two. The data we have 

available to perform this task is the image description that was presented in Chapter 6: the sketch  

contains a single segmentation result , while the database image  contains  segmenta-

tion results . In turn, a segmentation result contains a set of regions. For example, 

. In this section, we will present some solutions to solve the problem of the produc-

tion of such a dissimilarity score.

For the remainder of this section, we will suppose that we can compute a meaningful dissimilarity 

measure  between any region  of the sketch and any region  of the database image, as 

well as a dissimilarity measure  between segmentation results . Ways to deÞne such 

dissimilarity measures are given in Section 7.3 and Section 7.4.

While computing  for each pair of regions  may appear as a huge amount of compu-

tations, in our case it is not: as we explained in Section 6.3.4, segmentation results are obtained by 
merging pairs of regions, and regions that do not merge remain unchanged from one segmentation 
result to the following one. This way, a large number of the region dissimilarities computed between 

 and  will also be used between  and .

7.2.1  Region-Centric Solution

In a region-centric solution, the regions of the sketch are associated to the regions of the database 
image that are most similar to them, regardless of the segmentation result they belong to. In short, a 

region  will be associated to a region  that satisÞes Equation 11.

(EQ 11)

The obtained dissimilarity values (one for each region in ) need to be combined to generate the dis-

similarity between  and . Among the huge number of ways to perform this task, one of the most 

used is the weighted sum, in which weights are associated to the regions of , depending on their 
importance, as in Equation 12.
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 (EQ 12)

Among the existing CBIR systems, PICASSO [30] computes the dissimilarity between images this 
way. For a more detailed discussion on assigning weights to regions, see Section 7.3.1.

7.2.2  Segmentation Result-Centric Solution

Due to the unpredictability of the submitted sketches, the database image descriptor must be ßexible 
enough to be compared to sketches of various level of detail, as we said in Section 6.3.5. For this rea-
son we decided to store multiple consecutive segmentation results, with different detail levels, in the 
descriptors, hoping that at least one of the stored segmentation results will be visually similar to the 
submitted sketch. With such an image descriptor available, it may be useful to compare the single seg-
mentation result of the sketch ( ) to each segmentation result  of the database image, and then 

compute the dissimilarity between S and I as a function of the dissimilarities  between their 

segmentation results.

In particular, since the goal of storing multiple segmentation results is to have at least one of them 
visually similar to the sketch, it would make sense to select the minimum dissimilarity between seg-
mentation results as the dissimilarity between sketch and database image, as in Equation 13.

(EQ 13)

This is the method chosen in this work.

7.3  Comparison of Segmentation Results

In this section, we will talk about issues related to the computation of a dissimilarity score  

between the segmentation result  of a sketch  and the segmentation result  of a database image 

. As we explained previously, both segmentation results contain regions. If we suppose that we are 
able to deÞne a way to compare regions, which we will do in Section 7.4, we can generate a set of dis-
similarity scores that must be combined in order to compute .

When speaking about comparisons, it should be remembered that in our image descriptor no informa-
tion about spatial relationships between regions are stored in the regions (nor in the segmentation 
results). While such information might prove useful to compute similarity between segmentation 
results more accurately, the computational load bound to its use would probably be too large, because 
of the complex nature of spatial relationships between non-connected regions. For this reason, we 
decided not to store this information.

Furthermore, one question arises when we talk about comparing regions: should the comparison be 
done between one region of  and one region of , between one region of  and  regions of , 

between  regions of  and one region of  or between  regions of  and  regions of ? We 

chose to compare regions on a one-on-one basis, in order to reduce as much as possible the complex-
ity of the approach. In fact, the number of dissimilarity values to be computed in order to obtain 

 grows extremely quickly if we allow other kinds of comparisons. In a way, though, our 

method allows one region of  to be compared to more than one region of the database image, since 

multiple segmentation results are stored and a region  may be the result of the merging of several 

regions (Plate 74).
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Another factor is important when comparing a sketch to a database image: in the eyes of the user, not 
all the regions in the sketch will have the same importance, as some of them may be more characteris-
tic of the sought image. Hence, a way to specify the importance of a region should be given to the 
user.

In the following paragraphs, let us suppose that we can compute , which effectively repre-

sents visual dissimilarity between regions  and .

7.3.1  Associating Weights to Sketch Regions

When a user produces a sketch, not all the color patches are equally important, as some of them may 
be considered as more characteristic of the sought image. Hence, a way to specify the importance of a 
sketch region should be given. 

This can be done by associating a weight to every region  of the sketch. The weights can be set in 

different ways:

¥ manually, by asking the user to assign saliency values to the regions in the sketch;

¥ automatically, by computing a saliency value and assigning it to the regions.

The Þrst solution would probably be the best one, since the user knows which areas of the sketch are 
the most important. Such an approach, though, would make the sketching process signiÞcantly 
longer, since the user would have to click on the regions and then set the weights. Furthermore, there 
is the possibility that the user will select semantically meaningful regions instead of visually signiÞ-
cant ones. Since no semantic information is contained in the image description, this would almost 
surely lead to poor retrieval results.

Automatic selection of region saliency, on the other hand, is a complex process. Although several 
works for saliency estimation in photographic images exist (among which we can list the work by Itti 
et al. [67], in which a saliency map is associated to an image, indicating the regions of the image that 
are more likely to attract the eyes of the observer) exist, it is not clear whether these techniques may 
be adapted to the hand-drawn incomplete sketches we are dealing with. 

In our work, the  are proportional to the size of the sketch regions. Hence, larger regions are con-

sidered as more important that small ones. This will not always respect the userÕs point of view, since 
sometimes the most important object in an image is small, as in Plate 75.

7.3.2  Associating Sketch Regions to the Most Similar Image Region

Similarily to the method described in Section 7.2.1, it is possible to compute  by associating 

to each region  of the sketch a region  of the database image such that Equation 14 is satisÞed.

(EQ 14)

The advantage of computing  with this technique is the very low complexity associated, as it 

only requires the computation of the dissimilarities between the regions of  and those of . 

On the other hand, it is possible that several regions of  are associated to the same region of , 

resulting in a low dissimilarity score for an image which is not the target image. In order to avoid such 
problems, the region dissimilarity  should be made very selective.
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Once every region of  is associated to a region of ,  can be computed, for example with 

a weighted sum similar to the one in Equation 12:

(EQ 15)

7.3.3  Associating Image Regions to at Most One Sketch Region

If what we are aiming at is a very close match between the sketch and a database image, we must 
ensure that the regions of  are associated to at most one region of . In this case, we have to solve 

the following problems:

¥  may contain more regions than ; some regions of  would not be associated to any region 

in this case;

¥ the solution space (the set of all possible combinations of regions of  and ) grows exponen-

tially with the number of regions contained in  and . If we assume that  contains  regions 

and that  contains  regions, the number of possible combinations  is obtained as in 

Equation 16. Some values of  can be seen in Table 2.

(EQ 16)

For the sake of simplicity, let us suppose that the region dissimilarities are combined using a weighted 
sum, as in Equation 17 (where  is a function deÞned from  to , meaning that each 

region of  can be associated only to one region of )

(EQ 17)

Obviously, Equation 17 applies only if . If this is not the case, some regions of  will not be 

associated to a region of . These regions, though, must participate in the computation of , 

otherwise database images containing few regions would have an advantage. A solution to this prob-
lem can be found by associating a penalty value to these regions, thus modifying Equation 17 as fol-
lows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 2 6 12 20 30 42

3 6 6 24 60 120 210

4 8 24 24 120 360 840

5 10 30 120 120 720 2520

TABLE 2. The number of possible combinations between regions of  and regions of  

grows exponentially with the number of regions they contain.
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(EQ 18)

where ,  is a permutation of  and  is a function of  towards 

.

CHOOSING PENALTY VALUES

Let  and  be the parameters of one of the solutions explored in Equation 18 for segmentation 

results  and , and suppose that , hence there is at least one region of  that did not Þnd a 

compatible region in  and must be penalized, since the userÕs goal is to Þnd an image containing all 

the sketched regions. 

Examples of penalties  are:

¥ , where  is a constant;

¥ , where  is the size of  and  is a function deÞned on [0,1] such that 

 for any .

LIMITING THE SOLUTION SPACE

Another problem connected to the use of Equation 18 is that, in the worst case, all the possibilities 
generated by all possible values of  are taken into account, independently on the value returned by 

. This is obviously a huge waste of computing time, as most of the regions will not 

have low dissimilarity and that the combination minimizing Equation 18 will certainly not contain 
pairs of regions with high dissimilarity. 

In order to limit the solution space, we can select only the possibilities in which all pairs of regions 

 are such that ,  being a Þxed threshold. This way, we are able to 

greatly reduce the solution space. Let us suppose, for example, that region dissimilarities are bound 
between 0 and 1, and that they are uniformly distributed within this interval. Thus, if we set , 

only 20% of the region pairs  will be such that , and we can con-

sider that every region of  is similar to at most  regions of , leading to the reduction in the 

number of possibilities shown in Table 3.

When using this method, it is possible that a region  is not compatible with any region in . It is 

also possible that the only regions compatible with  are already ÒtakenÓ by other regions of . 

Hence, such a region cannot participate to the Þrst term of Equation 18, and its contribution must be 
moved to the second term. Equation 18 must be modiÞed as follows:

solution
s

120 720 2520 6720 15120 30240 55440

1 32 32 32 32 32 729

TABLE 3. The number of possible combinations is greatly reduced by setting a threshold (  

contains 5 regions in this example).
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(EQ 19)

in which  no longer is the minimum value between  and , but is a value freely ßoating between 

0 and .

REPLACING PENALTIES WITH NON-IDEAL ASSOCIATIONS

The methods presented thus far have the shortcoming of not taking into account the regions of , 

which would be a good idea, since  is being given a penalty value because it is not similar to any 

region of  (meaning that there was no region  such that ), which does not 

mean that  didnÕt have any visual similarity to any region in . In our opinion, a distinction must 

be made between regions of  that are penalized because they share no similarity at all with the 

regions of  and regions of  that are not similar enough to regions of  to be considered compati-

ble, all while sharing some kind of visual similarity with one region of , like regions with the 

approximately the same shape but different colors.

For this reason, the penalty  in Equation 19 may be replaced with: 

(EQ 20)

which selects the most similar region of  to compute the penalty, regardless of the fact that  may 

already be associated to another region of . By setting , we can decide whether these regions 

should be more or less penalized. Notice, though, that  must be larger than 1 to obtain the desired 

effect. If we decide to use Equation 20, Equation 19 must be modiÞed as follows:

(EQ 21)

This solution is quite similar to the one we gave in Equation 15. The main difference between the two 
is that Equation 21 returns lower dissimilarity scores for images which have regions very similar to 
the ones in the sketch.

Another possibility would be to make  depend also on which regions of  are associated to a 

region of  and which ones are not. In this case, we must also take into account situations in which 

all regions of  are already associated to regions of . This is done by using penalties.

(EQ 22)

where .

Using this solution, Equation 21 becomes:
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(EQ 23)

7.4  Comparing Regions

In this section, we will explain how the region features introduced in Section 6.3.2 are used in order to 

compute the region dissimilarity  between a region of the sketch and a region of a database 

image. Regions are the building bricks of the image description used in our work, and the computa-

tion of  is fundamental in order to compute dissimilarities between segmentation results and 

the dissimilarity between sketch and image.

Our aim is, being given the descriptions of a sketch region  and of a database image region , to 

produce a dissimilarity value  which effectively reßects how visually similar the two 

regions are. This dissimilarity measure should be computed knowing that the two regions are obtained 

in very different ways:  is painted by a user with a simple paint tool, while  is obtained from a 

digital image by segmentation and merging, as explained in Chapter 6.

Regions are characterized by two factors: their color and their geometric appearance. It is only logi-
cal, then, that these two elements are the ones that are used in order to compute . 

7.4.1  Comparing Colors

As we mentioned in Section 6.3, in out region descriptor the color of a region is represented in two 
ways:

¥ as the average L*u*v* color of the points contained in the region;

¥ as a 125-bin L*u*v* color histogram representing the color distribution of the points in the region.

There are different possibilities to compare the colors of two regions, which will be introduced in the 

following paragraphs. Let  and  be the L*u*v* color histo-

grams respectively of regions  and . Histograms are normalized so that 

(EQ 24)

USING AVERAGE COLOR

As we mentioned in Section 6.1, distances between colors in the L*u*v* color space are strongly 
related to the human perception of color difference. It would then appear natural that, when the colors 

of two regions  and  must be compared, the comparison is done by computing the distance 

between their average colors. In our case, though, this technique has some shortcomings:

¥ in the database images, the average colors of the regions are ÒpollutedÓ by the points around the 
contour of the region, where color transition occur; this leads to colors that are less saturated than 
what the users expect, which in general are the colors they use in the sketches. An example can be 
seen in Plate 62; a solution to this problem would be not to consider the pixels from around the 
borders of the region in the computation of the average color;
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¥ a region is in general the result of the merging of several regions (this is especially true for regions 
extracted from database images); keeping only the average color leads to a loss of information and 
generates regions which may have an average color which wasnÕt found in any of the original 
regions; this may lead to false matches because of these ÒartiÞcialÓ colors.

Using the average color, though, has the signiÞcant advantage of being easy and computationally fast, 
and may be used in a Þltering stage before using another method for computing color dissimilarity, 
like the histogram distance we will present in the following paragraph.

USING HISTOGRAMS

As we explained in Section 6.3, region color is also represented as a 125-bin L*u*v* color histogram. 
Color histograms are a kind of feature that has been used since the very beginning of CBIR, and are 
extremely useful in our case:

¥ they provide more information than a single color value;

¥ they are less sensitive to region merging than average colors, as contributions from all the merged 
regions cooperate instead of combining themselves, resulting in a color that may not be truly rep-
resentative of the region; 

¥ distances between corresponding sketch regions and database image regions are smaller, despite 
the fact that sketch regions are in general monomodal; in fact, using a histogram allows to ÒÞlter 
outÓ the less represented colors;

¥ they offer meaningful distance measures.

There are several techniques to compare histograms. Among them, the most used are:

¥ comparing the number of elements bin to bin;

¥ using a quadratic distance;

Comparing the number of elements bin to bin means computing a sum of differences:

 (EQ 25)

While being extremely fast to compute, Equation 25 is also very sensitive to shifts in color, since the 
similarity between the binsÕ representative colors is not taken into account. An example can be seen in 
Plate 76.

Using a quadratic distance, on the other hand, is computationally more expensive and requires the 
computation of a matrix , where  is a value between 0 and 1 representing the similarity 

between the representative colors  of the ith and of the jth histogram bins. These values were 

obtained as follows: , where  is the euclidean distance between two 

colors in the L*u*v* space, and  is the maximum distance between two colors in the L*u*v* 

space. 

The distance between histograms  is computed as follows:

(EQ 26)

This distance keeps track of the number of elements in each bin, as well as of the dissimilarity 
between the binsÕ representative colors, and is less sensitive to color shifts than the distance presented 
in Equation 25, as the example in Plate 76 clearly shows. 
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The high complexity of this method, though, may require a Þltering step, so that it is not executed for 
every pair of regions. For example, the distance between the average colors of the regions can be 
computed; if the result is lower than a threshold, then the quadratic distance between the histograms is 
computed, and the result is stored. This way, a signiÞcant reduction of computation time can be 
obtained.

7.4.2  Comparing Geometric Appearance

There is a very large number of techniques that can be used to compare the geometric appearance of 
two sets of points (or, in our case, regions). In this section we will study some of them, keeping in 
mind that they must be used to compare sketch regions with database image regions.

PATTERN MATCHING

Probably the simplest pattern recognition technique, pattern matching consists in comparing the two 

regions pixel by pixel and counting the number of points that are different. Let  be two regions 

and deÞne ,  such that they return 1 if point  is contained in the corresponding 

region and 0 otherwise. Assuming that the two regions are extracted from images of width  and 

height , we can compute their regions dissimilarity:

(EQ 27)

If we were to use this method to compare regions in our case, we would be faced to some problems:

¥ In order to be effective, the techniques requires that the sketch and the image have the same size. 
This is in general not true, hence some normalization would be necessary. Normalizing the sizes, 
though, would almost certainly modify the shape of the regions.

¥ The technique is very sensitive to rotation and translation, especially if the regions contain holes.

¥ Computing the geometric dissimilarity using Equation 27 is rather slow, as the whole image (or at 
least the union of the regionsÕ bounding boxes) must be scanned.

¥ Furthermore, a very large amount of information is needed in order to compute this shape descrip-
tor, since we need a list of contour points.

On the other hand, this technique does not produce false positives: low dissimilarity scores are 
obtained only if the regions are visually similar.

PROJECTION PROFILES

Another classic technique is using horizontal and vertical projection proÞles i.e., histograms counting 
the number of pixels belonging to a region for each line, respectively column of the image. 

Let  be two regions extracted from images of width  and height . Their projection proÞles 

are then deÞned as:

(EQ 28)

Once the projection proÞles are known, the difference between the two images can be computed using 
a histogram distance between them.
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The main advantages of this method are that results are rather intuitive, and that computing is fast. On 
the other hand, though, the following shortcomings should be noticed:

¥ a large quantity of information is lost when the proÞles are built;

¥ it requires normalization if images of different sizes are to be compared;

¥ it can introduce false matches, as in Figure 19.

FIGURE 19. The projection proÞles of the two blobs above are strictly identical, even though 
the blobs themselves are visually different.

MOMENTS

Regions can also be described using central moments, which are deÞned in Equation 29, where 
 is equal to 1 if the point  belongs to the region, and 0 otherwise. 

(EQ 29)

Moments of several orders can be computed, and regions can be compared by putting the obtained 
values in a vector and computing a distance between the vectors. 

Central moments can also be normalized, as in Equation 30, so that they are independent on the size 
of the region. From these, invariant moments can be extracted, resulting in features that are invariant 
to translation, rotation and scale change [59].

(EQ 30)

Although central moments give a good way of comparing region shapes, we still have to Þnd a way to 
compare the regionsÕ positions (since central moments are independent on the position). Furthermore, 
high-order moments are very sensitive to noise and quantization effects.

FOURIER DESCRIPTORS

The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the regionÕs contour can be used for obtaining a set of 
regional descriptors [57]. Let us assume that the regions we want to compare are lying in the complex 
plane, and let us sample a given number of points from their contour. By applying the DFT on these 
sequence of complex numbers (the contour points) we can obtain a regional descriptor. Normalization 
is then required so that the contours have the same starting point.

The difference between two regions can then be obtained by computing the distance between two 
vectors containing the Fourier coefÞcients.

Using Fourier descriptors has several advantages: 

¥ there is no loss of information, since the DFT is reversible; even if we decide to store only the 
Fourier coefÞcients with the largest magnitude, the distortions in the reconstructed shapes are 
minimal (Figure 20);

¥ computation of the descriptor is rather fast;
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¥ comparison between the descriptors is straightforward.

FIGURE 20. When using Fourier descriptors, it is possible to use only a fraction of the 
computed coefÞcients without signiÞcant degradation of the represented shape; in this case, 
taken from Hall [57], only 32 coefÞcients out of 512 were kept. 

In our particular case, though, Fourier descriptors may not be the best choice, since:

¥ the method requires contours of the same length to be extracted from the regions. Since some 
regions are signiÞcantly smaller than others, this would result in small regions being sampled at a 
higher rate than large regions, leading to more precise distances for small regions and less precise 
distances for large regions;

¥ the regions that are found in our descriptors are not necessarily connected. This means that a sin-
gle region would require several Fourier descriptors (one for each connected component it con-
tains); comparing regions of this kind would require the comparison between all the Fourier 
descriptors.

USING THE COVARIANCE MATRIX

The covariance matrix of a region can also be used to extract a description of its geometric appear-
ance. In fact, by computing the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix we can 
obtain information about the general orientation and the elongation of the region. This information, 
along with the position of the regionÕs center of gravity and the regionÕs size, can be used to picture 
the region as an ellipse representing the distribution of its points in the image (Plate 77).

Once all regions are represented this way, the dissimilarity between two regions can be computed as 
the ratio between the overlapping surface of the corresponding ellipses and the surface of the largest 
of the two compared ellipses (Figure 21).
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FIGURE 21. The similarity between two regions can be computed as the overlapping surface 
of the ellipses extracted from their covariance matrices.

Although an exact solution is too complex to compute, an approximation of the common surface may 
be computed with a Monte Carlo approach. In order to obtain a stable solution, though, several hun-
dreds points should be computed, making the whole process extremely slow. Furthermore, in some 
cases, like the one pictured in Figure 22, this solution does not reproduce the human perception of 
similarity. For this reason, we decided to study an alternative way of computing geometric dissimilar-
ity in which we split size, position and shape dissimilarity. How these can be computed will be 
explained in the coming sections.

FIGURE 22. In some cases, similar ellipses can have a small overlapping surface.

7.4.3  Comparing sizes 

Although the size of a region is represented by a single real value, between  and 1, where 

 are the width and height of the image in pixels, there are different ways of comparing the sizes 

of two regions; in our work, we experimented with some of them. In the following paragraphs, let  

be the size of region  and  be the size of region .

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE SIZES

The most straightforward way of comparing the size of two regions is to subtract one from the other:

(EQ 31)

All while being extremely simple to compute, Equation 31 has a disadvantage: the difference is an 
absolute one, and does not depend on the size of the compared regions. A simple example, like the 
one in Plate 78, shows that humans do not think in terms of absolute differences. Hence, this way of 
computing the size dissimilarity fails in reproducing the human perception of size similarity.

RATIO BETWEEN DIFFERENCE AND SUM OF THE SIZES

In order to make the dissimilarity depend on the sizes of the compared regions, and not only on the 
difference between their sizes, we tested the following formula:
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(EQ 32)

While this version of the size dissimilarity takes into account the size of the regions being compared, 
it still has one major drawback: dissimilarities between very small regions are huge, as it can be seen 
in Figure 23. 

FIGURE 23. Using the ratio between the difference and the sum of the regionsÕ sizes results is 
very large values for small differences between small regions.

ADJUSTED RATIO

Since Equation 32 showed a general behavior not unlike the one we were looking for (apart from the 
problems with very small regions), we modiÞed it and obtained the following formula: 

 (EQ 33)

As it can be seen in Figure 24, where , Equation 33 maintains the general behavior of 
Equation 32, but it eliminates the problems with very small regions. The obtained dissimilarity values 
match more closely the human perception of size difference.

FIGURE 24. A modiÞed version of Equation 32 allows to compute a size dissimilarity which is 
closer to the human judgement of size similarity. 

7.4.4  Comparing positions 

The only positional information stored in the region descriptor is the center of gravity of the region. 

Hence, difference in positioning between a sketch region  and a database image region  is mea-
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sured by computing the euclidean distance between the regionsÕ centers of gravity 

 as in Equation 34. 

(EQ 34)

It should be noticed that in this framework this measure is a good way of estimating the distance 
between two regions, while in the region merging phase of the feature extraction process (presented in 
Section 6.3) it was not. In this case, we have to handle regions coming from separate images, hence 
they may (and should, if one is meant to represent the other) overlap, leading to very similar positions 
of their center of gravity.

7.4.5  Comparing shapes 

As explained in Section 6.3.2, The shape of a region is represented as an ellipse with unit surface. We 
suppose that similar regions will generate similar ellipses, and in this paragraph we will explain how 
these shape descriptors are compared. As we mentioned before, an early version of Blobworld [19] 
also represented regions as ellipses. Other systems (QBIC [43], for example) compute moments and 
compare the obtained values using a distance between the obtained vectors.

OUR APPROACH

Similar regions have similar shape descriptions. Hence, we can expect that, when overlapped, ellipses 
generated from similar regions will have a large percentage of their surface in common, as shown in 
Plate 79. We could then think that an appropriate shape dissimilarity measure could be extracted from 
this value. An empirical analysis of the problem showed us, though, that this is true only if the ratio 
between the ellipsesÕ axes is close to 1. The common surface of two very elongated ellipses is low 
even if the angle between them is small (Figure 25). 

FIGURE 25. Very elongated ellipses have small overlapping surfaces even when the angle 
between them is small, despite the fact that they are visually quite similar. In this case, the 
common surface is 63%.

What we need, then, is a way to estimate the similarity of two ellipses of unit area whose origins are 
located in the same point, as in Figure 26. This measure can be based on the common surface of the 
ellipses, but must take into account the fact that elongated ellipses have a small overlapping surface 
even if they are visually similar.

FIGURE 26. Two ellipses  centered at the same point and with the same 
surface.
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Let  be the length of the major axes of two ellipses of unit surface, like the ones pictured in 

Figure 26, with , and let  be the angle between the ellipsesÕ major axes. Since the ellipses 

have unit surface, their minor axes measure  and  respectively. 

The technique we used approximates the surface  of the smallest of the two rectangles pic-

tured in Figure 27. This is done using Equation 35.

FIGURE 27. The more similar the two ellipses are, the bigger the two grey rectangles will be.

(EQ 35)

Since the computed surface does not range between 0 and 1, a normalization is needed in order to use 

 to compute shape dissimilarity , as in Equation 36:

(EQ 36)

The value obtained with Equation 36 satisÞes our needs: in fact, it reaches its maximum (i.e., 1) when 

, it reaches its minimum when  and grows in a monotonous way between these two 

points. Furthermore, for a given , the dissimilarity between two ellipses depends on the length of 
their major axes: the more elongated the ellipses are, the bigger their dissimilarity will be (Figure 28). 

FIGURE 28. Values of  obtained with various values of .
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This corresponds to what a human observer would perceive (Figure 29).

FIGURE 29. When rotated by the same angle, the ellipses in (a) look more similar than those 
in (b).

7.4.6  Combining the Dissimilarities

Since we compare the regionsÕ features individually, the comparison of  and  generates four val-

ues: the color dissimilarity , the size dissimilarity , the position dissimilarity 

 and the shape dissimilarity , all bound between 0 and 1.These individual dissim-

ilarities must be combined to generate . There are two possibilities to do so:

¥ combine them independently;

¥ group them according to the domain they belong to (color or geometric information) and then 
combine the newly obtained color and geometric dissimilarities.

In both cases, though, it is not clear how the various dissimilarities should be combined in order to 
accurately reproduce the human perception of dissimilarity between two regions, assuming that this 
could be done with the four values we compute from the regions.

For this reason, among the multiple existing possibilities, we chose to compute  as a 

weighted sum (Equation 37) where . Using a weighted sum has the advan-

tage that, by changing the weights, the user can explicitly put more importance on one feature rather 
than another, and that the results are rather easy to understand. Furthermore, with this solution, low 
dissimilarity scores are obtained only if all the individual dissimilarities are low.

(EQ 37)

In our experiments, reported in Chapter 8, several sets of weights were tested.

7.5  Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented several techniques that can be used to compare the description of a 
sketch with that of a database image. We introduced methods for comparing the regions contained in 
the descriptors, as well as techniques that use the region dissimilarities to compute a dissimilarity 
value between segmentation results by associating regions whose dissimilarity is low. We also pre-
sented techniques for combining the dissimilarity results obtained when comparing the single seg-
mentation result of a sketch  with those of a database image , thus obtaining a single dissimilarity 
score that can be used to rank the database images according to their dissimilarity to the sketch.

In the following chapter we will present some experiments we made, which show that the techniques 
described in this chapter and in Chapter 6 can be useful in CBIR.
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Color Plates

7.6  Color Plates

PLATE 73. Despite being semantically similar, the above images are not visually similar.

PLATE 74. The region in image (b) is the result of the merging of the regions in image (c); (a) 
is the original image.

PLATE 75. In this image, the user may consider the red number on the car as the most 
significant area of the image. If the user were to sketch the image as a red patch in the 
middle, and two grey areas for the tarmac, our system would consider the grey areas as 
more significant because they are larger.

PLATE 76. From left to right, the original image, an image obtained by darkening it, and 
their respective segmentation results. A simple color shift was enough to obtain a rather 
large value for the bin-to-bin color distance, while the quadratic distance is less sensitive to 
this kind of transformation.

(a) (b) (c)

quadratic distance: 0.02

bin-to-bin distance: 0.26
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PLATE 77. An original image (top left), a segmentation result (top right), one of the extracted 
regions (bottom left) and its representation as an ellipse (bottom right).

PLATE 78. Size differences between regions are more notable if the regions are small than if 
they are rather large. For this reason, using the difference between the sizes to represent 
how visually different the sizes of the regions are is not a good solution.

PLATE 79. The comparison between the shapes of two regions may be done by computing the 
overlapping area of the ellipses representing their shape (the red area in the figure).

PLATE 80. Each segmentation result of the database image is compared to the sketch, 
resulting in a set of dissimilarity values, of which the smallest is chosen as the dissimilarity 
between the sketch and the database image.

0.40 0.35 0.10 0.05

0.25 0.16 0.07
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CHAPTER 8 Results

In this chapter we will present some results obtained with our technique. When possible, we will 
compare them with results obtained with other techniques. With our experiments we would like to 
show that combining local features extracted from regions obtained by segmentation with incomplete 
sketches gives an effective way to perform CBIR.

As we wrote in the previous chapters, our approach is based on sketches produced by the user. In Sec-
tion 8.1 we will explain how these sketches were produced and how we decided which ones to use in 
the experiments.

In Section 8.2 we discuss the utility of computing local features, as opposed to computing global fea-
tures, when the sketches cover all the available canvas (complete sketches). The results obtained with 
SimEstIm will be compared with two other methods:

¥ computation of dissimilarity according to the imagesÕ histograms;

¥ computation of dissimilarity according to a technique developed at the University of Fribourg by 
Lyse Robadey, which is brießy presented in Section 8.2.2.

Finally, in Section 8.3 we will move on to incomplete sketches. Unfortunately, we were unable to 
repeat our experiences with another CBIR system (an attempt in this direction with the QBICAT sys-
tem [41] failed for technical reasons, namely because the program was written in a version of Java 
which is not compatible with the current one), hence the evaluation of results will be limited to the 
efÞciency of retrieval.

8.1  Experimental Setup

In this section we will talk about the database, as well as about the sketch production and to the sketch 
selection processes. In Section 8.1.1 the database we used for our experiments will be introduced. In 
Section 8.1.2 we will explain how the sketches were produced, while in Section 8.1.3 we will explain 
why and how we decided to remove some sketches from the set used for the experiments.

8.1.1  The Database

Our image database consists of 3985 color images originating from two sources:

¥ various Internet sites;
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¥ the bonus photo collection contained in the ÒIncredible 65000 Image PakÓ published by Click-
ART.

Among the portrayed subjects there are animals, people, buildings, landscapes, cars, airplanes, sea 
scenes, indoor pictures, food, monuments, ßowers, everyday objects and paintings. Hence, according 
to the classiÞcation we deÞned in Section 2.2, the database is an heterogeneous one. 

All the images are converted from the JPEG format to the TIFF format, and are scaled so that their 
largest dimension is 200 pixels.

An image representation is then extracted from every database image, as explained in Chapter 6. For 
each database image, 10 segmentation results are stored.

8.1.2  Sketch Production

Our experiments are meant to simulate a situation in which a user wants to search for a particular 
image in a database, supposing that he/she has a vivid memory of the image. Hence, in order to pro-
duce a sketch, users had to be given a target image. Target images were randomly selected from the 
database, and were printed on A6-sized paper with a 300 dpi HP LaserJet 1600 CM printer. These 
images were then given to the users.

Users were also given some guidelines on how to paint the sketches. In particular, they were told to:

¥ use color patches to produce the sketch;

¥ paint only the areas of the target image they found relevant or easy to paint, and leave the rest 
unpainted;

¥ try to produce a sketch which was visually similar to the target image when seen from a distance;

¥ not paint very small detail. 

In order to produce the sketch, users used Adobe Photoshop with the following limitations:

¥ use only the ÒpencilÓ (with any brush size) and ÒbucketÓ tools;

¥ do not use anti-aliasing.

It should be noticed that the users were free to:

¥ choose the size of the sketch, although they were advised to keep it rather small;

¥ choose the colors to be used in the sketch from all the possible colors available in Photoshop.

During the production of the sketch, the user was allowed to keep the printed image in front of him/
her. A sketch production session, once the user had looked at the picture for a couple of minutes, took 
from one to three minutes, depending on the level of detail the user wanted to achieve and the com-
plexity of the image. We also noticed that users tended to become increasingly fast with the number of 
sketches they produced.

8.1.3  Sketch Selection

The people that were so kind to produce sketches for our experiments (colleagues, friends, relatives, 
students) did not always produce sketches that were visually similar to the target images. 

This is essentially due to two reasons. First of all, these people were not really looking for a particular 
image, since they were given an image to look for; hence, their interest was somewhat low compared 
to that of a person who is searching for an image because he/she actually needs it. This lack of interest 
surely resulted in some unsatisfactory sketches. The second reason for ÒbadÓ sketches is that some-
times users did not understand our guidelines. A clear example of this can be seen in Plate 81: in this 
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case, the user painted the outline of the koala instead of producing a sketch containing color patches. 
Since our system is not able to process a sketch of this kind, retrieval results would be extremely poor.

For these reasons, prior to running the tests, we had to make a selection of the obtained sketches. This 
selection was based on two main criteria:

¥ how well the sketch follows the guidelines;

¥ Þdelity of the color patches to the regions in the target image (color, position, size).

The sketches were judged by three people, one being the author and the other two being PhD students 
but not computer science specialists. A sketch was rejected if at least two of the three people judging 
it found it not appropriate.

9 users submitted 69 sketches, of which 43 were considered appropriate and were used for our tests. 
Some of the rejected sketches can be seen in Plate 82. 

8.2  Complete Sketches

In this section, we will discuss the results obtained with SimEstIm when the users produced a sketch 
which covered the whole available canvas. 

The results will be compared with those obtained with the following two techniques:

¥ comparison of the imagesÕ color histograms;

¥ comparison using a global features technique developed by Lyse Robadey at the University of Fri-
bourg. 

These techniques will be shortly introduced in Section 8.2.1 and Section 8.2.2. In Section 8.2.3 we 
will explain how our technique was used in order to generate the listed results, which will be pre-
sented in Section 8.2.4. Section 8.2.5 will contain the discussion of the results obtained with the color 
histogram comparison technique, while in Section 8.2.6 we will compare the behavior of the global 
features technique to that of the local features one.

8.2.1  Comparison of Sketch and Database Image According to the Color Histograms

The color histogram we used is the 125-bin L*u*v* histogram presented in Section 6.3.2.

The dissimilarity between a sketch and a database image was computed using the quadratic distance 
between their color histograms, as explained in Section 7.2.3. The database was then sorted according 
to the dissimilarities computed.

8.2.2  Comparison of Sketch and Database Image According to Complex Global 
Features

This kind of comparison was made using a technique developed by Lyse Robadey, which extracts glo-
bal features from the sketch and from the image, generating a feature vector. 

Let  be the RGB color coordinates of the pixel at position , and let  
be the width and height of the image. For simplicity, we will omit some deÞnitions when they can be 
easily deduced from other deÞnitions. The extracted features are:

¥ the average color  in the RGB color space:

r x y,( ) g x y,( ) b x y,( ), , x y,( ) w h,

r g b, ,( )
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 (EQ 38)

  are similarly deÞned;

¥ , deÞned as

(EQ 39)

the other deÞnitions are similar;

¥ the correlations  between the RGB values and the spatial position of 

the pixels, deÞned as:

 , (EQ 40)

where 

(EQ 41)

the other deÞnitions are similar

¥ , deÞned as:

(EQ 42)

where

 ; (EQ 43)

the other deÞnitions are similar

¥ , deÞned as:
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 (EQ 45)

deÞned like in Equation 40 and Equation 41.

¥ , where

 (EQ 46)

 ; (EQ 47)

¥ , where

 (EQ 48)

deÞnitions of  are similar;

The result of the feature extraction process is a 36-component vector. All components are normalized 
so that they range between 0 and 100. The dissimilarity between a sketch and an image is represented 
by the city block distance between their corresponding feature vectors.

8.2.3  Local Features

When using local features, region dissimilarity  was computed with Equation 26 (color dissimilar-

ity), Equation 33 (size), Equation 34 (position), Equation 35 (shape) and Equation 37. Dissimilarity 
between segmentation results , on the other hand, was computed using Equation 23 and the Þnal 

dissimilarity between query and database image  was obtained with Equation 13.

Since the users produced the query images using Photoshop, no information apart from the image 
itself was available for the query. In particular, we did not know what kind of information (color, size, 
position, shape) was the most important for the users when they produced their queries. For this rea-
son, we compared the given query images to the images in the database using several combinations of 
the weights used in the region dissimilarity measure described in Section 7.2. 

The weights used in the computation of region dissimilarity are shown in Table 4. In all the tests, the 
threshold  (Section 7.3.3) was empirically set to 0.1, after observing that in general regions whose 

dissimilarity exceeds this value are not visually similar. The penalty weight  introduced in Equa-

tion 20 was set (also empirically) to 2.
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The reported result is the best rank obtained by the target image. 

8.2.4  Results

SKETCHES

For this experiment, 17 sketches, produced by 8 different users, were used. 2 sketches represented the 
same image, while the other 15 were sketches of different target images. The sketches, along with 
their target images, can be seen from Plate 83 to Plate 98.

RESULTS

In Table 5 the rank obtained by the target image when using the three compared techniques is listed. 
By looking at it, we can see that:

¥ in general, both global features and local features perform signiÞcantly better than the color histo-
gram technique;

¥ there are only few differences between the results obtained with the global features technique and 
our technique.

Both these facts become even clearer if we look at the percentage of target images whose rank is 
below a given position, shown in Figure 30. In the following section we will discuss the reasons 
behind this behavior.

Weights set

0.20 0.30 0.30 0.20

0.20 0.30 0.40 0.10

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

0.25 0.25 0.40 0.10

0.30 0.30 0.20 0.20

0.30 0.30 0.30 0.10

0.35 0.35 0.20 0.10

TABLE 4. The region dissimilarity weight sets used in our experiments.

Image name Histograms Global features Local features

amcamx3r  (Plate 83) 469th 1st 1st

anmin001 (Plate 84) 330th 1st 1st

anmpt068 (Plate 85) 35th 2nd 1st

bldcm006 (Plate 86) 1st 7th 1st

bldhm124 (Plate 87) 518th 3rd 1st

crypt1 (Plate 88) 405th 85th 1st

fp0233 (Plate 89) 1st 2nd 1st

fodvf021 (Plate 90) 1st 1st 2nd

frmag065 (Plate 91) 19th 6th 1st

frmma003 (Plate 92) 164th 8th 732nd

info-hwy (1) (Plate 93) 593rd 33rd 3rd

info-hwy (2) (Plate 93) 154th 23rd 6th

intcl078 (Plate 94) 14th 1st 1st

pplm1019 (Plate 95) 290th 3rd 2nd

ssgp1563 (Plate 96) 1st 2nd 1st

ssgp5174 (Plate 97) 1582nd 82nd 3rd

wld-16 (Plate 98) 4th 6th 1st

TABLE 5. Comparison of results obtained with histograms, global features and local features.

wS wP wC wH

W 1

W 2

W 3

W 4

W 5

W 6

W 7
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FIGURE 30. Results obtained with global features and with local features are extremely 
similar. Both techniques perform signiÞcantly better than color histograms.

8.2.5  Discussion of Histogram Technique Results

The reasons behind the poor results obtained when using color histograms to compute the dissimilar-
ity between sketches and database images is due to the fact that color histograms only represent the 
distribution of colors in the image, and do not offer any information about where in the image the col-
ors are located. Thus, there can exist a very large number of images having a very similar color histo-
gram, including images with completely different contents. An example of this can be seen in Plate 
99.

It is not surprising, then, to see that the color histogram produces good results only in a very limited 
number of cases, while most of the time it performs signiÞcantly worse than the other two methods 
we tested. 

8.2.6  Comparison of Local and Global Features Results

By looking at Table 5 and Figure 30, we realize that searching using local features and searching 
using global features seem to perform in a very similar way. 

In order to compare the results, before running the tests we supposed results would be shown to the 
user in pages containing 30 images, leading to the following classiÞcation of results:

¥ the methods perform identically if the image is retrieved at the same position by both methods;

¥ one method performs slightly better than the other if the position of the target image using one 
method is better than the position obtained using the other method but the target image appears on 
the same result page with both methods (for example, image fodvf021 is retrieved in 1st position 
using global features and in 5th position using local features, but in both cases the target image 
would appear in the Þrst page of results);

¥ one method performs signiÞcantly better than the other if the position of the target image using 
one method is better than the position obtained using the other method and the target image 
appears on different result pages (for example, image crypt1 is retrieved in 85th position using 
global features and would appear in the third page of results, while with local features it is 
retrieved in 1st position and would be in the Þrst page of results).

If we compare results this way, we Þnd that:

¥ the two methods perform identically 3 times;

¥ global features perform slightly better once;

¥ local features perform slightly better 9 times;

¥ global features perform signiÞcantly better once;

100 200 300 400 500 600
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¥ local features perform signiÞcantly better 3 times.

GLOBAL FEATURES PERFORMING SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER

The query that gives a signiÞcantly better result with global features is frmma003 (Plate 92). In this 
case, the bad retrieval result is obtained because the stored segmentation results (some of which can 
be seen in Plate 100) are not correct. Since the regions extracted from the sketch do not look like 
those extracted from the target image, it is natural that the dissimilarity score is rather high, thus lead-
ing to the low position of the target image in the ranking.

The reason behind the poor segmentation result is due to the following reasons. First of all, the origi-
nal image is rather blurred, and contains greyish colors. In this case, the colors of the extracted 
regions will be quite similar (especially because greyish colors in the L*u*v* color space are closer 
than they appear to the human observer). This will have a signiÞcant impact during the region merg-
ing phase (Section 6.3.4). Furthermore, while the initial segmentation result (Plate 101) may appear 
to be rather similar to the one extracted from the sketch, it contains a multitude of small compact 
regions whose color signiÞcantly differs from the color of the regions surrounding them. Let us 
remind that in the region merging phase we merge pairs of regions whose shape and color are the 
most compatible. In this case, we Þnd ourselves with:

¥ small regions whose shape is compatible with that of their neighbors, but whose color is signiÞ-
cantly different;

¥ large regions whose shape is not totally compatible with that of their neighbors, but whose color is 
quite similar (in the L*u*v* space).

In this situation, a merging between neighboring large regions will be considered a better choice than 
a merging between a small region and a large region surrounding it. Hence, large regions will tend to 
merge, even if the resulting regions do not represent homogeneous areas in the original image, giving 
the segmentation results shown in Plate 100.

Image frmma003 is not the only image for which the segmentation is not correct. Another example of 
this (rather rare) behavior of the region merging algorithm can be seen in Plate 102.

LOCAL FEATURES PERFORMING SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER

There are three queries for which local features perform signiÞcantly better than global features: 
crypt1 (Plate 88), info_hwy (1) (Plate 93) and ssgp5174 (Plate 97). In each case, it can be seen (Plate 
103, Plate 105 and Plate 105) that one of the segmentation results stored in the target imagesÕ descrip-
tor is extremely similar to the query image, thus resulting in a low dissimilarity score.

Query image ssgp5174 (Plate 97) is particularly interesting, as the colors are not too accurate. Despite 
this, our method still manages to retrieve the image in 3rd place, because size, position and shape of 
the painted regions are very similar to those of the segmentation result, something that cannot be done 
by the global features techniques, which does not have access to information of this kind. 

8.2.7  Conclusion

After our experiments with complete sketches, we can draw some interesting conclusions:

¥ The results obtained with local and global features for complete sketches are very similar.

¥ Errors in the feature extraction phase (segmentation, region merging) will almost certainly lead to 
poor retrieval results.

¥ The local feature technique appears to be more robust than the global features one.

There is another fact that should be taken into account: users were not explicitly told to produce com-
plete sketches, hence they did only when they were comfortable with it. This means that the images 
for which complete sketches were produced may be images whose structure is simpler. Producing a 
complete sketch for some kinds of images, in fact, might be too complex. An example of such images 
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can be found in Plate 106. Forcing users to produce complete sketches for these kinds of images 
would probably result in inaccurate query images and poor retrieval results.

In the following section we will discuss the results obtained with incomplete sketches, which make 
the sketch production process lighter for the user, who is no longer forced to produce an image repre-
senting the whole target image.

8.3  Incomplete Sketches

This section is dedicated to the discussion of the results obtained with our technique and incomplete 
sketches. The results will be presented in Section 8.3.1, and they will be analyzed in Section 8.3.2.

8.3.1  Results

SKETCHES

For this experiment, 26 incomplete sketches, produced by 8 different users, were added to the 17 
complete sketches used in Section 8.2.4, giving a total of 43 query images for 31 target images. Table 
6 contains a summary of the number and kind of sketches available for the 31 target images. The 
incomplete sketches (in which white areas are Ònot paintedÓ areas) can be seen in Plate 107 to Plate 
126, along with their target images. 

Image name incomplete complete

18c_1997_ 1 0

amcamx3r 2 1

anmin001 0 1

anmpt068 2 1

bldcm006 0 1

bldcm114 1 0

bldcm229 1 0

bldhm124 0 1

crypt1 0 1

fodvf021 0 1

fp0233 0 1

frmag065 1 1

frmma003 0 1

info_hwy 0 2

intcl078 0 1

intcl113 1 0

koala 1 0

natot167 3 0

natot410 2 0

natot447 2 0

natot519 1 0

natot685 1 0

natsn087 1 0

pplm1019 1 1

pplw1047 1 0

ssgp0910 1 0

ssgp1563 0 1

ssgp5174 1 1

TABLE 6. Number of incomplete and complete sketches available for each target image. 
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The experimental setup used was the same as in our experiment with complete sketches, described in 
Section 8.2.3: each incomplete sketch was compared to every image in the database using the seven 
sets of weights in Table 4, and the best ranking reached by the target image was chosen.

RESULTS

The best result obtained for each incomplete sketch is reported in Table 7. 

8.3.2  Discussion of Results

The results obtained with incomplete sketches are extremely encouraging. In fact, as it can be seen 
from Figure 31, 80% of the target images were retrieved in the top 30 positions, meaning that they 
would have appeared in the Þrst page of results shown to the user. The number of target images 
appearing in the top 10 returned images is also extremely high: 65%.

swan 1 0

wld-16 0 1

yumiko43 1 0

Query image Position

18c_1997_ (Plate 107) 39th

amcamx3r (1) (Plate 108) 15th

amcamx3r (2) (Plate 108) 4th

anmpt068 (1) (Plate 109) 1st

anmpt068 (2) (Plate 109) 1st

bldcm114 (Plate 110) 12th

bldcm229 (Plate 111) 1st

frmag065 (Plate 112) 1st

intcl113 (Plate 113) 90th

koala (Plate 114) 1st

natot167 (1) (Plate 115) 1st

natot167 (2) (Plate 115) 1st

natot167 (3) (Plate 115) 9th

natot410 (1) (Plate 116) 1st

natot410 (2) (Plate 116) 10th

natot447 (1) (Plate 117) 1st

natot447 (2) (Plate 117) 4th

natot519 (Plate 118) 1st

natot685 (Plate 119) 1st

natsn087 (Plate 120) 1st

pplm1019 (Plate 121) 1st

pplw1047 (Plate 122) 3rd

ssgp0910 (Plate 123) 25th

ssgp5174 (Plate 124) 265th

swan (Plate 125) 83rd

yumiko43 (Plate 126) 41st

TABLE 7. Results obtained with incomplete sketches.

Image name incomplete complete

TABLE 6. Number of incomplete and complete sketches available for each target image. 
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FIGURE 31. Results obtained with incomplete sketches.

Furthermore, if we add the results obtained with incomplete sketches to those obtained with complete 
sketches (Figure 32), things look even better: over 85% of the target images appear in the top 30 
retrieved images, while 75% are in the top 10.

FIGURE 32. Results obtained over the whole collection of sketches (complete and incomplete). 

Although the number of sketches used in the experiments is rather small, these results make us 
believe that our technique can be used to perform CBIR in an effective way. Good results were 
obtained also with simple sketches like amcam3x (1) (Plate 108), anmpt068 (Plate 109), bldcm006 
(Plate 110), koala (Plate 114), natot167 (Plate 115) and natot685 (Plate 119).

8.3.3  Reasons Behind Poor Retrieval Results

Even though the results reported in the previous sections are rather good, there are still queries that do 
not result in the target image being retrieved among the Þrst images. In this section, we will try to list 
the various reasons why a query may be unsuccessful.
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ERRORS IN INITIAL SEGMENTATION

Although it is quite reliable, even when used with different kinds of images, the segmentation algo-
rithm we use (Section 6.2.5) does occasionally undersegment images, especially if the original image 
contains gradients or regions with very similar colors (Plate 127). 

If the user produces a sketch containing only a part of the undersegmented region, retrieval results 
will almost surely be poor. Actually, this was not the case with any of the query images used in our 
experiments.

ERRORS DURING THE REGION MERGING PHASE

As we mentioned in Section 8.2.6, errors may appear during the region merging phase, leading to 
regions issued from unrelated areas of the image to merge. The resulting behavior is similar to what 
we experience with undersegmented images. 

This problem would be eliminated by storing every segmentation results produced by merging 
regions, although this would certainly increase the time needed to compare the query with the data-
base images. More realistically, other techniques for the region merging phase should be studied.

USER PAINTING ONLY PART OF A REGION

Another source of poor retrieval results is given by sketches in which only a part of a region contained 
in the target image is painted. An example is sketch intcl113 (Plate 128), in which the user only 
painted the horizontal dark lines, ignoring the oblique ones. The segmentation algorithm, though, pro-
duced a single region containing all the dark lines in the upper part of the image.

In situations like the one pictured in Plate 128, a region of the sketch is compared to a region of the 
target image of which it represents a subset. Currently, our region dissimilarity measure is not able to 
handle this case and returns a rather large dissimilarity score (since size, position and shape of the two 
regions are signiÞcantly different), which ultimately leads to a low ranking of the target image.

The solution to this problem could be twofold:

¥ users could be given some information on how the system works internally; this would help them 
avoiding this kind of problem;

¥ a different region dissimilarity technique that is able to recognize that a sketch region is a subset of 
a target image region could be developed, although it is not clear how this could be done without 
risking to introduce a large amount of false matches.

8.4  Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented the results obtained with our method with complete and incomplete 
sketches. 

When used with complete sketches, our approach produces retrieval results very similar to those that 
can be obtained with a method based on global features. It must be said, though, that complete 
sketches are hard to produce for some kinds of images. For these images, incomplete sketches are in 
general much easier to produce. Techniques based on global features, though, cannot be effectively 
used with incomplete sketches, as no information about from which part of the image the features 
were extracted is available.

Incomplete sketches, on the other hand, give the user the freedom of producing query images contain-
ing only the relevant information about the target image (or the areas that are the easiest to paint). The 
results we obtained with incomplete sketches are very similar to those obtained with complete 
sketches: in 80% of the tests, the target image was retrieved in the top 30 images.
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8.5  Color Plates

PLATE 81. Some users did not understand our guidelines. In this case, the user painted the 
contour of the koala, while we asked for sketches composed of color patches.

PLATE 82. Some rejected sketches, along with their target images.

PLATE 83. Sketch and target image anmcamx3r.

PLATE 84. Sketch and target image anmin001.
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PLATE 85. Sketch and target image anmpt068.

PLATE 86. Sketch and target image bldcm006.

PLATE 87. Sketch and target image bldhm124.

PLATE 88. Sketch and target image crypt1.

PLATE 89. Sketch and target image fp0233.
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PLATE 90. Sketch and target image fodvf021.

PLATE 91. Sketch and target image frmag065.

PLATE 92. Sketch and target image frmma003.

PLATE 93. Sketches and target image info_hwy.
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PLATE 94. Sketch and target image intcl078.

PLATE 95. Sketch and target image pplm1019.

PLATE 96. Sketch and target image ssgp1563.

PLATE 97. Sketch and target image ssgp5174.

PLATE 98. Sketch and target image wld-16.
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PLATE 99. Two images can have color histograms very similar to the one of the query image 
even if their content is totally different.

PLATE 100. Segmentation results for image frmma003.

PLATE 101. The segmentation result of the sketch and the initial segmentation result of the 
target image.

PLATE 102. Another example of incorrect merging order. While the initial segmentation 
result (containing 288 clusters) is correct, the body of the bird ends up being merged with 
the background even in the most detailed segmentation result  (containing 13 clusters) 
stored in the image descriptor.

0.0063 0.0073

10 clusters 5 clusters

sketch segmentation 142 clusters

original 288 clusters 13 clusters
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PLATE 103. The segmentation result of the crypt1 query image, and the less dissimilar 
segmentation result in the target image (the original images are in Plate 88).

PLATE 104. The segmentation result of the info_hwy (1) query image, and the less dissimilar 
segmentation result of the target image (the original images are in Plate 93).

PLATE 105. The segmentation result of the ssgp5174 query image, and the less dissimilar 
segmentation result in the target image (the original images are in Plate 97).

PLATE 106. A selection of images for which the production of a complete sketch may be 
problematic.
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PLATE 107. Incomplete sketch for target image 18c_1997_.

PLATE 108. Incomplete sketches for target image amcamx3r. 

PLATE 109. Incomplete sketches for target image anmpt068.

PLATE 110. Incomplete sketch for target image bldcm006.

PLATE 111. Incomplete sketch for target image bldcm229.
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PLATE 112. Incomplete sketch for target image frmag065.

 
PLATE 113. Incomplete sketch for target image intcl113.

PLATE 114. Incomplete sketch for target image koala.

PLATE 115. Incomplete sketches for target image natot167.
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PLATE 116. Incomplete sketches for target image natot410.

PLATE 117. Incomplete sketches for target image natot447.

PLATE 118. Incomplete sketch for target image natot519.

PLATE 119. Incomplete sketch for target image natot685.

PLATE 120. Incomplete sketch for target image natsn087.
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PLATE 121. Incomplete sketch for target image pplm1019.

PLATE 122. Incomplete sketch for target image pplw1047.

PLATE 123. Incomplete sketch for target image ssgp0910.

PLATE 124. Incomplete sketch for target image ssgp5174.

PLATE 125. Incomplete sketch for target image swan.
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PLATE 126. Incomplete sketch for target image yumiko43.

PLATE 127. Two examples of undersegmented initial segmentation results.

PLATE 128. In this case, the color patches painted by the user correspond to subsets of the 
region extracted from the target image.

19 clusters
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CHAPTER 9 Conclusion

Our work led us to explore a multitude of subjects related to CBIR. In this chapter we draw some con-
clusions, and we present how our work can be useful for future works.

Our goal was not that of building a complete and operational CBIR system. Instead, we wanted to 
study new techniques for CBIR. As we mentioned in Section 1.3, we found that there was room for 
improvement in three key aspects of CBIR: query form, representation of database images and que-
ries and comparison between queries and database images.

In particular, we felt that there were some kinds of users that were being neglected, as none of the sys-
tems existing at the time could satisfy their needs. Our attention was especially focused on users 
wanting to retrieve a known image from an heterogeneous database in which image information had 
not been extracted manually. Users that may Þnd themselves in such a situation can come from vari-
ous Þelds: publishing, advertisement, design and retail are some of the examples.

Our analysis of the problem (Section 2.3 and Chapter 4) led us towards querying by user-produced 
pictorial examples (in form of query images or sketches), as this seems to be the most effective way 
for a user to search visually for a given image. More precisely, we focused our attention on incom-
plete queries (i.e., pictorial examples that do not cover all the available canvas).

Furthermore, we also noticed (Section 2.4) that most of the CBIR systems were extracting informa-
tion from database images as a whole (global features). By extracting features from limited areas of 
the images (local features) we managed to improve the results obtained with global features, as shown 
in Section 8.2

While investigating local features, we studied different ways of extracting them. After analyzing the 
strengths and weaknesses of having human operators perform the task (Section 2.4.3), we decided to 
explore the possibilities given by automatic feature extraction. In particular, we studied the selection 
of the areas from which the features are extracted via a segmentation method. Our experiences 
showed that segmentation can produce relevant regions for feature extraction, as reported in Chapter 
6.

Once regions are extracted from images, they must be represented by a feature set. Our choice was to 
represent regions as a combination of size, position, shape and color (Section 6.3). 

Also, we studied the consequences that sketches with different levels of detail would have on the 
retrieval results, resulting in an image representation composed of several segmentation results. On 
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the other hand, the different nature of the user-produced queries led us towards a descriptor contain-
ing a single segmentation result.

CBIR ultimately rests on the comparison of the query with (a subset of) the database images. We took 
advantage of our representation of query and database image to develop a complex and customizable 
method for comparing a query and a database image (Chapter 7). Our solution is composed of a dis-
similarity measure between regions, which is then used to compute the dissimilarity between segmen-
tation results (by associating pairs of regions that have a low dissimilarity score), which in turn is used 
to compute the dissimilarity between the query and the database image. According to this dissimilar-
ity, it is then possible to rank all the database images. The user can control (to a certain extent) how 
similarity is computed.

In Section 9.1 we summarize the scientiÞc contributions of our work. Section 9.2, on the other hand, 
we talk about the lessons that are to be drawn from our work. Criticism and future perspectives are the 
content of Section 9.3, while in Section 9.4 we draw a short conclusion. 

9.1  Contribution

This work shows that it is possible to develop efÞcient CBIR methods in which:

¥ the query consists of an incomplete user-produced pictorial example of a target image;

¥ the retrieval is based on automatically extracted features;

¥ features are extracted from regions which are automatically formed according to their visual 
homogeneity;

¥ the same representation is used for both queries and database images;

¥ the database images representation is ßexible enough to be compared to sketches of different lev-
els of detail;

¥ the comparison of query and database images allows partial matches.

Our principal contributions are split among three areas: feature extraction, image and query represen-
tation and comparison.

FEATURE EXTRACTION

We present a technique for the automatic selection of visually homogeneous areas for later extraction 
of image features, which is based on region segmentation followed by region merging. 

IMAGE AND QUERY REPRESENTATION

We introduce a common representation for database images and sketches, which contains a set of seg-
mentation results, each of which is composed of a set of regions. In order to ensure the maximum 
ßexibility, database images can be represented by a variable number of segmentation results. Using 
regions as the basic element of the representation allows the use of incomplete sketches.

COMPARISON

A dissimilarity measure between database images and query images is presented. This measure is 
based on a region dissimilarity, which is then used to compute the dissimilarity between segmentation 
results by associating pairs of regions that have low dissimilarity. The dissimilarities between seg-
mentation results are then used to compute the dissimilarity between query and database image. The 
way the dissimilarity is computed can be inßuenced by the user by setting a set of weights, thus mak-
ing it customizable to different drawing techniques and needs. Results show that the measure handles 
equally well complete and incomplete sketches.
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What We Learned

9.2  What We Learned

This work led us to analyze different aspects of CBIR. In this section we will list some of our obser-
vations on the subject. 

¥ The Þrst important observation is that effective CBIR by user-drawn pictorial example in a hetero-
geneous database using only automatically extracted local features is possible. 

¥ We also found that our method is effective even if the queries are incomplete. Incomplete queries 
free the user from the burden of having to produce an image representing the whole target image. 
This way, it is possible to retrieve an image by painting only a part of its content. 

¥ Associating several consecutive segmentation results to the database images does indeed allow 
efÞcient retrieval with queries containing various levels of detail: good retrieval results are 
obtained with sketches ranging from extremely raw to rather detailed.

¥ Associating importance weights to sketch regions mirrors the fact that not all areas of the query 
are equally important to the user. Assigning weights proportionally to the regionsÕ sizes turns out 
to be a rather accurate estimation of region importance.

9.3  Appreciation and Future Work

In this section, we talk about testing that should be carried out and possible improvements to our 
method. We also try to list new functionalities that would be necessary in order to transform it into a 
fully operational CBIR system.

FURTHER TESTING

¥ Our experiments were conducted using a database of about 4000 images. Obviously, in a real-life 
situation the amount of images contained in the database would be of hundreds of thousands of 
images. It would be interesting, then, to verify how our technique would perform in such a case. 

¥ It would be extremely interesting to verify if letting the user directly specify the importance 
weights of the regions in the query image would lead to better retrieval results. Similarly, the user 
may also be asked to give relative importance weights for size, position, color and shape informa-
tion for each region, and these would then inßuence the way the dissimilarity between the query 
image and the database images is computed. This kind of testing, though, is not practical in the 
current state of our work, as no graphical user interface (GUI) is available to the user.

¥ Another interesting kind of testing consists in, instead of trying to retrieve a target image, trying to 
retrieve all images containing a particular shape, or a region of a given color and size, and so on. 
This can be done by setting the weights for size, position, color or shape information in the region 
dissimilarity measure to zero or low values, so that the corresponding features are ignored.

¥ Comparing the results obtained with our method with those obtained with other methods relying 
on incomplete sketches and automatically extracted features would be advisable. Unfortunately, 
our attempt to use the QBICAT system (Section 3.4.8) for this purpose was unsuccessful for tech-
nical reasons (notably the incompatibility between the version of Java it was written in and the 
current version).

¥ Our evaluation of results was uniquely based on the position of the target image, because no infor-
mation about the relevance of the images in the database compared to the target images was avail-
able. It would be interesting to generate such information and verify how relevant the images 
retrieved at the top of the ranking are. In order to do this, though, it should be kept in mind that rel-
evance must be evaluated only visually, and not semantically, since our dissimilarity measure is 
only sensitive to visual similarity. 

¥ Testing reported in this work was performed on queries produced by colleagues, friends and rela-
tives of the author. Although these people surely gave their best to follow the guidelines and pro-
duce ÒgoodÓ queries, it would be extremely interesting to verify how the method would perform if 
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it was used in a real-life situation (like in an advertisement Þrm, for example) by people with a real 
need to retrieve a particular image.

¥ The sketches used in the experiments were produced using a mouse as a drawing device, which is 
not a very natural way of drawing. Tests should be performed using other drawing devices, such as 
a graphic tablet.

IMPROVEMENTS

¥ Probably the area of this work where improvement would be most effective is the region merging 
algorithm. New approaches should be tested. Furthermore, we believe that adaptive thresholds 
should be used to decide when to stop the merging process, instead of the Þxed thresholds that are 
currently used.

¥ Another weak point of this work is the region shape descriptor. As we mentioned in Section 6.3.2, 
representing region shapes as ellipses and comparing them by computing the overlapping surface 
is not a very good approach. Alternative techniques may prove difÞcult to Þnd, though, because 
they will need to be applicable to non-connex regions.

¥ Currently, region dissimilarity is computed as a weighted sum of size, position, color and shape 
dissimilarity. While this approach appears to be effective, it is not proven that it corresponds to the 
way human beings combine different types of dissimilarities. More investigation should be made 
to verify if other meaningful ways of combining dissimilarities can be found.

THE ROAD TO A COMPLETE CBIR SYSTEM

Although building a complete CBIR system was never our goal, we can list some of the things that 
would need to be done before our method can be used in one. 

¥ The method should be re-implemented in a more effective way. In fact, performance not being a 
goal in this work, the current data structure is extremely heavy. This leads to both high computing 
time and memory occupancy. Notably, a search in our database of 3985 images takes between 1 
and 10 minutes (depending on the number of regions in the sketch) on a Sun Ultra workstation, 
and the program requires 540 MB of memory to run. ProÞling showed us, though, that about half 
of this time is spent to navigate through the data structure (which was implemented using hashta-
bles); a lighter data structure would surely lead to lower memory requirements and faster execu-
tion. Other signiÞcant gains (both time-wise and memory-wise) would be obtained by using 
simple data types instead of ßoating-point ones to describe the regionsÕ features.

¥ A method for indexing the images in the database according to the extracted regions and their fea-
tures should be studied. In a real-life scenario, a CBIR system simply cannot compare the query to 
all the images in the database. Hence, a method for selecting plausible candidates for the retrieval 
should be developed.

¥ A relevance feedback mechanism should be developed, allowing the user to obtain better retrieval 
result by marking retrieved images as ÒrelevantÓ or Ònon relevantÓ (as done by Ciocca and Schet-
tini in [25]) or by grouping together images to be considered similar (as in El Ni�o [121]). The 
user actions should have an impact on how the dissimilarity between query and database images is 
computed.

¥ As we showed in Chapter 8, our technique performs very well for visual searches. It is clear, 
though, that a complete CBIR system should not be limited to this kind of search. Hence, other 
CBIR techniques should be combined with ours to broaden the possibilities. Notably, CBIR tech-
niques based on semantic data (keywords, natural language descriptions, etc.), contours (histo-
gram of contour directions, Fourier descriptors, etc.) and texture should be combined with ours, 
resulting in a more complete CBIR system.  

¥ A GUI would need to be built. Ideally, the user should be able to produce the query, adjust any 
weights, see the retrieval results and reÞne or modify the query from within the same GUI. 

¥ The way results are presented to the user should be studied in detail. In particular, the user should 
be able to understand why the retrieval results are as they are. One way of letting the user under-
stand is by showing the internal representation of the images, as done in Blobworld [17]. 
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Finally...

9.4  Finally...

Developing a complete CBIR requires a huge amount of work, as well as knowledge in several very 
different domains (image processing, information retrieval, interface building, vision, natural lan-
guage processing and many others). With our work, we hope to give people writing the CBIR systems 
of tomorrow some more information about what to do and what not to do when building such a sys-
tem.
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